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Zusammenfasung
In dieser Arbeit wird das Verhalten von suprathermalen interplanetaren Teilchen mit
Hilfe von drei Flugzeitmassenspektrometern auf drei unterschiedlichen Raumsonden un-
tersucht. Alle drei Raumsonden befinden sich eine astronomische Einheit (AU) von der
Sonne entfernt. Wir untersuchen dabei die Variation und Evolution von suprathermalen
Teilchen in Strominteraktionsregionen (stream interaction regions, SIRs), die entstehen,
wenn ein schneller Sonnenwindstrom einen langsamen Sonnenwindstrom einholt. Dabei
wird oft eine Anreicherung von suprathermalen Teilchen beobachtet, was seit bereits
u¨ber zehn Jahren das Interesse von Wissenschaftlern weckt.
Als Vorbereitung fu¨r unsere physikalische Analyse wird der Hintergrund des Spek-
trometers STOF (Suprathermal Time-of-Flight) auf der Raumsonde SOHO (Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory) untersucht. Wir identifizieren den Hintergrund von STOF
als u¨berwiegend von energetischen durchdringenden Teilchen hervorgerufen. Durch eine
auftretende Verunreinigung mit Photonen am Eintrittssystem von STOF werden diese
mit einer ho¨heren als der urspru¨nglich erwarteten Rate beobachtet. Zusa¨tzlich stellen wir
eine Methode zur Beschreibung des Hintergrundes fu¨r den STEP Sensor (SupraThermal
Electrons and Protons Sensor) vor, der bald seine Forschungsreise auf der vorraussichtlich
im Februar 2020 startenden Raumsonde Solar Orbiter beginnen wird. Sowohl STOF als
auch STEP decken den suprathermalen Energiebereich ab und die Hauptquelle ihres
Hintergundes sind energetische durchdringende Teilchen.
In der hier vorgestellten SIR-Studie beobachten wir, dass suprathermale Teilchen
innerhalb der Region des komprimierten schnellen Sonnenwindes (F’) nahe der hinteren
Flanke der Kompressionsregion ein Maximum erreichen. Aus Sicht eines Beobachters,
der sich von der F’ Region durch die hintere Flanke in den ungesto¨rten schnellen Son-
nenwind (F) bewegt, verha¨rtet sich das Spektrum mit voranschreitender Zeit. Gle-
ichzeitig steigt das Ha¨ufigkeitsverha¨ltnis von He+/He++. Unsere Beobachtungen sind
mit fru¨heren Messungen konsistent, decken aber zusa¨tzlich auch niedrigere suprather-
male Energien ab, als dies bisher mo¨glich war. Daru¨ber hinaus haben wird in manchen
SIRs Spektren mit Umkehrpunkten bei niedrigen suprathermalen Energien identifiziert.
Wir haben dabei ausgeschlossen, dass diese von instrumentellen Effekten wie der Ef-
fizienz oder dem Hintergrund hervorgerufen worden sein ko¨nnen. Diese spektrale From
wurde von der klassischen Theorie in Fisk and Lee (1980) bereits vorhergesagt und ist
hier zum ersten Mal experimentell nachgewiesen worden. Allerdings war es uns nicht
mo¨glich einen gemeinsamen Parametersatz zu finden, der unsere Beobachtungen in dem
Fisk and Lee (1980) Modell darstellt. Dies legt nahe, dass weitere Effekte wie zum
Beispiel Querfelddiffusion und magnetische Spiegelung im Bereich zwischen der Sonne
und der Kompressionsregion beru¨cksichtigt werden mu¨ssen.
Abstract
In this thesis, interplanetary suprathermal particles at 1 astronomical unit (AU) are
studied with three time-of-flight mass spectrometers onboard three spacecraft. We study
the variation and evolution of suprathermal particles during stream interaction regions
(SIRs) which form when fast solar wind streams overtake slow solar wind streams. The
flux enhancements of suprathermal particles are often observed in association with SIRs,
which has strongly interested scientists over tens of years.
As preparation work, the background of the Suprathermal Time-of-Flight spectrome-
ter (STOF) of the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is analyzed. We identify
that the STOF background is mainly caused by energetic penetrating particles. Due
to a possible leakage of photons at the entrance system of STOF, these particles are
more easily recorded by STOF than originally anticipated. In addition, we propose a
method for the background estimation, referring to the approach of Hilchenbach et al.
(1998). This part of work guides the event selection for the SIR analysis, i.e., only events
with high signal-to-noise ratio are chosen. In addition, based on this work, we further
estimate the background for the SupraThermal Electrons and Protons sensor (STEP)
which will be carried by the Solar Orbiter spacecraft and start its journey of exploration
in February 2020. Both STOF and STEP cover suprathermal energies and the main
source of their background is energetic penetrating particles.
For the SIR study, we have observed that the time profile of the suprathermal parti-
cles peaks inside the compressed fast wind (F’) region, close to the trailing edge. When
observers travel from the F’ region via the trailing edge into the undisturbed fast wind
(F) region, spectra harden with time, together with an increase of the He+/He++ abun-
dance ratio. These observations are consistent with previous ones, but cover lower
suprathermal energies than before. Moreover, we have identified turnover spectra at low
suprathermal energies during some SIR events, excluding the instrumental influence,
e.g., efficiency and background. The turnover spectral shape is predicted by the clas-
sical Fisk and Lee (1980) theory and has not been reported in previous observations.
However, we can not fit the Fisk and Lee (1980) model to the data with meaningful
parameters, suggesting that other effects (e.g., cross-field diffusion, magnetic mirroring
effect in the region between the compression and the Sun) need to be taken into account.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Sun, as the nearest star to Earth, has attracted continuous attention in human
history. No other stars can offer us more detailed studies than the Sun. Its structure
can be divided into a core, radiative zone, tachocline, convective zone, photosphere and
atmosphere. The core of the Sun is the hottest part, where nuclear fusion continually
produces an appreciable amount of thermal energy through a series of steps called the
p-p (proton-proton) chain (Broggini, 2003). From the core out to about 0.7 solar radii
is the radiative zone, where the temperature starts to drop down from seven million to
two million Kelvin with increasing distance from the core. The way of energy transmis-
sion is, as its name implies, by radiation. The tachocline is the transition layer between
the radiative zone and outer convective zone. It was hypothesized that the Sun’s mag-
netic field is generated within this place by a magnetic dynamo (Roberts, 1972). From
the tachocline to the solar surface, the temperature continuously decreases and heavier
atoms are not fully ionized. In this case, radiative heat transport is less effective and con-
vective energy transmission becomes dominant. The photosphere is the visible surface
of the Sun, above which visible sunlight is free to propagate into space, and its energy
escapes from the Sun entirely. Now the temperature reaches the minimum in the solar
atmosphere at about 500 km above the photosphere with a temperature of about 4100
Kelvin and then surprisingly rises up. The reason is still not well known, but evidence
suggests that waves may have enough energy to heat the solar atmosphere. In the solar
corona which is the outer layer of the solar atmosphere, the temperature can reach a few
million Kelvin and atoms become highly ionized. The ionized atoms which are released
from the corona are the so-called solar wind which flows outward at supersonic speed
to great distances, filling a region known as the heliosphere, an enormous bubble-like
region of space.
1.1 Solar Wind
As introduced above, the solar wind is a stream of charged particles emitted radially
away from the Sun. Viewed in the historic light, this idea can date back to the 19th
century when Carrington and Richard Hodgson independently found a sudden outburst
of energy (likely an intensive solar flare) from the Sun’s atmosphere in 1859. On the
second day, a geomagnetic storm was observed and Carrington suspected a connection
between two observations (Odenwald and Green, 2008). Both Fitzgerald in 1892 and
1900, and Lodge in 1900, suggested that the geomagnetic storms were caused by a flying
cloud of charged particles (Dessler, 1967). But Birkeland in 1896 suggested a continuous
solar wind rather than a transient one (Dessler, 1967) based on the effects of a beam
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of charged particles on a terrella in his laboratory. Later, Biermann (1951, 1952, 1957)
pointed out that a continuous solar wind has the virtue to explain cometary tails which
are typically observed to be deflected from the flight path towards the radial direction
away from the Sun. Based on these earlier observational suggestions of the existence
of the solar wind, E. N. Parker in 1958 gave a theoretical model which predicts that
the wind is supersonic. Similar flow profiles which show acceleration from subsonic
to supersonic speeds are known from Laval nozzles. In the early 1960s, these ideas
were confirmed by the first in-situ observations from a series of Russian (Luna 2, Luna
3, and Venus 3) (Gringauz et al., 1960; Gringauz et al., 1961; Gringauz et al., 1967)
and American (Explorer 10, Mariner 2, and Imp 1) (Bonetti et al., 1963; Ness et al.,
1964; Snyder and Neugebauer, 1965; Neugebauer and Snyder, 1966, 1967) space probes
and satellites. Moreover, the solar wind composition was well measured. 1H+ and
4He++ were observed to be the most abundant solar wind ions by Mariner 2 (Snyder
and Neugebauer, 1964). The number ratios 4He++/1H+ extend from < 0.005 to > 0.15.
Using solar wind measurements with electrostatic analyzers on the earth-orbiting Vela 3A
and 3B satellites, Bame et al. (1968) reported the presence of ions of 3He++, 4He+, and
various ion species of 16O. Bame et al. (1970) further identified 56Fe+8 to 56Fe+12, 28Si+7,
28Si+8, 28Si+9, and 16O+6 in the solar wind with Vela 5A measurements. Compared with
1H+ and 4He++, the abundance of heavy ions in the solar wind is rather small. Bame
et al. (1975) found the average ratios of Iron, Silicon, and Oxygen to Hydrogen during
the period in 1969-1971 are 5.3× 10−5, 7.6× 10−5, 5.2× 10−4, respectively.
Parker (1958) also considered the relation between the solar wind and the configura-
tion of the Sun’s magnetic field. As the wind is a plasma of high electrical conductivity,
the magnetic field is frozen-in. The magnetic field is then transported away from the
rotating Sun into the interplanetary space by the solar wind. Its shape is determined by
the wind speed together with the rotation of the Sun. As shown in Figure 1.1, the wind
is purely radial, whilst the streamlines of flow are curved with a form of an Archimedean
spiral due to the rotation, also known as the Parker spiral. In short, the geometrical
figure of the magnetic field lines corotates, while the fluid of solar wind does not corotate
but instead travels radially outwards. Depending on the location in the hemisphere and
the phase of the solar cycle, the magnetic field points inward or outward. The direction
of the magnetic field is opposite in the northern and southern parts of the heliosphere.
The polarity reversal of magnetic field, which is found within the low-speed wind and
which maps back to the solar magnetic equator, is commonly called the Heliospheric
Current Sheet (HCS) (Schatten, 1972). Near solar minimum, the HCS tends coincide
approximately with the solar equatorial plane. If the dipole global field of the Sun is
inclined, e.g., during the approach to solar minimum, the rotation of the Sun leads to
the HCS having a configuration similar to a twirled ”ballerina’s skirt” (Alfve´n, 1957).
This configuration changes in shape through the solar cycle as the Sun’s magnetic field
reverses about every 11 years.
Sources of the Solar Wind
In-situ observations have established that there are two components of the quiescent solar
wind, respectively termed the slow solar wind and the fast solar wind. The fast solar
wind is known to originate in solar coronal holes (Krieger et al., 1973; Nolte et al., 1976),
where the Sun’s corona is easily visible as dark regions in white-light, X-ray, and extreme
ultraviolet images. The magnetic fields in coronal holes can be considered as open, then
plasma is relatively unconstrained to escape away from here, producing a low density
and low temperature in this area. Based on data from three recurrences of the same
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coronal hole, Krieger et al. (1973) found that the size of the coronal hole is well correlated
with the speed of the solar wind emanating from the coronal hole. Recently, Wang and
Sheeley (2006) invoked the superradial expansion to explain the fast solar wind speed.
These authors compared solar wind speed with superradial expansion factors derived
from the potential field source surface model and found them to be well explained by a
conservation of mass and energy along a flux tube. By contrast, the origin of slow solar
wind is controversial. Wang et al. (1998) found that the edges of coronal holes are a
source of the slow solar wind. Later Neugebauer et al. (1998) and Burton et al. (1999)
found that the slow wind also maps back to streamers themselves. Until today, the origin
of the slow solar wind is one of the major open questions in solar physics. Therefore, it
is listed as a highest-priority scientific objective for the Solar Orbiter mission (see “How
and where do the solar wind plasma and magnetic field originate in the corona?” in
Appendix A).
Figure 1.2 shows solar wind speed as a function of the solar latitude as measured
by Ulysses which is an out-of-ecliptic spacecraft, providing detailed information on the
latitudinal structure of the solar wind. The data was obtained during Ulysses’ first polar
orbit around the Sun extending from February 1992 through December 1997 on the
declining phase to the minimum of the 22nd solar cycle (Gosling and Pizzo, 1999). The
solar wind variability is confined to a narrow latitude band centered on the heliographic
equator. Both low- and high-speed solar wind were observed within this band, the
width of which ranges from about ±20◦ to ±35◦ in latitude (Gosling and Pizzo, 1999).
At high latitudes, where coronal holes are located, the wind speed is nearly constant
Location of Source 
When First Parcel
 Left Base of Corona
Spiral Locus of Fluid 
Parcels  Emitted from 
a Fixed Source on 
Rotating Sun
Location of Source 
When Last Parcel 
Left Base of Corona
Sun Rotating with 
Angular Speed
Figure 1.1: The drawing out of plasma carrying magnetic field outward with it. Frozen-
in transport of magnetic field away from the rotating Sun creates a spiral field structure
- Parker Spiral
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about 750 km/s. These observations are consistent with the earlier opinion on the solar
wind properties from Zhao and Hundhausen (1981); Burton et al. (1996). These authors
found that the wind properties vary strongly with distance from the HCS, i.e., with flow
speed increasing and density decreasing away from the HCS. Due to the warped and
tilted HCS with respect to the heliographic equator, both slow and fast solar wind are
expected to be observed at low heliographic latitudes as the Sun rotates.
1.2 Suprathermal Tail
In-situ measurements have identified two distinct distributions of particles in the he-
liosphere. (1) Low-energy particles with a speed around the solar wind bulk speed.
These particles are not very mobile and simply alternatively expanded and compressed,
normally referred to as core particles. Their velocity distribution is a form of Maxwell-
Boltzmann function, carrying most of the wind mass. (2) At some higher energies,
suprathermal tails on the distribution functions of solar wind ions are always observed.
The origin of these tails is still under debate. Schwadron et al. (1996) suggest that
transit-time damping the IMF magnitude variations can statistically accelerate parti-
cles within corotating interaction regions (CIRs). A recent series of publications of Fisk
and Gloeckler (2006, 2007, 2008) suggest that particles are accelerated by stochastic
acceleration due to turbulent compressions and rarefactions in the solar wind plasma,
exhibiting a remarkably common spectral shape in many different circumstances. In the
Figure 1.2: Solar wind speed as a function of the heliographic latitude measured by
Ulysses. The figure is taken from Gosling and Pizzo (1999).
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frame of the solar wind, the suprathermal tail extends from several keV/nuc to a few
MeV/nuc, and is typically characterized by an omni-directional distribution function of
the form f(v) ∝ v−5 (Mewaldt et al., 2000; Gloeckler, 2003). This common spectral
shape occurs in the quiet solar wind, in disturbed conditions downstream from shocks,
and particularly in the heliosheath (Decker et al., 2005). Jokipii and Lee (2010) have
found that the Fisk & Gloeckler equation does not conserve particles, and that stochastic
acceleration driven by a spectrum of Alfve´n waves and transit-time damping of oblique
magnetosonic waves can not produce power-law spectra with indices less than -3. These
authors believed that the -5 spectrum in solar quiet times is the remnant contribution
from solar events, e.g., Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events and corotating ion events.
However, Fisk et al. (2010) re-derived the basic equations of their theory and insisted
that both particles and energy are conserved.
Due to their elevated energies, suprathermal particles were identified as a prime
seed population for further acceleration in solar gradual events (Bamert et al., 2002).
Chotoo et al. (2000) have identified that the source of suprathermal ions during two
Corotating Interaction Region (CIR) events is at or near 1 Astronomical Unit (AU)
using properties of particle peak intensities, magnetic field connection, and spectral
shape. These authors concluded the ion populations contain the seed population. Recent
anisotropy measurements during three CIRs support this conclusion (Ebert et al., 2012).
The study of suprathermal particles can help us understand the ’injection’ process of
the Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA) which dates back to Fermi in the 1940s (Fermi,
1949) and is regarded as a classic theory for the origin of the galactic cosmic rays (Drury,
1983). In the DSA mechanism, particles scatter back and forth across a shock and gain
energy by drifts in the electric field at the shock. To inject in the DSA, the initial speed
of particles needs to be in the suprathermal range to cross the shock front (Zank et al.,
1996). Based on DSA, Fisk and Lee (1980) developed a theoretical model to explain
the spectral variations associated with CIRs, considering the adiabatic deceleration.
Detailed introduction and discussion of the Fisk & Lee model is given in Chapter 2.
1.3 The Structure of Thesis
In this chapter, the background knowledge about the solar wind origin and suprathermal
tails has been given (see Sections 1.1, and 1.2 respectively). The main topic of this
thesis is suprathermal tail particles in CIRs, including the scientific data extraction and
calibration, and investigation of spectral shape.
Chapter 2 introduces the Fisk and Lee (1980) model which describes spectral proper-
ties and evolution associated with CIRs. Meanwhile, previous work based on this theory
is also listed.
In Chapter 3, an overview of the SOHO mission and the (H)STOF sensor is pre-
sented. Particularly, the source of the background of STOF has been identified with
data from another two instruments (SEM and EPHIN) onboard SOHO spacecraft. The
corresponding background estimation method is then described.
Chapter 4 shows a case study for a CIR event occurring in 2003, with data from
SOHO/STOF and ACE/SWICS. The time profile of suprathermal He++ flux is con-
sistent with previous observations. The flux peaks inside the CIR compression region,
close to the reverse shock. The suprathermal He+/He++ abundance ratio increases with
time, the same trend as seen before. However, the spectral shape outside the CIR is not
a power law as suspected based on previous observations, but consists lack of particles
just above the bulk solar wind speed up to ∼40 keV/nuc, exhibiting a bump shape. This
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spectral characteristic is observed for the first time and predicted by Fisk and Lee (1980).
However, the Fisk and Lee (1980) model is not valid at low suprathermal energies, e.g.
40 keV/nuc. We cannot explain our observations quantitatively.
In Chapter 5, we include more CIR events (16 in total) into our spectral investigation.
Of the sixteen CIRs, ten CIRs showed continuous power law spectra in the fast solar wind
regions, i.e., the same behavior as reported in previous observations. Six CIRs showed
possible signs of a turnover between ∼10-40 keV/nuc in the fast solar wind trailing the
compression regions. Two of them even showed this behavior inside the compressed fast
wind. However, the turnover spectra can not be well fitted with the Fisk and Lee (1980)
model, implying that some other effects can modify the spectral shape, e.g., cross-field
transport of suprathermal particles and particle reflection in the inner heliosphere.
The work shown in Chapter 6 is to verify the observations reported in Chapters 4 and
5 with STEREO/PLASTIC data, especially the turnover spectra at low suprathermal
energies. Compared with combined observations from SOHO/STOF and ACE/SWICS,
STEREO/PLASTIC can uniquely measure both the solar wind bulk and its suprather-
mal tails, together with much better counting statistics. Of twelve surveyed SIR events,
we observed turnover spectra directly and clearly in six events when the ion speed is
smaller than ∼2500 km/s (∼32 keV/nuc). The remaining six SIRs exhibit continuous
power laws in both downstream and upstream of the SIR-driven reverse shocks. In addi-
tion, the suprathermal tails at high ion velocities (>2500 km/s) are observed to overall
harden from the compressed fast wind regions to the fast wind regions, consistent with
previous observations (Reames et al., 1997; Ebert et al., 2012).
At the beginning of Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we present a brief introduction and overview
then a publication. Chapter 7 contains the conclusions and outlook of the work of this
thesis. In Chapter 3, we understand how the STOF background is generated. This
knowledge is then applied to STEP, a suprathermal particle detector onboard the coming
space mission Solar Orbiter, see Appendix A. Appendix B is part of a technical document
describes the sweep voltage of (H)STOF.
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Corotating Interaction Regions
Dating back to the early 1960s, intensity enhancements of MeV ions near the Earth were
detected by spacecraft instruments. This phenomenon was considered to be related with
the appearance of active regions on the Sun and often appeared during several successive
rotations of the Sun (Bryant et al., 1965; Fan et al., 1968). Later, one found out that
these energetic particles are mainly accelerated in CIRs as described by Gosling and
Pizzo (1999). CIRs can be produced when fast solar wind emerging from solar coronal
holes runs into slower solar wind ahead. Typically, coronal holes can remain stable for
many months (Krieger et al., 1973), leading to a pattern of corotating fast and slow
solar wind flows in the heliosphere. The interaction of these two streams of solar wind
forms a compression region of high magnetic and plasma pressure surrounding the stream
interface. Due to the roughly time-stationary coronal holes, these compression regions
form spirals in the solar equatorial plane that corotate with the Sun, hence the name
corotating interaction regions (Gosling and Pizzo, 1999).
As we introduced in the Chapter 1, the magnetic field in each solar wind stream
is drawn out into an Archimedean spiral pattern from the Sun by the radially-flowing
plasma. As the Sun rotates, flows of different velocity become radially aligned within the
low-latitude band of solar wind variability (Gosling and Pizzo, 1999). The plasma can
not interpenetrate due to its high conductivity, thus the interface between two streams is
approximately parallel to the mean magnetic field, in other words, the interface forms a
rough spiral intermediate between those of the two streams. Near the Sun, two adjacent
solar wind streams slide by each other with little interaction. However, when they
propagate outward from the solar corona, the slower stream can be pushed on by its
following faster stream. As a result, a compression will form on the rising-speed portion
of the high-speed solar wind and a rarefaction will form on the trailing edge (Parker,
1963). The continuous interaction between the streams causes increased compression
in the region surrounding the interface which becomes more and more perpendicular
to a radial line from the Sun (Lazarus et al., 1999). In short, the interaction therefore
strengthens with heliocentric distance. If the velocity difference across the interface
becomes large enough relative to the local magnetosonic wave speeds in the streams,
shocks can form at the boundaries of the interaction region. A forward shock is expected
to form first at the downstream edge of the interaction regions due to the smaller wave
velocity in the slow wind stream (Lazarus et al., 1999). By contrast, a reverse shock
would eventually form at the upstream edge of the interaction region in the fast wind
stream. But typically it is later than the formation of the forward shock, since the
wave speed is larger in the hotter and faster wind stream than that in the cooler and
slower wind stream. Beyond about 2-3 AU, forward-reverse shock pairs are a common
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feature of CIRs (Lazarus et al., 1999). For the case at 1 AU and 0.72 AU, the shock-
association rate of CIR events (with a forward shock, or a reverse shock, or a forward-
reverse shock pair) is approximately 31% and 3%, respectively (Jian et al., 2008). Based
on in-situ observations from the Wind and ACE spacecraft, Jian et al. (2006) have
conducted a comprehensive investigation of the Stream Interaction Region (SIR) events
at 1 AU, including a separate assessment of recurrent CIRs. These authors found that
the occurrence rate of shocks at SIRs at 1 AU is about 24%. In these events with shocks,
70% of them have only forward shocks, while 24% of them have only reverse shocks. The
remaining about 6% events were bounded with a pair of forward-reverse shocks.
The origin of the fast or high-speed solar wind associated with CIRs has been clearly
identified as the coronal holes with open magnetic field structures (see details in the
Chapter 1). The origin of the slow solar wind is less clear and may originate from
a range of coronal configurations adjacent to, or above magnetically closed structures
(Balogh et al., 1999). Recent observations by Tian et al. (2014) show that intermittent
small-scale jets from the networks of the solar transition region and chromosphere can
produce plasma with speeds of 80-250 km/s. These jets can be clearly detected at any
location on the solar disk outside active regions. In the coming future, the Solar Orbiter
mission will help us to answer the question of the origin of the slow wind (Mu¨ller et al.,
2013).
2.1 CIR Structure
A sketch of the overall CIR geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Following Richardson
et al. (1993) and Chotoo et al. (2000), we mark four regions: the slow wind region (S),
     Fast
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a CIR event adapted from Richardson et al. (1993). The
green dashed line with arrow indicates the SOHO spacecraft path. The symbols S, S’, F’
and F represent slow wind, compressed slow wind, compressed fast wind and fast wind
regions respectively.
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the compressed slow wind region (S’), the compressed fast wind region (F’), and the
fast wind itself (F), divided by the leading edge, the stream interface and the trailing
edge. The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft at Lagrangian Point
1 (L1) traverses four regions (S, S’, F’ and F) of the CIR successively along the green
dashed circular path. The leading and trailing edges of the CIR (i.e., the S-S’ and F’-F
interfaces) can finally evolve into forward and reverse shocks, typically beyond Earth
orbit (1 AU), as shown with the thickening of the S-S’ and F’-F interface lines in Figure
2.1. The steam interface (S’-F’) is where the slow and fast solar wind plasma meet. The
magnetic connection between the CIR and the SOHO spacecraft is shown by the dotted
lines. In the S region, it is beyond 1 AU and moves inward with time until at the leading
edge (i.e. the magnetic connection becomes 1 AU at the S-S’ interface). While inside
the CIR itself, the connection actually moves inside 1 AU, referring to Chotoo et al.
(2000). At the trailing edge (F’-F interface), the connection is at 1 AU, and then moves
outward at later times.
Figure 2.2 illustrates solar wind plasma and magnetic field measurements for the CIR
occurring between July 26 and 27, 2003 (days of year 207-208). The leading and trailing
edge and the stream interface are indicated with vertical solid lines in this figure. Shown
from top to bottom are 5-min averaged solar wind proton speed (vsw), thermal speed
(vth) and proton number density (np) measured by SOHO/CELIAS/PM (the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory/the Charge, Element, and Isotope Analysis System/the Pro-
ton Monitor (Hovestadt et al., 1995)) and ACE/SWEPAM (the Advanced Composition
Explorer spacecraft (also at L1)/the Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor
(McComas et al., 1998)), 4-min averaged interplanetary magnetic field strength (|B|)
measured by ACE/MAG (the Magnetometer (Smith et al., 1998)), 12-min averaged
O7+/O6+ abundance ratio measured by ACE/SWICS (the Solar Wind Ion Composition
Spectrometer (Gloeckler et al., 1998)), total pressure (P = npv
2
thm+ B
2/2µ0, where m
is mass and µ0 is the permeability constant), and 3-hour averaged He
++ fluxes mea-
sured by SOHO/CELIAS/STOF (the Suprathermal Time-of-Flight Spectrometer (Hov-
estadt et al., 1995)) and corresponding background estimation in the energies ∼32 to
330 keV/nuc. This CIR event is bounded by a reverse shock but no forward shock. We
define the CIR boundaries (the leading and trailing edge) with the total pressure using
a 50pPa threshold which is suggested by Bucˇ´ık et al. (2009). In Figure 2.2 this criteria
also works at the reverse shock location. The stream interface, which separates the slow
wind from the fast wind, is typically characterized by a sharp drop in density, a sharp
increase in thermal speed (or temperature) and a small increase in bulk speed, while
the original increase in wind speed is washed out by two stream interactions (Burlaga,
1974; Gosling and Pizzo, 1999). Herein, the stream interface is indicated by a sharp
decrease of O7+/O6+ abundance ratio in the bulk solar wind, based on the work of
Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. (1997, 1999). Considering different origins of two solar
wind streams, we think the freezing-in temperature changes obtained from ratios of dif-
ferent charge states of an element (e.g., O7+/O6+) is a more robust indicator of the
stream interface. For the CIR event shown in Figure 2.2, these two methods are equiva-
lent to identify the stream interface. Because SOHO has no magnetometer onboard, we
use magnetic field data from ACE/MAG which is also located at around L1. Comparing
plasma parameters measured by SOHO/PM and ACE/SWEPAM, we found that the
physical conditions at SOHO and ACE spacecraft were almost the same, and that the
time difference between passages of the CIR boundaries is less than ten minutes.
Associated with CIRs, enhancements of suprathermal and energetic particles are
often observed at 1 AU. These corotating ion events were originally believed to originate
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at the Sun because flux enhancements are well related with appearance of solar active
regions (Bryant et al., 1965; Fan et al., 1968). However, later it was discovered that
the intensities of these ions increased with increasing heliocentric distance from the Sun,
with the data from the Pioneer 10 and 11 deep space probes (McDonald et al., 1976).
Subsequently the Helios 1 and 2 and Mariner 10 probes to the inner heliosphere showed
that the intensities of suprathermal and energetic ions dropped inside the orbit of the
Earth (Van Hollebeke et al., 1978). Observations of sunward energetic ions following
CIRs are further evidence for a source outside the orbit of the Earth (Marshall and Stone,
1978). Additional evidence for a source at several AUs came from the observation that
proton fluxes at these distances peaked in association with the leading and trailing edges
of CIRs (Barnes and Simpson, 1976). That means that the accelerated energetic particles
originate from these two locations. A broad increase in the intensity of ∼1 MeV/nuc
particles occurs in the F region of CIRs. This enhancement extends from the reverse
shock back to the orbit of the Earth, and is seen as far inward toward the Sun as ∼0.4 AU,
from Helios or Mariner 10 (Van Hollebeke et al., 1978). An increase of energetic particles
is also seen in front of the forward shock. However, this increase generally involves fewer
particles than those behind the reverse shock, and exhibits a softer spectrum. And the
associated energetic particles at the forward shock do not appear to extend back to the
Earth. For the CIR shown in Figure 2.2, we find that in the S region, no suprathermal
alpha particles are observed. In other words, we did not detect accelerated particles
extending back to 1 AU, which is consistent with previous observations (Chotoo et al.,
2000). The flux rises abruptly in the F’ region and peaks around the reverse shock, which
indicates that the reverse shock is the dominant acceleration source. After the passage
of the reverse shock, suprathermal He++ continuously shows up for more than one day,
which is normally believed to be due to the sunward particles accelerated beyond Earth
orbit. In summary, the temporal flux variations over this CIR event observed by us
are consistent with previous observations (Chotoo et al., 2000; Bucˇ´ık et al., 2009; Ebert
et al., 2012).
2.2 Theoretical Model
The evolution of suprathermal ion populations associated with CIRs can be described
with the diffusion-convection transport equation (Roelof, 1969) for the isotropic part
of the phase space density f(r, p, t) (e.g., Jokipii, 1966), based on the Fokker-Planck
equation.
∂f
∂t
= ∇ · (κ · ∇f)− (V + VD) · ∇f +∇ · V p
3
∂f
∂p
+
1
p2
∂
∂p
[
p2〈Dpp〉∂f
∂p
]
+ I − S (2.1)
where f is the phase space density, κ is the symmetric part of the spatial diffusion
tensor, V is the bulk flow velocity of the background solar wind, VD is the drift velocity
of particles in the magnetic field, 〈Dpp〉 is the diffusion coefficient in momentum space, p,
I and S are the source term and the sink term, respectively. The left hand side denotes
the explicit time dependence of phase space density. The first term on the right hand
side describes the spatial diffusion of particles. The second term describes the effect
of spatial convection and drift of suprathermal ions. The third and fourth terms are
so-called the adiabatic deceleration term and the momentum diffusion term (Scholer,
1999).
Fisk and Lee (1980) presented a theoretical model based on the diffusive shock ac-
celeration (first order Fermi acceleration) for corotating shocks in the expanding solar
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wind. They simplify Equation 2.1 by neglecting the drift, momentum diffusion, source
and sink terms. They assume that in the frame of reference corotating with the Sun,
the distribution function f , in a given magnetic flux tube or equivalently along a given
streamline, is the steady-state, one-dimensional, radially-dependent convection-diffusion
equation (Scholer, 1999), and can be written as:
− 1
3r2
∂
∂r
(
r2V
)
v
∂f
∂v
=
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2κ
∂f
∂r
)
− V ∂f
∂r
(2.2)
where r is the heliocentric radial distance, v is the particle velocity (instead of momentum
p), V is the solar wind speed and κ is the diffusion coefficient. In the Fisk and Lee (1980)
model, κ is assumed to be proportional to r and v and is written as κ=κ0vr where κ0 is
constant. In order to solve Equation 2.2, the appropriate boundary condition is assumed
that for a given magnetic flux tube the product of particle differential streaming and
the cross-sectional area of a flux tube should be conserved through the shock front, i.e.,
particles crossing the shock are conserved. Additionally the magnetic flux should also be
conserved across the shock front, then the boundary condition for f at a shock located
at r = rs is (Fisk and Lee, 1980):
−V v
3
∂f
∂v
− κ∂f
∂r
= −βV v
3
∂f
∂v
at r = rs (2.3)
where β = 1H is the inverse of compression ratio, H, at the CIR-driven shock, and
β =
(V ′2 + Ω2r2s)1/2B
(V 2 + Ω2r2s)1/2B′
(2.4)
Here B, and Ω are respectively the magnetic field strength upstream from the shock
and the angular velocity of the Sun. V ′ and B′ refer to conditions downstream of the
shock. If the corotating speed, Ωr, is small compared to the particle speed, v, then f
is the same in both the corotating frame and the spacecraft frame, to order (Ωr/v)2
(Fisk and Lee, 1980).
With the assumptions that particles travel downstream from the shock primarily by
convection, and that f is continuous across the shock front, the solution for f in the
downstream region (inside CIR) is given as (Fisk and Lee, 1980):
f =
(
r
rs
)−2/(1−β)
v−3/(1−β) exp
[
− 6κ0βv
V (1− β)2
(
r
rs
)2/3]
(2.5)
The solution for f in the upstream region from the shock (outside CIR), which satisfies
Equation 2.3 and is finite as r goes to zero, is (Fisk and Lee, 1980):
f =
(
r
rs
)2β/(1−β)+V/(κ0v)
v−3/(1−β) exp
[
− 6κ0βv
V (1− β)2
]
(2.6)
For the case of a shock-bounded CIR, e.g., the CIR event shown in Figure 2.2, r ≈ rs
inside the compression region. Then Equation 2.5 can be simplified as:
f = v−3/(1−β) exp
[
− 6κ0βv
V (1− β)2
]
(2.7)
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What do we expect to measure?
No matter Equation 2.5 or its simplified Equation 2.7, the spectra inside CIR have a form
of power law with exponential rollover i.e., j0v
−n exp(−v/v0), where j0 is the normalizing
constant, and n and v0 are the low-energy slope and rollover speed, respectively (Desai
et al., 1999). The spectral index n is a function of the compression ratio (Fisk and Lee,
1980), H, of the shock:
n =
(H + 2)
(H − 1)
By comparison, the spectral shape outside CIR given in Equation 2.6 contains an
additional factor: (
r
rs
)V/(κ0v)
This factor describes the suppression of particles streaming inward from the shock region
to the observer (e.g., at 1 AU) (Chotoo et al., 2000), which can also affect the spectral
index, particularly in the low suprathermal energy range.
In Figure 2.3, the blue dashed curves show the theoretical spectral evolution from
inside to outside the CIR, with the same parameters as used by Fisk and Lee (1980).
Inside CIR, the spectrum is a power law in energy per mass (E/m) with an exponential
rollover. The spectra outside CIRs show an additional turnover, shaped like a bump
in the low suprathermal energy range. Our observations are actually the superposition
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Figure 2.3: The local distribution consists of the solar bulk Maxwellian distribution
shown with a red full line and a suprathermal tail (red dashed line with index -1.5)
based on the work of Fisk and Gloeckler (2007). Blue solid curves are the superposition
of the Fisk & Lee model and the local distribution curve. Blue dashed curves, standing
for the remote acceleration, are derived from the Fisk & Lee model, using β = 13 and
V
κ0
= 2 (MeV/nuc)1/2, the values used in the Fisk and Lee (1980) paper.
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Figure 2.4: Energy spectra for the 24-hour period starting from 1994 December 6, 18:00
UT. Note power-law spectra at low energies, rolling over above about 1 MeV nucleon−1.
The figure is replotted from Mason et al. (1997) at higher resolution.
(blue solid curve) of locally (red solid and dashed curve) and remotely accelerated par-
ticles (blue dashed curve). For our observations in this thesis at around 1 AU, r is the
heliocentric location of the observer and can be considered fixed. rs is the heliocentric
location of reverse shock which is connected to the observer. Different r/rs ratios (0.8,
0.7 and 0.6) in Figure 2.3 mean different connection distances rs − r (0.25 AU, 0.43
AU and 0.67 AU) from the spacecraft to the reverse shock. Thus, the smaller the r/rs
ratio, the larger the connection distance. The flux of sunward particles decreases with
connection distance, and is accompanied by a shift of the turnover towards higher ener-
gies. When the connection distance is small, e.g., the cases where r/rs = 0.8 and 0.6,
accelerated particles from the remote shocks dominate the spectral shape. If the flux of
these sunward streaming suprathermal particles is low, particles accelerated locally by
the Fisk and Gloeckler (2007) mechanism may become visible in the spectra (see the
case when r/rs = 0.4).
However, we should point out that the spectral turnover may be problematic at low
suprathermal energies in Figure 2.3 due to the assumption v  Ωr of the Fisk and Lee
(1980) theory. The corotating speed Ωr at 1 AU is around 429 km/s which is calculated
with the sidereal period (25.38 days) of solar rotation (Beck, 2000). By contrast, the
spectral turnover shown in Figure 2.3 is in the range of tens of keV/nuc up to around 100
keV/nuc (∼4400 km/s), where the assumption is not well satisfied. Therefore, we think
it is difficult to quantitatively explain the observed spectra at 1 AU at low suprathermal
energies with the Fisk and Lee (1980) model.
2.3 Previous Work
Mason et al. (1997) have surveyed the composition and energy spectra of heavy ions accel-
erated in 17 CIRs from 1992 December to 1995 July. Scientific data were obtained from
the Low-energy Ion Composition Analyzer (LICA) instrument on the Solar Anomalous
and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) spacecraft, and the Energetic Particle
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Figure 2.5: Energy spectra
of alpha particles are shown
from 3 time periods (May
30 12:00-24:00 UT, May 31
12:00-24:00 UT and June
8 00:00-24:00 UT). Fitted
curves based on the Fisk
and Lee (1980) model are
shown through the observed
points. From top to bot-
tom, the fitted parameter rs
(the shock heliocentric dis-
tance) of these three spec-
tra are equal to 1.2, 2, and
4 AU, while β (the inverse
of the shock compression ra-
tio) are equal to 0.4, 0.36 and
0.2 respectively. The figure
is taken from Reames et al.
(1997).
Acceleration, Composition, and Transport (EPACT), Supra-Thermal Energetic Particle
(STEP) and Low Energy Matrix Telescope (LEMT) telescopes on the Wind spacecraft.
Figure 2.4 shows energy spectra for a 24-hour period starting from 1994 December 6,
18:00 UT. The spectra are typical in the events of the survey. Below about 1 MeV/nuc,
the measured species are H, He, CNO group, and Fe. Above 2 MeV/nuc, He, CNO
are shown (Mason et al., 1997). Note that the low-energy spectra continue to decline
as power laws from the instrumental threshold of roughly 30 keV/nuc up to about 1
MeV/nuc. Above 1 MeV/nuc, the spectra steepen significantly, as predicted by the Fisk
and Lee (1980) model. Although the spectral rollover at 1-2 MeV/nuc is consistent
with the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory, the continued power-law shape at low energies is
not consistent with this model which predicts that spectra also turn over toward low
energies (see Figure 2.3). Mason et al. (1997) considered that this could be an effect
related to the hardening of spectra seen in these events, which suggests that at 1 AU
the low-energy particles may come from portions of the CIR close to the Earth.
Another CIR event, occurring on May 30, 1995, was studied by Reames et al. (1997).
These authors found that the flux of low-energy helium peaks inside the compressed fast
wind and declines after the passage of the trailing edge of the CIR. But high-energy
helium at ∼5 MeV/nuc peaks later in the fast wind region, and is named as “late-phase
MeV ions” in Reames et al. (1997). These energetic ions are believed to be accelerated
in the distant heliosphere as the reverse shock of the CIR propagates completely across
the rarefaction region produced by the declining solar wind with growing acceleration
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1 in the F’ and F regions. Right panels illustrate distribution functions for these ions of
CIR 2 in the S’ and F’ regions respectively. The figure is replotted from Chotoo et al.
(2000) at higher resolution.
efficiency. The scientific data that they used are also obtained from EPACT, STEP and
LEMT onboard the Wind spacecraft. Fitting curves in spectra shown in Figure 2.5 are
calculated from the asymptotic expansion in particle velocity given by Equation 2.6. We
can see that all three spectra show an exponential rollover around 1 MeV/nuc, and a
power law shape below 1 MeV/nuc continuing down to the instrumental threshold near
40 keV/nuc. No low-energy turnover has been found. To fit spectra, Reames et al.
(1997) used the observed solar wind speed for V of Equation 2.6, treated β and rs of
the Fisk and Lee (1980) model as adjustable parameters and normalized each spectrum
to the observations. The parameters rs and β, determined from fitting the theory of
Fisk and Lee (1980), are equal to 1.2 AU, 2 AU, 4 AU and 0.4, 0.36, 0.2 respectively.
The lowest spectrum with β = 0.2 indicates a compression ratio of 5, larger than the
Rankine-Hugoniot limiting value of 4. With the asymptotic Fisk-Lee formula, Reames
et al. (1997) were unable to fit the observations with a smaller value of the compression
ratio. Therefore, they pointed out, the above values of rs and β should not be taken too
literally.
Chotoo et al. (2000) investigated H+, He++, and He+ distribution functions from
solar wind energies through the suprathermal energy range during two CIR events oc-
curring in April and May 1995. These events were observed by the Suprathermal Ion
Composition Spectrometer (STICS), High MASS Resolution Spectrometer (MASS), and
STEP instruments of the Wind spacecraft. Figure 2.6 illustrates measurements of veloc-
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ity distribution functions which are averaged over all directions in the spacecraft frame.
Note that in CIR 1 the transition between solar wind bulk and the accelerated tail is
more gradual in the compressed fast solar wind region (F’) than in the uncompressed
fast solar wind (F). Spectra of H+ and He++ (of solar origin) change smoothly from
the core at solar wind speeds to a power law (F region) or a power law multiplied by
an exponential component at higher energies (F’ region). No turnover was observed at
intermediate energies. The spectrum in the F’ region of CIR 2 is similar to that of CIR
1. But no spectra in the F region are shown. So we do not know whether turnover
spectra predicted by Fisk and Lee (1980) exist or not in this event. In addition, Chotoo
et al. (2000) pointed out that the Fisk and Lee (1980) model may be violated at the
low suprathermal energies, because this model requires that the particle speed should be
much larger than the solar wind speed and because the velocity distribution is assumed
to be isotropic. From Figure 2.6, we know that suprathermal power-law tail can extend
as low as around two times the bulk speed in the velocity space. The speed of particles
in the low-energy tail is not much larger than wind speed, therefore, it is not appropri-
ate to apply the Fisk and Lee (1980) model at low suprathermal energies. Hence, as
Chotoo et al. (2000) claimed, their spectral fitting is only for the purpose of illustration.
Moreover, the assumption of an isotropic distribution was proved to be invalid in the
energy range considered here, based on the recent observations by Ebert et al. (2012).
These authors found a large anisotropy in the CIR of Figure 2.2.
Compared with the observations in Chotoo et al. (2000), the observations in Mason
et al. (1997); Reames et al. (1997) have no information about the charge state. For
example, both helium spectra shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 are the superposition
of He++ and He+. The former is mainly of the solar origin while the latter is mainly of the
interplanetary origin (typically named as pickup ions). As Hill et al. (2009) observed,
the ratio of He+/He++ in the interplanetary is a function of energy and heliocentric
distance. Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply the Fisk and Lee (1980) model to
the observations of Mason et al. (1997); Reames et al. (1997) and the observations of
Chotoo et al. (2000) have more advantage to compare with the Fisk and Lee (1980)
theory. But still, none of Mason et al. (1997); Reames et al. (1997); Chotoo et al. (2000)
observe a spectral turnover at low suprathermal energies as the Fisk and Lee (1980)
theory predicts.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation
3.1 The SOHO Mission
The SOHO mission is an international cooperation between European Space Agency
(ESA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It was designed to
answer the three following fundamental scientific questions about the Sun (Fleck, 1995):
• What is the structure and dynamics of the solar interior?
• Why does the solar corona exist and how can it be heated to the extremely high
temperature of about roughly one million degree centigrade?
• Where is the solar wind produced and how is it accelerated?
Together with ESA’s Cluster mission (http://sci.esa.int/cluster/), SOHO can also
help to understand the Sun-Earth interaction. The SOHO spacecraft was launched by
NASA on December 2nd, 1995. It is in orbit between the Earth and the Sun, which is
around a mathematical point between the Earth and the Sun known as the Lagrange
point or the L1 point.
SOHO is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft and points at the Sun with an accuracy
of 10 arc seconds and has a pointing stability of 1 arc second per 15-minute interval.
The total mass is about 1850 kg and 1150 W power is provided by its solar panels. In
a modular concept, SOHO consists of two main parts: the payload module accommo-
dating 12 instrument packages shown in Figure 3.1, and the service module carrying the
spacecraft subsystems and the solar panels.
Here, we briefly summarize the 12 scientific instruments referring to Fleck (1995):
• Global Oscillations at Low Frequencies (GOLF) aims to study the internal
structure of the Sun by measuring the spectrum of global oscillations over the
entire solar disc in the frequency range 10−7 to 10−2 Hz (Gabriel et al., 1995).
• Michelson Doppler Imager/Solar Oscillations Investigation (MDI/SOI)
probes the interior of the Sun by measuring the acoustic waves in the interior of the
Sun as they perturb the photosphere (Scherrer et al., 1995). MDI also measures
the longitudinal component of the Sun’s magnetic field.
• Variability of Solar Irradiance and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO) char-
acterizes the pressure and internal gravity oscillations by measuring the total solar
irradiance (known as the solar constant) to quantify its variability over periods of
days to the duration of the mission (Fro¨hlich et al., 1995).
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Figure 3.1: SOHO spacecraft schematic view from Fleck (1995). According to the re-
search subject, the payload onboard SOHO can be divided into three groups: helioseis-
mology (e.g., GOLF, MDI/SOI and VIRGO), solar atmospheric remote sensing (e.g.,
CDS, EIT, LASCO SUMER, SWAN, and UVCS), and in-situ particle measurements
(e.g., CELIAS, COSTEP and ERNE)
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• Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) detects emission lines in the ex-
treme ultraviolet from ions and atoms of the solar corona and transition region,
providing diagnostic information especially of the hottest plasma in the (non-flare)
solar atmosphere (Harrison et al., 1995).
• Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) provides wide-field images on
the solar disc at four selected wavelengths in the extreme ultraviolet, from the
corona and transition region up to 1.5 R above the solar limb (Delaboudiniere
et al., 1995).
• Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronograph (LASCO) is comprised of
three coronagraphs: C1, C2 and C3, that together sample the solar corona from
1.1 to 30 R. LASCO blocks direct Sun light with an occulter, artificially creating
an eclipse. It can be also used as SOHO’s principal comet finder (Brueckner et al.,
1995).
• Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) per-
forms detailed spectroscopic plasma diagnostics, which aims to study the structure
and dynamic processes of the solar atmosphere, from the chromosphere through
the transition region to the inner corona, over a temperature range from 104 to
2× 106 K and above (Wilhelm et al., 1995).
• Solar Wind Anisotropies (SWAN) is the only remote sensing instrument on
SOHO that looks not at the Sun but at the rest of the sky. It is devoted to mea-
suring the distribution of the solar wind mass flux with the heliographic latitude
through an intensity map of the sky Lyman α emission (Bertaux et al., 1995).
• UltraViolet Coronograph Spectrometer (UVCS) performs ultraviolet (UV)
spectroscopy and visible polarimetry combined with plasma diagnostic analysis
techniques, sampling the extended solar corona from the coronal base to a helio-
centric height of 12 solar radii (Kohl et al., 1995). Similar to LASCO, UVCS blocks
the bright light from the solar disc.
• Charge, Element, and Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) measures the
mass, ionic charge and energy of the low and high speed solar wind, of suprathermal
ions and of low-energy flare particles, as these particles sweep past SOHO. The
energy range of CELIAS is from 0.1 keV/nuc to 80 MeV (Hovestadt et al., 1995;
Bamert et al., 2002). Moreover, the persistent stream of CELIAS data also allows
the forecast of space weather (Hovestadt et al., 1995).
• Comprehensive Suprathermal and Energetic Particle Analyzer (COSTEP)
studies the suprathermal and energetic particle populations of solar, interplanetary
and galactic origin. It is a complementary instrument to ERNE (Mu¨ller-Mellin
et al., 1995).
• Energetic and Relativistic Nuclei and Electron (ERNE) is at the upper
end in energy among the SOHO particle instruments, covering the energy range
from a few MeV/nuc up to a few hundred MeV/nuc for ions and 2 to 50 MeV
for electrons. ERNE and COSTEP jointly form the COSTEP-ERNE Particle
Analyzer Collaboration (CEPAC) (Valtonen et al., 1997).
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3.2 CELIAS/STOF
In this thesis work, we use the CELIAS instrumentation which contains three mass-
discriminating sensors based on the time-of-flight (TOF) technique: the Charge Time-
of-Flight (CTOF), the Mass Time-of-Flight (MTOF) and the Suprathermal Time-of-
Flight (STOF) spectrometers as well as the Solar Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (SEM).
As part of MTOF, the Proton Monitor (PM) provides measurements of solar wind
speed, temperature as well as density for the work reported in Chapter 4 and 5. STOF
in this thesis is referred to as (H)STOF (following Bamert et al. (2002)), because it
employs two sections of electrostatic analyzers: one with curved plates (STOF main)
and the other with flat deflection plates called HSTOF (Highly Suprathermal Time-of-
Flight Spectrometer). In this thesis, we refer to STOF and HSTOF separately to avoid
confusion. STOF can measure the elemental and ionic composition in the energy-per-
charge (E/q) range from 35 to 660 keV/e. HSTOF can only measure the elemental
composition of particles but covers a higher and larger energy range above 80 keV/e
to 80 MeV. (H)STOF bridges the gap between solar wind experiments (e.g. CTOF,
MTOF) and solar energetic particle instruments (e.g. COSTEP/ERNE). The (H)STOF
instrument is divided into three parts. The entrance system of STOF contains a stack
of curved deflection plates and serves as an electrostatic analyzer with a Field of View
(FOV) 3◦× 17◦ pointing 7◦ west off the Sun-SOHO line. By contrast, HSTOF utilizes a
stack of flat plates at the entrance, directing 37◦ west of the Sun-SOHO line with a FOV
of 4◦ × 34◦ (Hovestadt et al., 1995). Both STOF and HSTOF share the two remaining
components, the TOF system and the Solid State Detector (SSD) system. A photograph
of (H)STOF can be seen in Figure 3.2.
In the following, we introduce the working principle of STOF. The functional de-
scription for three components of this instrument is given in more details in Section
Figure 3.2: Photograph of pre-flight model (PFM) of (H)STOF, taken from http://
www.ieap.uni-kiel.de/et/soho/celias/gallery.html#STOF. The left gold-colored
box is the housing of the electrostatic analyzer. On the right part of this photo, the
front unit (the small golden box) is the electronic box (E-Box), comprising high voltage
supplies and various electronics. Behind the E-Box is the silver-colored TOF chamber.
The brown long box, mounted piggyback on the TOF chamber is SEM which is also
part of the CELIAS instrumentation.
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3.2.1, where we explain how to determine an ion’s mass, mass-per-charge, and velocity
from three measurements (the E/q, TOF and residual energy).
3.2.1 Working Principle of STOF
HSTOF Carbon Foil
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STOF
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ESSDτ∝(m/E)1/2
Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of (H)STOF. Incident particles within a certain energy-
per-charge (E/q) range are selected by the electrostatic analyzer. The velocities of
incident particles are measured by the TOF system with secondary electrons which are
generated at the carbon foil and the surface of SSDs. These electrons are accelerated
to ∼1 keV by a thin wire mesh and are then deflected by an electrostatic mirror (see
inclined dashed lines) to the MCPs (Bamert et al., 2002). The incident particles finally
deposit in the SSD system and the energy deposit ESSD is then measured.
As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the measurement of an ion detected by STOF can be
described as follows: firstly, an incident ion within a particular E/q range is selected by
the corresponding E/q channel of the electrostatic analyzer. Secondly, this ion penetrates
the carbon foil in front of the TOF unit and generates enough secondary electrons at the
rear side of foil to trigger the microchannel plates (MCPs) for a START signal. Thirdly,
this ion goes through the TOF chamber until it hits an SSD pixel. Here it not only
triggers sufficient secondary electrons at the surface of the SSD pixel for a detectable
STOP signal in the MCPs, but also deposits its remaining energy in the SSD pixel. The
whole procedure is a triple coincidence event which can remarkably suppress the noise
caused by accidental coincidences. For example, the energetic particles from Galactic
Cosmic Rays (GCRs) can easily penetrate STOF’s housing and trigger MCPs or SSDs,
however, the possibility for a penetrating particle to trigger the START, STOP and SSD
within a valid TOF range is very small. Even if all three triggers are generated by GCRs,
the resulting TOF is very small due to the high energy of penetrating particles. When
the TOF is smaller than ∼2.2 ns, the event is rejected by STOF.
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From the combination of the energy-per-charge E/q, TOF τ , and residual energy
measured in the SSD ESSD, the ion’s mass m, mass-per-charge m/q, and the ion’s
initial energy E, can be determined unambiguously based on the in-flight calibration
performed by Bamert et al. (2002):
m
q
= 2 ·
(τ
d
)2 · (E
q
− ∆Efoil
q
)
(3.1)
m =
2
d2
· τ2 · ESSD ·
(
1− 2.2 ·
(
d2
2τ2
)−0.45)−1
(3.2)
E =
E
q
·
(
m
q
)−1
·m (3.3)
Here, d denotes length of the flight path in the TOF chamber, and d2/2 = 207285
ns2·keV/amu. ∆Efoil is the energy loss in the carbon foil which can be approximated by
5% of the initial energy for heavy ions (Bamert et al., 2002). The other three parameters
(E/q, τ , and ESSD) can be calculated with Equations 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, given in
the following sections. With measurements of mass, mass-per-charge, and initial energy
we can further determine the ion species and derive the energy spectra which are required
for the suprathermal particles study in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.2.2 Entrance System
0s 300s 600s
120
E/q 
channel
HSTOF
gain
STOF
gain
…..
…..
…..
84
Low
High
Low
High
Figure 3.4: Sequence diagram of (H)STOF. The electrostatic analyzer is operated by
periodically incrementing and decrementing the E/q channel. Associated with this be-
havior, the energy gain of (H)STOF’s SSDs switches between high and low.
The STOF entrance system includes a stacked assembly of 18 cylindrical high-voltage
plates which serves as an electrostatic analyzer with an E/q resolution of ∆E/q = 10%
(full width at half maximum (FWHM)). 120 logarithmically spaced voltages can be
applied to the gaps between neighboring plates. Thus, the entrance system acts as an
E/q filter for incident ions. The E/q range is stepped through twice during one cycle
(120 steps up, 120 steps down), see Figure 3.4. Each step takes 1.25 second, and hence
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a cycle takes five minutes to complete. The nominal energy-per-charge response of an
E/q step is given by
E/q[keV] = 35 · 1.024962E/q# , 0 ≤ E/q# < 120 (3.4)
E/q[keV] = 35 · 1.024962239−E/q# , 120 ≤ E/q# < 240 (3.5)
where E/q# denotes the concurrent high-voltage (HV) step of a sweep cycle. The STOF
entrance system has a geometric factor of about 0.1 cm2sr. A black copper sulfide
coated collimator (called ’sunshade’) is mounted in front of the STOF deflection plates
to suppress the solar UV light by 107 and the visible light by up to 2×106.
3.2.3 Time-of-Flight System
After passing through the electrostatic analyzer, incoming ions enter the TOF cham-
ber through a grid-supported carbon foil with a thickness of 4 µg/cm2 and reach the
SSD pixels at the end of the TOF system. The process of traversing the foil has two
consequences. Firstly, a shower of secondary electrons are emitted and are accelerated
to about 1 keV by a thin wire mesh and then deflected by an electrostatic mirror on
to the START MCPs to generate a START signal. Secondly, ions loose a portion of
their primary energy when they interact with the foil which results in a net-deceleration
of ions. This energy loss in foils ∆Efoil is considered in the derivation of m/q of inci-
dent particles in Equation 3.1. When incident ions hit the SSD, a shower of secondary
electrons can also be generated at the SSD surface, then steered onto the STOP MCP
to trigger the STOP signal and complete the TOF, τ , measurement. The START and
STOP signals are processed linearly in a 10-bit time-to-amplitude converter. Here we
present the conversion from the TOF channel, τ#, to τ [ns] as follows:
τ [ns] = 0.72 · (τ# − 18) (3.6)
The bias voltage applied to each MCP is roughly 1400 V. It can be adjusted in flight via
ground command by up to 20% above the nominal level in order to compensate for the
degradation of the MCP with time. Actually, when we analyze the housekeeping data
of STOF, we find that the MCPs have degraded much faster than expected because of
a large unanticipated UV background. The UV-induced electrons lead to a much higher
trigger rate on MCPs. More details will be introduced in Section 3.3.2.
3.2.4 Solid State Detector System
To measure the energy of incident ions, 192 SSD pixels (Figure 3.5) are placed at the end
of the TOF chamber. STOF has 128 pixels on the right four hybrids, i.e., Hybrids 0, 1, 2
and 3. The signal in each pixel can be pulse-height analyzed. The position information
of each pixel can be used for the correction of the flight-path length, which is one purpose
of separating the large area of the detector system. The other purpose of this design is
to reduce the effective capacitive noise of the full detector area (Hovestadt et al., 1995).
The total pixels have an area of 105 cm2 and a thickness of 300 µm with an equivalent
200 nm dead layer. Similar to the entrance foils, the dead layer not only generates
secondary electrons but also absorbs a fraction of the ion’s energy. Hence, we have to
also consider the energy loss in the dead layer when we derive the initial ion energy. The
signal read-out circuits of the SSDs are implemented by a CAMEX32 multiple amplifier
chip. This chip has outstanding linearity and large dynamic range of about 4000 (from
20 keV up to 85 MeV) (Hovestadt et al., 1995). In this chip, the feedback capacitors of
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Figure 3.5: The pixel array of (H)STOF contains 12 detector chips mounted on six
ceramic hybrids. Each hybrid contains two detectors and a CAMEX32 multiple amplifier
chip together with relevant analog and digital electronics for the signal processing. The
left two hybrids (Hybrids 4 and 5, in total of 64 pixels.) belong to HSTOF while the
right four hybrids (Hybrids 0, 1, 2 and 3, in total of 128 pixels.) belong to STOF.
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the first amplification stage are switched in two gain steps synchronously with the E/q
stepping as shown in Figure 3.4. The conversion from SSD’s energy channel, ESSD#,
to ESSD[keV ] for STOF in the two gains (high (H) and low (L)) is described by the
following equations:
STOF:
ESSD[keV] = 40 · (ESSD# − 30), if gain is high. (3.7)
ESSD[keV] = 7 · (ESSD# − 36), if gain is low. (3.8)
Additionally, three correction mechanisms are applied to the SSD system (Hovestadt
et al., 1995): (1) There is a digital offset applied to each input of the pixel amplifier so
that the threshold of every SSD pixel can be adjusted in flight. (2) The SSD system
implements a masking scheme to suppress pulse height output from pixels getting noisy.
During the late phase of the SOHO mission, this scheme seems to be invalid on some
noisy pixels, as discussed in more details in the Section 3.3. (3) The gain factor of
each channel (varying up to 3 %) can be corrected digitally for the purpose of in-flight
calibration via ground command.
3.2.5 Working Principle of HSTOF
The main difference between STOF and HSTOF is the entrance system. The HSTOF’s
entrance system consists of a stack of parallel plates which allow only ions with E/q
above 80 keV/e to enter the TOF section (Bamert et al., 2002). No E/q information is
available for the charge-state determination, as the potential of incident particles across
the plates is fixed. At the entrance of HSTOF, Lyman-alpha UV and visible stray
light (zodiacal light) are suppressed by the start detection foil with a special compound
coating, for details see Hovestadt et al. (1995). Another difference lies at the entrance foil
of the TOF system. The HSTOF foil is made of a three-layer composite Silicon-Lexan-
Carbon (roughly 28/30.5/5 nm, much thicker than STOF’s carbon foil) which suppresses
scattered Lyman alpha and generates the START signals. The SSD system of HSTOF
has 64 pixels on the left 2 hybrids, i.e., Hybrids 4 and 5 in Figure 3.5. Similarly to
STOF, each SSD pixel of HSTOF also can be operated with two different energy gains.
The gain switches of STOF and of HSTOF are inversely phased, as illustrated in Figure
3.4. The energy conversion in two gains is defined as follows:
HSTOF:
ESSD[keV] = 120 · (ESSD# − 30), if gain is high. (3.9)
ESSD[keV] = 7 · (ESSD# − 36), if gain is low. (3.10)
As shown in Figure 3.3, the ion’s mass and initial energy can be determined with
two measurements (τ and ESSD) of HSTOF. The calculation of the mass in Equation
3.2 can be applied to the HSTOF measurements. The determination of initial energy
E needs to rely on simulations with the software Transport of Ions in Matter (TRIM)
(Ziegler and Chu, 1974; Ziegler, 2013).
3.2.6 PHA Data Acquisition
STOF can provide two different forms of data products: the matrix rate and the pulse
height analysis (PHA) data. The former is produced by fast particle identification with
onboard look-up tables and counting ions in mass versus mass-per-charge bins. The
parameters in the look-up tables are derived from pre-launch calibration data. The
matrix rates consist of the number of detected events of a given ion or mixture of ions
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within a certain time interval and energy range. Hence, the matrix rates exhibit good
statistics, as only accumulated measurements are transferred. However, matrix rates do
not provide any information on the E/q, τ , and ESSD. By contrast, the PHA words
contain more information about a single event. Each incoming ion that satisfies the
event selection algorithm is characterized by the follow 16 keywords:
• LOBT - International Atomic Time (TAI) seconds since 1970-01-01 00:00:00
• ID - Number of bits: 1. Range: 0-1. Instrumental identification: 0 denotes STOF
and 1 means HSTOF
• Step - Number of bits: 3. Range: 0-3. The PHA step. The PHA electronics have
three parameters, offset, gain and threshold, which are switched every three steps
of the E/q sweep voltage. Therefore, these triplets of voltage steps are called PHA
steps. Referring to the 120 voltage steps between the minimum and the maximum
value, there are 40 PHA steps, which also means a total of 80 PHA steps for one
cycle. More details are given in Appendix B.
• SubSt - Number of bits: 2. Range: 0-2. The substep of one PHA step. The
substep numbers and step numbers must be combined (PHA step×3+substep) to
obtain the number (0-11) in the Experiment Data Block (EDB) which is the basic
data package transferred by SOHO.
• Range - Number of bits: 3. Range: 0-5. The priority class, described in Hovestadt
et al. (1995) in detail.
• Prior - Number of bits: 1. Range: 0-1. The sensor priority. 1 denotes a proton
event and 0 represents a heavy ion event.
• Res - Number of bits: 2. Reserved bits.
• Stop - Number of bits: 1. Range: 0-1. The rear positions on MCPs.
• PFx - Number of bits: 4. Range: 0-15. The front positions on MCPs.
• PChan - Number of bits: 2. Range: 0-3. The hybrid number of the SSD system,
referring to Figure 3.5. For STOF, the ’PChan’ values 0, 1, 2, 3 stand for Hybrids
0, 1, 2, 3. For HSTOF, 0, 1 denote Hybrids 5 and 6.
• PPos - Number of bits: 5. Range: 0-31. The pixel number on a certain hybrid. By
using the position information on MCPs (’Stop’ and ’PFx’ values) and the position
determination on the SSD pixel array (’Pchan’ and ’PPos’ values), the distinction
between STOF and HSTOF events can be made, and events in high-background
SSD pixels can be rejected (Bamert et al., 2002).
• Gain - Number of bits: 2. Range: 0-3. The energy gain of the SSD system. The
’Gain’ values 1 and 3 identify the high gain of STOF and HSTOF, respectively.
The values 2 and 0 denote STOF’s and HSTOF’s low gain.
• Esum - Number of bits: 9. Range: 0-511. ’Esum’, short for Energy Sum, is used
for the event selection logic, shown in the STOF/HSTOF sensor event analysis
(Hovestadt et al., 1995).
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Figure 3.6: Ion species measured by STOF. The investigated time interval is from DOY
120 to 126, 1998 (from April 30th to May 6th), when a sequence of Solar Energetic
Particle (SEP) events and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) occurred, also named as
’May 1998 Events’ by Bamert et al. (2002). Only measurements from the SSD pixels
of Hybrids 0 and 2 are chosen for this plot, as STOF’s data from Hybrids 1 and 3 are
contaminated by HSTOF, see Section 3.3.1.
• Energy - Number of bits: 10. Range: 0-1023. Energy deposit in the SSD. The
linearly spaced energy channel ESSD# is linked to the deposit energy ESSD with
Equations 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10.
• TOF - Number of bits: 10. Range: 0-1023. The TOF channel of (H)STOF. The
linearly spaced TOF channel τ# is used to determine TOF τ of an incident ion
with Equation 3.6.
• EoqSt - Range: 0-240. E/q step from 0 to 239 in a sweep cycle. 120 logarithmically
spaced E/q steps E/q# are corresponding to the E/q information of an incident
ion by Equations 3.4 and 3.5.
The PHA data are generated with a program called ’spsc’ (splitter for celias science
data). With the PHA data we can evaluate the instrument performance which helps us
to update some in-flight settings if necessary, e.g., the MCP bias voltage (see Section
3.3.2). Moreover, the PHA data are very useful for the in-flight calibration of (H)STOF.
Fortunately, the calibration work has been successfully achieved by Bamert et al. (2002),
and we do not need to analyze all the 16-keyword data but only concentrate on the
scientific constituents: LOBT, ID, PChan, Ppos, Gain, Energy, TOF and EoqSt. Figure
3.6 shows the STOF data acquired during days 120-126 of year 1998, when a series of
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intensive solar particle events occurred which were analyzed by Bamert et al. (2002).
STOF measurements during this time period exhibit large signal to noise ratio (SNR).
Four types of ions can be distinguished in this figure. From bottom to top these are H+,
He++, He+, and heavy ions such as a CNO group, Mg, Si and iron ions. On one hand,
the count distribution of some ions (e.g., H+, He++ and He+) is well separated, so that
we can simply use box rates to extract the data. On the other hand, the instrumental
background is not as well suppressed as expected. A noise pattern is present in adjacent
areas of the real-ion tracks, see Figure 3.6.
3.3 Background Analysis for STOF
In this section, we concentrate on the PHA data set of STOF, with which we can
further understand the in-flight performance of STOF. Four defects of this instrument
have been identified, i.e., contamination from HSTOF on Hybrids 1 and 3, overtriggered
pixels, pile-up background and accidental-coincidence background. The corresponding
approaches to overcome these four problems are also presented and discussed as follow.
3.3.1 Unexpected Behavior of SSDs
Using all the calibrated parameters and equations introduced in Section 3.2, we first
investigate the performance of HSTOF and STOF separately. Figure 3.7 shows the
derived mass/mass-per-charge results of STOF and HSTOF with data from all hybrids
in the same time period as in Figure 3.6. At a first glance, both subplots display five
clear tracks of ions with different mass, indicating both HSTOF and STOF have achieved
the desired functionality of ion-mass measurement. According to Equation 3.2, the ion
mass is calculated based on TOF and the energy deposit in SSDs, which indicates that
the TOF unit and SSDs work as expected. Although the PHA words of HSTOF have
different values of E/q, these data are useless and meaningless because the section of
E/q of HSTOF is fixed. Therefore, the ion trace measured by HSTOF extends along the
mass-per-charge horizontally according to Equation 3.1. The proton measurements in the
left panel of Figure 3.7 exhibit two distinct distributions due to the energy-gain switch
on the SSDs. But this characteristic does not show in the heavy-ion measurements,
which is not understood. For STOF, its E/q analyzer can provide E/q information,
allowing us to determine the charge state of incident ions. However, the right panel of
Figure 3.7 does not show convincing charge-state measurement as expected. We can see
clear intensity enhancements at the positions of protons and alpha particles on Figure
3.7, and vague ones at the heavy ions’ positions, e.g., the CNO group of high charge
states. But similarly to the left panel, all these ions show expanding tracks along their
mass-per-charge, which is abnormal. We infer that STOF events may be mingled with
HSTOF events.
HSTOF Contamination
As introduced in Section 3.2, keywords ’PChan’ and ’PPos’ of PHA data can be use to
extract measurements from any SSD pixel of (H)STOF. In order to verify our speculation
of the HSTOF contamination in STOF’s data set, we analyzed the mass and mass-per-
charge measurements for all pixels of STOF. We found that data obtained from the left
two hybrids of STOF (Hybrids 1 and 3), adjacent to the two hybrids of HSTOF (Hybrids
4 and 5), exhibit a trace behavior very similar to that of HSTOF (see the left panel of
Figure 3.8). By contrast, the right two hybrids of STOF (Hybrids 0 and 2) show only
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Figure 3.7: Data output of (H)STOF over the same time period as in Figure 3.6. Both
HSTOF (the left panel) and STOF (the right panel) show plausible mass measurements.
But the charge state measurements of STOF are not satisfactory. Proton data measured
by HSTOF seem to have two distributions, which is caused by the energy-gain switch on
the SSD system. To answer why other ion species measured by HSTOF do not exhibit
this characteristic is beyond the scope of this thesis.
the anticipated measurements, e.g., H+, He++ and He+ show clear traces in the right
panel of Figure 3.8. Therefore, in this work, we only use the STOF data recorded on
Hybrids 1 and 3 for the CIR study in the following chapters. The reduced geometric
factor of STOF is 0.05 cm2sr, half of the original value (0.1 cm2sr in Section 3.2.2). The
reason why Hybrids 1 and 3 mainly collect particles incident from the HSTOF entrance
is unknown. Maybe this is due to the larger geometric factor of HSTOF compared to
STOF, together with the fixed E/q selection of HSTOF compared with multiple E/q
selection of STOF. This could lead to more incident particles entering the TOF unit
via the HSTOF entrance. After penetrating the front foil, these particles scatter as
estimated by TRIM simulations and many of them can reach Hybrids 1 and 3 of STOF.
Oversensitive Pixels
To understand the long-term performance of SSDs, we investigate in this section the
count distribution in the pixel array of (H)STOF (see Figure 3.5) from the year 1998 to
2005. Figure 3.9 illustrates the count distribution during solar events, e.g., CIRs, Coronal
Mass Ejections (CMEs), Solar Energetic Particle events (SEPs) and solar flares, while
Figure 3.10 shows only the measurements during solar quiet times of each year. More
specifically, counts obtained by every pixel are normalized by the pixel’s geometric factor
which we assume to be constant. According to the calibration work done by Bamert
et al. (2002), the geometric factors of HSTOF and STOF are 0.22 cm2sr and 0.1 cm2sr,
respectively. In addition, we find that pixels 13, 24 and 30 of all (H)STOF’s hybrids are
disabled. So the geometric factor of a HSTOF pixel is 0.22/58=0.003793 cm2sr, where 58
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is the total number of the enabled HSTOF pixels. The geometric factor of a STOF pixel
is 0.1/116=0.0008620 cm2sr, where 116 is are the total number of the enabled STOF
pixels. After we obtain normalized counts (with the corresponding geometric factors)
for all pixels of (H)STOF, we show the count distribution in the pixel array of Figure
3.5 for every year from 1998 to 2005. For each subplot in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the pixel
array is further normalized to the maximum number of its counts.
As shown in Figure 3.9, the count distribution in the pixel array during solar-event
times does not change much over eight years. We can see that Hybrids 4 and 5 of
HSTOF always detect more particles than four hybrids of STOF. This is because the
applied voltage of the HSTOF entrance is fixed so that all the particles above 80 keV/e
are free to go through. By contrast, the entrance of STOF sweeps with different E/q, so
only a certain and narrow E/q range of incident particles can enter STOF. In four hybrids
of STOF, Hybrids 1 and 3 observed more particles than Hybrids 0 and 2. This feature
is clearly visible in the first three years, and continues in the following five years from
2001 to 2005 although it cannot be easily identified in Figure 3.9. Not only the count
number on different hybrids are different, we can also see that the count distribution
over pixels of each hybrid is not uniform. For example for the HSTOF measurements,
more particles are recorded by the pixels in the second and third columns than in the
first and forth columns. Moreover, we notice that this pattern of count distribution in
the HSTOF’s hybrids also shows up on Hybrids 1 and 3 of STOF but not on the other
STOF’s hybrids, which indicates an effect, i.e., contamination, from HSTOF on Hybrids
1 and 3 of STOF.
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Figure 3.8: Measurements of STOF in the left and right two hybrids. The left two
hybrids which are close to HSTOF’s two hybrids exhibit the same pattern as HSTOF’s
measurements, which indicates a contamination from HSTOF on these two STOF’s
hybrids.
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Figure 3.9: Normalized count distribution in the SSD system of (H)STOF during solar events from the year 1998 to the year 2005.
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Figure 3.10: Same as Figure 3.9, but during the solar quiet times of each year.
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Figure 3.11: Energy measurements for the oversensitive pixel 31 of HSTOF’s Hybrid 4
in both high and low energy gains.
During solar quiet times, Figure 3.10 exhibits a more variable count distribution. In
the years 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 STOF detected more particles than HSTOF, which
is unexpected and inverse to the case during solar events. HSTOF measurements exhibit
a similar count distribution in its hybrids like that in Figure 3.9, i.e., the two middle
columns of pixels detected more particles than the two side columns of pixels. However,
unlike in the case of Figure 3.9, Hybrids 1 and 3 of STOF did not show this pattern,
but their measured counts look uniformly distributed in the same way as Hybrids 0
and 2. Since the year 2002 the pixel 31 of Hybrid 4 of HSTOF recorded considerably
more particle hits than any other pixels of (H)STOF. Starting from the year 2004, several
STOF pixels on Hybrid 1 also become oversensitive - like the pixel 31 of HSTOF’s Hybrid
4. To identify the problem of the overtriggered SSD pixels, we surveyed their energy
measurements, see one example in Figure 3.11. When the gain of pixel 31 of Hybrid 4
is low (the left panel), in the lowest two energy channels (40 and 41) this pixel recorded
considerably more particle hits than those in the other energy channels. This behavior
of pixel 31 never occurred in the first five years of the SOHO mission. By contrast, this
behavior disappears if the gain is high. As shown in the right panel of Figure 3.11, the
counts slightly decrease with the energy channels. Similar to the pixel 31 of HSTOF’s
Hybrid 4, some pixels of STOF also become oversensitive in their lowest energy channel
(ESSD# = 42) since 2004 if their energy gain is low. At the same time, we notice that
as soon as a pixel becomes overtriggered in the lowest energy channel, it does not return
to normal. We infer that this is due to an instrumental defect. According to Hovestadt
et al. (1995), each pixel of (H)STOF has an energy threshold, and only particles with
energy higher than this threshold can be recorded by (H)STOF. We believe that the
threshold of these oversensitive pixels might become invalid for some unknown reason,
so that these pixels start to record all particle-hit events.
In Figure 3.12 we eliminate the effect of oversensitive pixels over the years 2002 to
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Figure 3.12: (H)STOF measurements during solar quiet times in 1998 after rejecting
data in the lowest ESSD channels.
2005 by rejecting the data obtained by these pixels in the lowest energy channels if
the energy gain is low, i.e., 40 and 41 of HSTOF and 42 of STOF. Then we find that
the count distribution during these four years looks similar to that during the earlier
four years. However, we still need to answer the following questions: why is the count
distribution during solar events and quiet times nearly inverse? and why can STOF
unexpectedly detect more particles than HSTOF in solar quiet times? As we know, the
main difference during solar events and quiet times is the flux of solar particles which
can increase several orders of magnitude when solar events occur. It seems that STOF
is capable to measure another unknown source of particles, the flux of which is higher
than that of solar particles in quiet times but lower than that of solar particles during
solar events.
3.3.2 Background Generation Mechanism
To answer the questions presented in the end of the previous section, we concentrate
our analysis on measurements of (H)STOF in solar quiet times. The unknown source
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of particles seen by STOF is identified as the accidental coincidence. With data from
two other instruments (SEM and Electron Proton Helium Instrument (EPHIN)) onboard
SOHO and the housekeeping data of (H)STOF, we additionally clarify why the accidental
coincidence is more easily recorded by STOF rather than by HSTOF.
Background characteristics
Figure 3.13 shows STOF measurements during the solar quiet times of 1998. We present
the joint distribution of each two of three parameters, i.e., E/q, TOF, and energy deposit
in SSDs, as well as the mass versus mass-per-charge distribution derived with these
parameters. Figure 3.14 shows the count distribution over channels for these three
parameters separately. At a first glance, all subplots of Figure 3.13 look noisy. No clear
traces of ion species show up at the expected positions of the E/q# vs. τ# graphic
(see the upper left panel), which indicates most of the particle hits recorded by STOF
during solar quiet times are background. We can clearly see that the density of the
background is higher in E/q# <= 84 (the gain of SSDs is low) than that in E/q# > 84
(the gain of SSDs is high). If τ# > 50, the background looks uniform in the TOF
channels, which is a characteristic of accidental coincidence (Hilchenbach et al., 1998).
In addition, we find the background piles up around the 24th and 40th TOF channels
(see two apparent peaks in the upper left panel of Figure 3.14) which is not understood.
In the upper right panel of Figure 3.13, we can see that the background uniformly
distributes among channels E/q# <= 84 and E/q# > 84, respectively. This pattern is
clearer in the lower left panel of Figure 3.14 except for the fourth and fifth E/q channels
where the count number decreases by nearly 50%. The count number of the background
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Figure 3.13: STOF measurements on Hybrids 0 and 2 during solar quiet times of 1998.
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drops considerably with ESSD#. As shown in the upper right panel of Figure 3.14, this
decrease exhibits double power laws in both low and high gains. We further find that
the indices of the corresponding power laws during the other seven years are similar,
which implies that the source of the background is stable. In the graphic of τ# vs.
ESSD# (lower left panel of Figure 3.13), the density of the pile-up background at low
TOF channels decreases with ESSD#. In the lower right panel of Figure 3.13, we can
identify a slight enhancement at the positions of proton and alpha particles. However,
at the positions of the heavy ions we cannot see any hint of valid measurements in this
panel.
By comparison, Figure 3.15 shows the corresponding measurements of HSTOF during
the same quiet times of 1998. What we can easily distinguish in the left panel are four
tracks of real ions which are protons and alpha particles, i.e., two upper tracks are
obtained in the low gain while the two lower ones are measured in the high gain. As
same as the STOF measurements, the pile-up background also appears in the low TOF
channels of HSTOF. In the right panel, the track extending from the lower left to the
upper right corner is the contribution of this kind of background, which tells us that the
pile-up background can only affect the measurements at the highest energies. Moreover,
the accidental-coincidence background exists too, but its density is lower than that of
STOF. According to the approach of background estimation of Hilchenbach et al. (1998),
the count rate of real ions is roughly one order higher than that of accidental coincidence
events.
Here, we identify that both STOF and HSTOF suffer from the two types of back-
ground: the pile-up background and the accidental-coincidence background. The for-
mer can only affect the energy measurements of (H)STOF at the highest channels. Its
generation mechanism is unknown. However, the effect of the accidental-coincidence
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Figure 3.14: Count distribution over the
TOF, ESSD, and E/q channels with the
same data as in Figure 3.13.
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background goes through the total energy coverage of (H)STOF. In the following, we
summarize the characteristics of this kind of background:
• More background is recorded by the SSDs of (H)STOF in the low gain than in the
high gain. This indicates that the background may originate from interplanetary
particles that show a flux decrease with energy.
• The background is distributed uniformly over the TOF channels. This feature
might be the influence of the UV light considered by Hilchenbach et al. (1998);
Bamert et al. (2002), although these authors did not explain it in detail. We can
imagine that if the UV light is not well suppressed at the instrument entrance,
photoelectrons can continuously and randomly generate at the foil of the TOF
chamber and trigger both Start MCP and Stop MCP. As STOF is directed 7◦ west
of the SOHO-Sun axis while HSTOF points 37◦ west of this axis, the UV light can
enter the entrance system of STOF more easily than HSTOF. This could explain
why STOF records a higher accidental-coincidence background than HSTOF.
• For STOF, more background counts are recorded in the low E/q channels (E/q# <=
84) than in the high E/q channels (E/q# > 84). This can be explained by the gain
switch behavior of Figure 3.4 and the first background characteristic mentioned
above. The counts in the two groups of E/q channels is uniformly distributed,
which means the background is independent from the E/q selection of the electro-
static analyzer. So the background particles do not enter STOF from the entrance.
One possibility could be energetic penetrating particles which have enough energy
to penetrate the housing of (H)STOF and trigger SSDs.
• The count number of the STOF background drops dramatically with the ESSD
channels, exhibiting a double power-law shape. The indices of power laws vary
little over the surveyed eight years, indicating a stable source of the background.
Regarding the third background characteristic and the uniform count distribution
in Figure 3.10 and 3.12, we think the GCRs may play an important role in the
generation of the background during solar quiet times.
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Figure 3.15: HSTOF measurements during solar quiet times in 1998. Compared with
the lower left panel of Figure 3.13, the tracks of ions are clearly seen in the left panel
of this figure. Compared with the lower right panel of Figure 3.13, the tracks of proton
and helium are visible in the right panel of this figure.
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To verify our above hypotheses, we further analyze the flux of the UV light and
interplanetary energetic particles measured by another two instruments onboard the
SOHO spacecraft, see details in the following sections.
Comparison with SEM
The Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) is a highly stable photodiode spectrometer, mounted
piggyback on the TOF section of the STOF sensor. It can measure the full disk absolute
solar flux at the He II 30.4 nm line, as well as the absolute integral flux between 17
and 70 nm (Hovestadt et al., 1995). As shown in Figure 3.16, in front of the entrance
aperture, SEM has solar wind deflector plates which deflect away solar wind particles in
order to protect the aluminum filter behind the entrance. The filtered incident radiation
is dispersed by a high-density (5000 lines/mm) free standing gold transmission grating
(Hovestadt et al., 1995). The 0th order image is measured by a photodiode to obtain
the integrated solar EUV in the aluminum bandpass (17 and 70 nm). At the same time,
the solar He II 30.4 nm line is measured in the ± first order by similar diodes.
As suspected in the last section, MCPs of STOF can be overtriggered by photo-
electrons, which is verified here with the housekeeping data of STOF, i.e., MCP signals
Start Front (SF) and Stop Front·Rear (SFR or double coincidence). We compare the
count rates of SF and SFR signals with the UV flux measured by SEM in Figure 3.17.
The top panel shows temporal variations of the photon flux measured in the 0th order
(bandwidth: 0.1-50 nm, blue curve) and the ±1st order (bandwidth: 26-34 nm, green
curve). The UV flux fluctuates with time and peaks during solar events, e.g. CMEs and
SEPs. Sometimes the flux bottoms out, which indicates data gaps. From the second
panel, we find that the count rates of the SF signal decrease roughly exponentially with
time, more rapidly than expected. On the DOY ∼56 and ∼258, there are two jumps,
indicating the bias voltage of MCPs has been increased to raise their efficiency. Addi-
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Figure 3.16: Schematic view of SEM. The entrance system consists of a 5000 line/mm
transmission grating, placed behind a free standing Al filter (total 150 nm thick). The
filter limits the radiation to the Al bandpass (17-70 nm). Any potential degradation of
the filter due to solar wind is eliminated by the “solar wind deflector”. The prominent
He II 30.4 nm line will be measured by the two side photodiodes (the ±1st order), while
the center photodiode responds to the direct light (the 0th order) (Hovestadt et al.,
1995).
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the UV flux (blue curve for the 0th order; green curve
for the 1st order) and count rates of MCP triggers (red curve for the SF count rates;
magenta curve for the SFR count rates).
tionally, we notice that a similar fluctuation to that of the UV flux piggyback on the
decreasing count rates, implying that there can be some correlation between the UV
light and the SF signal. The third panel shows the SFR temporal count rates. Their
absolute values are about two orders smaller than those of SF, but exhibit a similar tem-
poral decrease and fluctuation. In this work, we define a percent deviation (hereafter
PD) as (data − expectation)/expectation, where data denotes time series of a certain
measurement, e.g., flux, and expectation is expected time series of this measurement.
The PDs of these four measurements are shown in the bottom panel, zooming in the
time period of DOY 56 to 258. More specifically, for the SEM measurements data is
the temporal UV flux in the 0th and 1th orders and expectation is the flux average in
this time period. As for the SF and SFR count rates, the clear degradation with time
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indicates that the expectation is not constant. Here, we assume the expectation as a
power-law function of time, and fit the count rates of the SF and SFR with A ·DOY −γ ,
where A is normalizing constant and γ is the power-law index. As the lower panel shows,
the PDs of the UV light in the two wavelength bands are almost the same in the surveyed
time period. Flux in the wide band exhibits more peaks than that in the narrow band.
The PD of the SF count rates shows similar variations to that of the UV flux. But its
amplitude is roughly half of that of the UV flux. Although the deviation of the SFR
count rates is relatively large, we can still recognize similar fluctuations to those of the
SF count rates and the UV flux.
The above observations tell us that UV photons were not well suppressed by the
entrance system of STOF. The secondary electrons generated by these photons over-
triggered MCPs, resulting in a relatively more rapid efficiency decrease of MCPs than
anticipated. In fact, with the housekeeping data of STOF, we find the bias voltage
applied on MCPs had been switched at least two times per year in order to overcome
the degradation of the MCPs. A direct consequence is that the instrumental efficiency
of STOF becomes uncertain. In other words, the absolute flux of particles cannot be
determined by STOF, which was also pointed out by Bamert et al. (2002). Although
Hilchenbach et al. (1998) reported higher background of STOF from accidental coin-
cidence rates than expected, due to the effect of scattered UV light. But their work
has not clarified the process how the UV light contributes to the accidental coincidence
rates, i.e., which kinds of particles trigger SSDs of STOF, UV photons themselves or
some other sources of particles. Referring to the Geant 4 simulation in Appendix A,
most photons penetrate the SSD without energy loss, while energetic electrons and ions
always deposit energy as long as they hit the SSD. Therefore, we believe that pene-
trating particles are the main source for the additional triggers on the SSDs of STOF.
To validate this idea, we analyzed the flux variations of interstellar energetic particles
measured at 1 AU, see details in the following paragraph.
Comparison with EPHIN
As shown in Figure 3.18, the EPHIN sensor consists of a multi-element array of SSDs
surrounded by an anticoincidence shield of plastic scintillator to measure energy spectra
of electrons in the range 250 keV to >8.7 MeV, and of hydrogen and helium isotopes
in the range 4 MeV/nuc to >53 MeV/nuc (Mu¨ller-Mellin et al., 1995). The front A
and B detectors define a 83◦ full width conical FOV with a geometric factor of 5.1
cm2sr, pointing 45◦ west of the SOHO-Sun line, the direction of the nominal IMF at 1
AU. Both of them have six segments (0 to 5) which allow sufficient correction for path
length variations to resolve isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Another benefit of the
detector segmentation is the capability to implement a commandable geometric factor by
disabling some segments. The lithium-drifted silicon detectors C, D, and E stop electrons
up to 10 MeV and hydrogen and helium nuclei up to 53 MeV/nuc. The detector F
allows particles stopping in the telescope to be distinguishable from penetrating particles.
Detector G is a fast plastic scintillator viewed by a 1 inch photomultiplier. This detector
is used in anticoincidence and helps to reduce background Mu¨ller-Mellin et al. (1995).
The detector F of EPHIN provides measurements for energetic particles. All the incident
particles recorded by this detector have to penetrate a stack of five silicon detectors in
front. We believe that measurements of detector F can give us a good estimate for the
energetic penetrating particles of STOF.
In Figure 3.19 we compare three kinds of count rates: energetic particles measured
by the EPHIN/F detector, the SFR signal and the accidental triple coincidence (ATC)
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Figure 3.18: Schematic view of EPHIN. The sensor head of EPHIN consists of a stack
of five silicon detectors (A, B, C, D, E) which measure electrons, hydrogen and he-
lium isotopes. The detector stack is surrounded by an anticoincidence shield of plastic
scintillator (G) and anther silicon detector (F) to distinguish between absorption and
penetration mode (Mu¨ller-Mellin et al., 1995).
(Hilchenbach et al., 1998) of STOF. The top three panels show their long-term variations
from the year 1998 to 2000, while the zoomed-in three panels in the bottom are an
example of short-term variations during DOY 100 to 200 of 1999. In the long run, both
measurements of EPHIN and STOF are not continuous, but have a large data gap in
1998 and several data gaps in 1999. The peaks of count rates indicate solar events, e.g.,
SEPs, CMEs. The number of solar events increases in 2000 as the solar activity enters the
maximum of the solar cycle 23. Apart from these peaks, i.e., in solar quiet times, we can
see that the flux of energetic particles measured by EPHIN/F (the first panel) decreases
by more than 50% from 1998 to 2000. Because GCRs are normally considered as the main
source of energetic particles in solar quiet times, and are anticorrelated with the solar
activity (Barouch and Burlaga, 1975). Both the SFR (the second panel) and background
count rates of STOF (the red curve in the third panel) exhibit a sawtooth shape, which is
due to the multiple efficiency switches on MCPs and the rapid decrease of their efficiency.
In the zoomed-in short term, seven peaks of EPHIN’s measurements indicate energetic
particle events, while the SFR signal only shows two peaks, one of which is simultaneous
with the second particle event observed by EPHIN/F. This behavior indicates the flux
of UV photons and energetic penetrating particles is independent from each other. The
most remarkable finding comes from the comparison of the STOF background and the
product of count rates of SFR and energetic particles (the black curve in the third
panel). Their long-term consistency can be clearly seen in the top third panel of Figure
3.19, after scaling the product with a constant of 3300. This consistency is strikingly
apparent in the bottom panel, e.g., during the three time periods marked with yellow
color. In the first time period, both SFR and energetic particles show a peak, which
means their product definitely exhibits a corresponding peak. At the same time, the
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STOF background also appears a peak. In the second case, only energetic particles
display two clear peaks, while the SFR signal is nearly constant during this time period.
The two peaks again show up in their product. Simultaneously the STOF background
represents two peaks but with smaller amplitudes. Synchronous peaks of the scaled
product and the background also occur in the third time period, where the SFR signal
shows a peak and the flux of energetic particles is relatively stable.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the STOF background, the SFR signals, and the penetrating
particles in the short and the long terms. The blue and green curves are the count
rates of the penetrating particles (EPHIN/F measurements) and SFR signals (STOF
housekeeping data) respectively. The red curve shows the count rate of the STOF
background. For the purpose of comparison, we scale the product of STOF’s SFR count
rate and penetrating-particle count rate by a factor of 3300. The scaled product is shown
with the black curve.
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These observations can be explained with the occurrence probabilities of the ATC
(Patc), the SFR (PSFR) signal, and the penetrating particles (Ppt) that can be approxi-
mated with the measurements of EPHIN/F. Given the independent behavior of the SFR
signal and EPHIN/F measurements, we can have:
Patc = PSFR · Ppt (3.11)
In other words, we believe that energetic penetrating particles contribute to the triggers
on the SSDs of STOF, while the START and STOP MCP triggers are mainly influenced
by the UV photons (see the previous section). If we assume that the probability of
occurrence is proportional to the count rates (CR), then Equation 3.11 can be expressed
as:
CRbg ∝ CRSFR · CRpt
= A · CRSFR · CRpt
(3.12)
Equation 3.12 well describes the consistency between the STOF background and the
product of count rates of SFR and energetic particles in solar quiet times. In the case
of solar events, the normalizing term A of this equation might not be a constant any
more according to the difference of the peak magnitude in Figure 3.19, but a function
of CRSFR and CRpt.
The above work helps us to understand how the STOF background is generated.
The main cause of the background is that the collimator of STOF does not suppress the
UV light as well as anticipated. Thus, photoelectrons are generated in the process of the
interaction between the UV photons and the TOF unit of STOF, so that MCPs of the
TOF unit are overtriggered by these photoelectrons. This process has two consequences:
(1) The MCP efficiency decreases more rapidly than expected. To compensate the
degradation of MCPs, their bias voltage needs to be increased at least twice per year. For
the flux measurements, it becomes difficult to know the absolute value of flux, therefore
both Bamert et al. (2002) and Bamert et al. (2004) used arbitrary unit for their spectral
analysis. (2) Penetrating particles originating from solar events or GCRs can easily be
registered as valid particle hits, as long as they trigger one SSD pixel together with the
START and STOP MCP triggers provided by the UV light. Therefore, in this work we
identify the source of the STOF background as the “coincidence” of the UV light with
penetrating particles.
3.3.3 Background Estimation Model
Hilchenbach et al. (1998) have successfully identified energetic hydrogen atoms (EHAs)
between 55 and 80 keV using HSTOF data. To eliminate the effect of background caused
by accidental coincidence events, they present a background estimation approach shown
in Figure 3.20. Similar to what we show in Figure 3.15, events due to real particles in
Figure 3.20a fall along well-defined tracks in the plane of residual energy channels versus
TOF channels. Background events are uniformly distributed throughout the entire TOF
region, and mingle with the real events. To estimate the background among the proton
events (particle tracks in Figure 3.20b), Hilchenbach et al. (1998) displace the M = 1
track, with its track width, by a block of TOF channels (e.g., 500 channels, in Figure
3.20c) in the TOF-ESSD plane, where no real particle tracks are expected. Since the
background is observed to be uniformly distributed over TOF channels, all events on
this displaced track provide a valid background measurement in the same energy channel
intervals on the real M = 1 track. The background rate obtained by Hilchenbach et al.
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Figure 3.20: (a) An example of PHA data is plotted in the TOF-ESSD plane. H and
He events and the accidental coincidence events are clearly distinguishable. (b) Proton
events congregate along well-defined tracks in the TOF-ESSD plane. Real particles can
only be detected in the first half-section of the TOF range. (c) The accidental coincidence
events scatter uniformly throughout the entire TOF region and fall uniformly within the
tracks (Hilchenbach et al., 1998).
(1998) is about three times that obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation of Bamert et al.
(2002), who consider an isotropic source of energetic cosmic-ray protons and electrons.
This disagreement between the simulation and the observation could be due to the UV
photons overtriggering MCPs, which is discussed in previous sections.
Due to the fixed E/q of the HSTOF’s entrance, measurements of different ion species
exhibit their corresponding tracks at their fixed positions on the graphic of ESSD vs.
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TOF. However, for the case of STOF, incident particles are selected by different E/q. So
ions measured in one E/q step by STOF are expected to show several peaks (not tracks
as in the case of HSTOF), each corresponding to a charge state of the element. These
peaks are not fixed in their positions but are E/q dependent and shift from low to high
position in the TOF-ESSD plane with E/q. Therefore, the method of Hilchenbach et al.
(1998) cannot be directly applied to the background estimate for STOF.
Here, we present our approach to estimate the STOF background in Figure 3.21. It
is very similar to the method of Hilchenbach et al. (1998), but considers a peak area
moving with E/q. The acquired STOF data during DOY 206-211 of 2003 in Figure 3.21
show measured energy, ESSD, vs. TOF, with an inset showing the corresponding STOF
data mapped to the mass/mass-per-charge space. Several types of ions can readily
be distinguished in the inset. From bottom to top they are protons, alpha particles
(surrounded by a red rectangle), He+, a CNO group, and heavy ions such as Mg, Si and
Fe ions. The corresponding ESSD vs. TOF is shown in the surrounding plot. The track of
alpha particles in integrated 60-84 E/q channels can be identified by close inspection of
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Figure 3.21: Example of the background estimation for STOF. STOF data are acquired
for the range of 60-84 E/q steps during DOY 206-211 of year 2003. The panel shows mea-
sured energy ESSD vs. TOF, while its inset shows the same data mapped to the m-m/q
space. Alpha particles are surrounded by a red square in the inset. The corresponding
TOF-ESSD measurements are surrounded by a mapped closed red curve which corre-
sponds to the red rectangle in the m-m/q space. The accidental coincidence events (or
instrumental background) are uniformly distributed throughout the entire TOF region
and fall uniformly within the real ion region, e.g., the He++ region. The large dashed
magenta rectangle in the high TOF region is used to derive the background density in
every ESSD channel and further estimate the background level in the red ion region.
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Figure 3.22: An application example of the STOF background estimation method during
DOY 100-140 of year 1998. The solar wind speed in the top panel is obtained from
SOHO/PM. The flux of UV light in the integrated (blue) and first-order (green) channels
measured by SOHO/SEM is given in the second panel. The third panel shows the count
rate of penetrating particles measured by SOHO/EPHIN. The bottom panel shows the
differential flux of alpha particles measured by STOF (blue dots) and the background
estimation (red dots) with the method introduced in Figure 3.21.
the data and is surrounded by a red shape corresponding to the mapped rectangle in the
mass/mass-per-charge space. As indicated by the dashed magenta rectangle in Figure
3.21, we sample the background in a high TOF region and calculate the linear density
of the background along the TOF axis in every energy channel. Then the background
located in the closed red curve can be estimated by summing up the background in all
energy channels inside this curve, which is the product of the linear density of background
and the number of TOF channels in this area. With this method, we achieve a robust
estimate for the expected background around the alpha particles.
Figure 3.22 illustrates an application example of our STOF background estimation
model during DOY 100-140 of 1998. During DOY 100-106, the solar wind speed (top
panel) is steadily around 400 km/s, while both SEM (second panel) and EPHIN/F (third
panel) measurements are also relatively stable, indicating a time period of solar quiet
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times. The He++ flux (blue dots) measured by STOF in the bottom panel is slightly
above the estimated background (red dots) with large error bars. Additionally, we notice
that the counting statistics of alpha particles are worse than that of the background.
It is because the area of background estimation in the TOF-ESSD plane of Figure 3.21
(the dashed magenta rectangle) is much larger than the area of the He++ track (closed
red curve). More accidental coincidence events can be included in the background esti-
mation. Over the time period of DOY 110-115, both SEM and EPHIN/F have detected
a significant simultaneous flux enhancement, while the solar wind is stable around 400
km/s. Based on the generation mechanism of the STOF background identified in pre-
vious section, the STOF background is also expected to rise considerably during this
time period. This expectation is well consistent with the background measurement in
the bottom panel. In the starting phase of this time period, the SNR is approximately
1, and increases after the background peak (on around DOY 111). In the beginning of
May 1998 (from DOY 120 to 130), a sequence of very intense SEP events and CMEs
were observed by an impressive number of instruments, both remote-sensing optical and
in-situ particle instruments (Bamert et al., 2002). The solar wind speed shows large
variations and several discontinuities (indicating interplanetary shocks). The SEM data
exhibit several impulsive short-duration peaks of UV light. EPHIN measurements show
only two peaks around DOY 123 and 127, associated with a background enhancement
during these two days. Apart from these two days, the SNR on the other days of this
time period is larger than ∼100, providing high reliability of the STOF data studied by
Bamert et al. (2002) in this time period.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced the working principle of CELIAS/(H)STOF as part
of the SOHO mission and show how we use the PHA data obtained by this instrument.
By analyzing the (H)STOF data, we have identified several instrumental defects, e.g.,
the contamination of two hybrids of STOF by HSTOF, oversensitive SSD pixels, and two
kinds of background: the pile-up background and the accidental-coincidence background.
For the second background, we determine its generation mechanism with assistance of
data from SEM and EPHIN and the housekeeping data of (H)STOF. We explain that
this kind of background results from the interaction of the instrument, the UV light, and
penetrating particles. Based on the background-estimation method from Hilchenbach
et al. (1998) for HSTOF, we present our own approach to estimate the STOF background.
With our method, we survey the SNR of the STOF measurements in the year 1998 and
find that the SNR is ∼1 in solar quiet times and normally more than 10 during solar
events.
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Chapter 4
Case Study
4.1 Introduction
As we introduce in Chapter 2, we expect to observe a spectral turnover shifting from low
to high suprathermal energies during CIR events, which can be done with an instrument
like SOHO/STOF. Based on the work of Chapter 3, we know that during solar events,
e.g., CIRs, the SNR of STOF measurements is usually satisfactory. Regarding STOF
does not cover the whole suprathermal energies, we add measurements from SWICS
onboard ACE to extend our energy coverage to lower solar wind energies. Then we
expect to observe spectra with both solar wind bulk and its suprathermal tail as shown
in Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2. Similar to STOF, SWICS is also a TOF mass spectrometer,
providing a nominal E/q coverage from 0.6 to 86 keV/e (see Figure 4.1). Different from
STOF, SWICS has equipped with additional post acceleration for the incident particles
after they are selected by the electrostatic analyzer. Then these particles can gain enough
energy to penetrate the carbon foil and deposit in SSDs. More details can be found in
Gloeckler et al. (1998); Berger (2008).
This chapter contains our first publication “Suprathermal helium associated with
corotating interaction regions: A case study” (Reproduced from Yu et al. (2016), with
the permission of AIP Publishing.), which is published in AIP Conference Proceedings,
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of SWICS, taken from Berger (2008).
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Vol 1720. This publication mainly introduces the time profile and the spectral evolution
of suprathermal He++ as well as the variability of He+/He++ during the CIR event
between July 26 and 27 of 2003 which has been widely studied by Jian et al. (2006);
Mason et al. (2008); Ebert et al. (2012) as a typical CIR event. The spectra of this event
exhibit an evolution as described by the Fisk and Lee (1980) model (see Figure 2.3).
4.2 Publication
Contributions to this paper are listed below and my contribution is around 80%.
Contributions Authors
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and design
J. Yu, L. Berger,
and R.F. Wimmer-Schweingruber
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Abstract. Enhancements of suprathermal particles observed at 1AU often can be related to Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs).
The compression regions associated with CIRs and their driven shocks which typically form at a few AU distance to the Sun can
efficiently accelerate particles. If accelerated at the trailing edge of a CIR these particles can travel sunward along the ambient
magnetic field and thus enhanced fluxes can be observed even if the acceleration region has passed over the spacecraft. We have
analysed a CIR that has been observed at L1 by ACE/SWICS and SOHO/CELIAS/STOF on days 207 and 208 in 2003. The
combination of SWICS and STOF data allowed us to study suprathermal Helium ranging from its onset at solar wind bulk energies
up to 330 keV/nuc. Here we present our results for the temporal evolution of the flux, energy spectra and the He+/He++ ratio. In
particular we present observational evidence for a turnover of the energy spectra at lower energies after the CIR passage which has
been theoretically predicted but never been observed so far.
INTRODUCTION
CIRs are caused by the interaction of fast solar wind with slower solar wind ahead resulting in a compression region.
The interaction strengthens with the heliocentric distance. Consequently forward and reverse shocks normally form
around 2 AU from the Sun or even further away. Enhanced suprathermal or energetic particles were detected during
CIRs with a series of spacecraft, e.g., Helios 1 and 2, Ulysses, Wind, SOHO, and ACE, as the compressed plasma
and shocks are effective acceleration regions. Chotoo et al.[1] found that in the suprathermal energy range (∼10-
500 keV/nuc) particle intensities peak inside the CIR itself, i.e., in the compressed and decelerated fast solar wind,
consistent with previous observation by Hilchenbach et al.[2].
Fisk and Lee[3] proposed a model based on diffusive shock acceleration to explain the energy spectra in the
vicinity of CIRs. The predicted power-law spectral shape with an exponential component for higher energies inside
CIRs is typically observed. For regions outside CIRs, this model implies that suprathermal particle enhancements at
1 AU associated with CIRs arise from sunward propagating particles accelerated by CIR-driven shocks beyond 1 AU.
These particles are subject to scattering when they propagate in the expanding solar wind, which results in a turnover
in the energy spectrum much below ∼0.5 MeV/nuc, depending on scattering conditions. However, this turnover has
not been observed in previous studies[1][4].
Additional evidence for the suprathermal particle source outside of the Earth orbit in CIR’s fast wind regions is
the increasing He+/He++ ratio. Chotoo et al.[1] showed that the He+/He++ ratio in the 10-35 keV/nuc energy range
remained relatively constant near the reverse shock, which can be interpreted as evidence for local acceleration of
solar wind He++ and interplanetary He+. However, in the higher energy range covered by ACE/SEPICA (0.25-0.8
MeV/nuc), Kucharek et al.[5] found that the He+/He++ ratio increased linearly extending from compressed fast wind
to fast wind regions, which can be explained by the increasing distance between the spacecraft and the reverse shock
along the connecting flux tube and by the increase of pickup He+ relative to solar wind He++ with radial distance[6].
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FIGURE 1. The time profiles of CIR-associated suprathermal He++ enhance-
ment identified by STOF. Shown from top to bottom are 5-min averaged so-
lar wind proton bulk speed, thermal speed and proton density measured by
SOHO/PM and ACE/SWEPAM, 4-min averaged interplanetary magnetic field
strength measured by ACE/MAG, 12-min averaged O7+/O6+ abundance ratio
measured by ACE/SWICS, total pressure (npv2thm + B
2/2µ0), and 3-hour aver-
aged He++ fluxes and the corresponding background estimation.
The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory/
Charge, Element, and Isotope Analysis
System/ Suprathermal Time-of-Flight
(SOHO/CELIAS/STOF) mass spectrometer
was designed to measure suprathermal ions
in the energy range of ∼35-660 keV/Q. The
geometric factor of STOF is 0.05 cm2sr,
with the field of view pointing 7◦ west off
the SOHO-Sun line[7]. The Solar Wind Ion
Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on-
board the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) can measure the composition of solar
wind and pickup ions from ∼0.6 to ∼86
keV/Q[8]. With these two instruments, our
measurements can fully cover the energy of
the solar wind up to its suprathermal tail,
thus helping us to better understand the
origin of suprathermal particles and their
injection and acceleration processes. Since
there is no magnetometer onboard of the
SOHO spacecraft, we used magnetic field
data from ACE/MAG, as both spacecraft
are located around Lagrangian Point 1 (L1).
Solar wind bulk speed, thermal speed and
proton density were provided by SOHO/PM
and ACE/SWEPAM, respectively.
Temporal Variation of Flux
Figure 1 shows plasma and magnetic field
measurements for the CIR which occurred
during July 26th and 27th (days 207 - 208),
2003. Following Chotoo et al.[1], we defined
four regions: the slow wind region (S), the
compressed slow wind region (S’), the com-
pressed fast wind region (F’) and the fast
wind itself (F), divided by the leading edge,
stream interface and trailing edge (vertical
solid lines in the plot). The trailing edge here
has already evolved into a reverse shock. The
total pressure P was derived from the sum
of plasma and magnetic field pressure, i.e.,
P = npv2thm + B
2/2µ0, where np and vth are
the proton density and thermal speed respec-
tively and B is the magnitude of magnetic field. Here we used 50 pPa total pressure as a threshold (see the dashed line
in Figure 1) to determine CIR boundaries[9], and used O7+/O6+ abundance ratio in the bulk solar wind to determine
the stream interface[10][11]. Comparing plasma parameter measurements with PM and SWEPAM, we know that the
ambient wind properties of SOHO and ACE are almost the same, and especially the time difference at CIR boundaries
is less than 10 minutes. The data in Figure 1 show the following behaviour: in the S region no suprathermal He++ was
found during DOY 206; in the S’ region the flux tended to increase with time, however, the absolute values were still
very small; the flux rose abruptly in the F’ region and peaked around the reverse shock; in the F region the flux started
to decline, but the absolute values were still comparable with those in F’ after half a day. Based on the work by Ebert
et al.[12], the distribution of suprathermal particles in the F’ region of this event can be considered as anti-sunward
while it becomes dominantly sunward in the F region. These sunward particles are normally believed to be accelerated
beyond the Earth orbit. Additionally, we could find that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in both F and F’ regions was
better than 100, providing high reliability of the data.
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FIGURE 2. The figure shows the spectral evolution from
inside to outside of the CIR on DOY 207-208, 2003. Two
full vertical lines marks the overlapping energy range of
SWICS and STOF. Four colored bars correspond to differ-
ent time intervals (blue: 6 hours before encountering the
shock, green: 0-2 hours, red: 2-6 hours, cyan: 6-22 hours
after traversing the shock).
The spectral evolution during the above CIR event is shown in
Figure 2. When the spacecraft is inside the CIR, we observe the
approximately Maxwellian distribution of the bulk solar wind.
Above the bulk solar wind, the suprathermal tail appears as a
power law, and the spectrum rolls over and becomes steeper
above ∼200 keV/nuc. This spectral shape is consistent with the
Fisk & Lee model and previous observations[1, 4]. When the
spacecraft crosses the CIR’s reverse shock, the distance of the
magnetic connection between spacecraft and shock increases
with time. From the three spectra in the F region we can con-
clude that: (a) inside the CIR the suprathermal particles con-
tribute substantially to the total pressure. (b) The flux above
∼70 keV/nuc decreases with increasing distance to the reverse
shock. (c) There appears to be a lack of particles between the
bulk solar wind and the suprathermal tails (i.e., between ∼8
keV/nuc and ∼70 keV/nuc ). This gap is not due to an instru-
mental deficiency, as is demonstrated by the clean spectrum ob-
served inside the CIR. It appears that there is a true dearth of
suprathermal particles in this energy range. In other words, we
have observed the turnover predicted by Fisk & Lee [3]. As the
suprathermal particles have to “fight their way” against the so-
lar wind and turbulence, their flux is decreased because of their
small mean free scattering length compared to more energetic
particles.
He+/He++ Abundance Ratio
Comparing with the previous investigations of He+/He++ ratio
by Chotoo et al. over the energy range of 10-35 keV/nuc and
Kucharek et al. over 250-800 keV/nuc, SOHO/STOF has the
complementary capability to measure the intermediate energy range (33-165 keV/nuc). In Figure 3, we show the
temporal variation of the He+/He++ ratio for the above CIR. The horizontal error bars reflect the time interval over
which the ratio has been averaged, the vertical error bars indicate the statistical errors of the ratio. The statistical errors
increase with time because of the flux decrease. The vertical dashed line marks the time when the spacecraft crossed
the boundary between the fast compressed and the fast solar wind, separating regions F’ and F respectively[5]. From
Figure 3, we found that this CIR shows a pronounced increase in the He+/He++ ratio with time ranging from roughly
0.06 inside the CIR to around 0.4 well outside the CIR.
DISCUSSION
We have found that suprathermal ions mainly appear inside the compressed and decelerated fast wind region of this
CIR event and that the intensity peaks close to the trailing edge. This indicates that suprathermal particles are more
likely to undergo acceleration in the fast wind than in the slow wind. Particles are believed to be pre-accelerated by
stochastic acceleration in the compressed plasma, and then injected into more effective shock acceleration[13].
In the fast wind region of this CIR event, we found that the suprathermal particle spectra exhibit the turnover
spectral feature predicted by Fisk & Lee (1980). However, this is not always the case, many CIRs show a simple power
law decrease from the bulk solar wind to higher energies. This suggests that the scattering of these sunward particles
differs from CIR to CIR.
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FIGURE 3. Variation of the He+/He++ ratio over the
course of the CIR
With SOHO/STOF, we have observed a substantial in-
crease in the He+/He++ ratio with time from the beginning
of the CIR, which can explain some of the large He+/He++
“fluctuations” of long-term investigations observed by Hilchen-
bach et al. earlier[2]. Moreover, this work extends the work by
Kucharek et al.[5] with ACE/SEPICA to a lower energy range.
We observe the ∼33 to 165 keV/nuc ions after they propagated
from the acceleration region to inside 1 AU and then were con-
vected outward, i.e. they probably have started at much higher
energies, if adiabatic energy losses are important.
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Chapter 5
Full Study
5.1 Introduction
Based on the work of Chapter 4, we further make a statistic study for the CIR spectra
from February 1999 to October 2005. Sixteen CIR events are involved in this work,
including seven contaminated events by upstream ion events and SEPs. We find that
six of nine clean CIRs show possible signs of a turnover between ∼10-40 keV/nuc in
the F regions. Three of them even show this behavior inside the F’ regions. The rest
clean CIRs exhibit continuous power-law spectra in both the F’ and the F regions.
In contrast, we observe more variable spectra during seven contaminated events, i.e.,
power-law, turnover and superposition of these two shapes. Moreover, we fit spectra
of the CIR event which is also reported in Chapter 4, with the Fisk and Lee (1980)
theoretical model. We identify disagreements between the theory and observations. The
reasons for that are given in the following paper which has been published on Astronomy
& Astrophysics, Volume 599.
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ABSTRACT
Context. Energetic particle enhancements that are associated with corotating interaction regions (CIRs) are typically believed to arise
from the sunward propagation of particles that are accelerated by CIR-driven shocks beyond 1 AU. It is expected that these sunward-
travelling particles will lose energy and scatter, resulting in a turnover of the energy spectra below ∼0.5 MeV/nuc. However, the
turnover has not been observed so far, suggesting that the CIR-associated low-energy suprathermal ions are accelerated locally close
to the observer.
Aims. We investigate the variability of suprathermal particle spectra from CIR to CIR as well as their evolution and variation as the
observer moves away from the rear shock or wave.
Methods. Helium data in the suprathermal energy range from the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory/Charge, Element, and Isotope
Analysis System/Suprathermal Time-of-Flight (SOHO/CELIAS/STOF) were used for the spectral analysis and were combined with
data from the Advanced Composition Explorer/ Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (ACE/SWICS) in the solar wind energies.
Results. We investigated sixteen events: nine clean CIR events, three CIR events with possible contamination from upstream ion
events or solar energetic particles (SEPs), and four events that occurred during CIR periods that were dominated by SEPs. Six of the
nine clean CIR events showed possible signs of a turnover between ∼10−40 keV/nuc in the fast solar wind that trails the compression
regions. Three of them even showed this behaviour inside the compressed fast wind. The turnover part of the spectra became flatter
and shifted from lower to higher energies with increasing connection distance to the reverse shock. The remaining three clean events
showed continuous power-law spectra in both the compressed fast wind and fast wind regions, that is, the same behaviour as reported
from previous observations. The spectra of the seven remaining events are more variable, that is, they show power law, turnover, and
a superposition of these two shapes.
Key words. acceleration of particles – shock waves – solar wind – Sun: heliosphere – Sun: rotation
1. Introduction
Corotating interaction regions (CIRs) commonly form when
high-speed solar wind streams that emerge from solar coronal
holes overtake low-speed solar wind streams that have been
emitted earlier (Gosling et al. 1978). The interaction between
these two stream plasmas creates a compression region that coro-
tates with the Sun and bounds with the leading and trailing edge.
Forward and reverse shocks can form at the leading and trailing
edge, respectively, when the interaction strengthens enough, nor-
mally at heliocentric distances greater than 2 AU (Balogh et al.
2000). It is widely known that suprathermal particles observed
in association with CIRs have been interpreted to be acceler-
ated in the compressed plasmas and shocks (Fisk & Lee 1980;
Schwadron et al. 1996). During solar minimum, when the coro-
nal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares are rare, CIRs are
the dominant source of suprathermal particles in the interplan-
etary medium at 1 AU (Fisk & Jokipii 1999). Investigations
of the origin of CIR-associated suprathermal particles have
shown that these particles appear not only inside CIRs, but
also often persist within the leading parts of fast-wind regions
(Reames et al. 1997; Mason et al. 1997; Simnett et al. 1998;
Hilchenbach et al. 1999; Chotoo et al. 2000). Commonly there
are believed to be two origins: (1) local acceleration by adiabatic
compression in compressive turbulence (Fisk & Gloeckler 2006,
2007; Fisk et al. 2010), from transit-time damping of magni-
tude variations in the magnetic field (Schwadron et al. 1996);
and (2) sunward-directed particles accelerated at remote reverse
shocks as described by the model of Fisk & Lee (1980) (in this
paper, we call this “remote acceleration”). Local acceleration
is ubiquitous in the solar wind, and in quiet-time conditions,
suprathermal tails show a common energy-spectrum shape: a
power law with a constant index of −1.5 (Fisk & Gloeckler
2006). For particles accelerated remotely (origin 2), veloc-
ity distribution functions have been theoretically discussed by
Fisk & Lee (1980), who considered a model of diffusive acceler-
ation at CIR shocks several AU away followed by propagation
into the inner heliosphere along magnetic field lines, includ-
ing adiabatic cooling. The spectral shape of these sunward-
streaming particles should be a power law multiplied with an ex-
ponential rollover, when the particle velocity is much higher than
the speed of the corotating frame. Fisk & Lee (1980) pointed
out that these accelerated sunward particles should have a low-
energy threshold well above solar wind energies, as they have
had multiple interactions with the shock and must have had suf-
ficient speed after their first interactions to propagate upstream
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Fig. 1. STOF data acquired for the range of 60−84 E/q steps during days 206−211 in 2003. The panel shows the measured energy, ESSD vs.
TOF, while its inset shows the same data mapped to m-m/q space. Alpha particles are surrounded by a red square in the inset. The corresponding
ESSD-TOF measurements are surrounded by a mapped closed red curve that corresponds to the red rectangle in m-m/q space. The accidental
coincidence events (or instrumental background) are uniformly distributed throughout the entire TOF region and fall randomly within the real ion
zone, e.g., He++. The large dashed magenta rectangle in the high-TOF region is used to estimate the background level of our measurements.
in the solar wind. In other words, the energy spectra may exhibit
a turnover above solar wind energies. However, Chotoo et al.
(2000), Mason et al. (1997), Reames et al. (1997) did not ob-
serve this turnover. CIR events studied by them showed power-
law spectra above solar wind energies in both compressed fast-
wind region and fast-wind region.
We used data from Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrome-
ter (SWICS) and Suprathermal Time-of-Flight (STOF) to study
the temporal evolution of the alpha-particle spectra from the so-
lar wind through the suprathermal energy range in the 16 events
given in Table 1. We found that 6 of 9 clean CIR events are likely
to show a turnover in their spectra between ∼10 and 40 keV/nuc.
2. Instrumentation
The STOF mass spectrometer, which is part of the Charge, Ele-
ment, and Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) on board the So-
lar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), measures suprather-
mal ions (Hovestadt et al. 1995). An electrostatic deflection
system covers 35−660 keV/Q in 120 logarithmically spaced
voltage steps. The geometrical factor of STOF is 0.05 cm2 sr
(Bamert et al. 2002) with the field of view (3◦ × 17◦), point-
ing 7◦ west off the SOHO-Sun line (Hilchenbach et al. 2001).
The Proton Monitor (PM) of CELIAS consists of a Wide An-
gle, Variable Energy/charge (WAVE) passband deflection sys-
tem to measure the solar wind proton bulk speed, density, ther-
mal speed, and north/south flow direction (Ipavich et al. 1998).
A detailed description of the CELIAS instruments has been
given by Hovestadt et al. (1995). The SWICS on board the
Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) was designed to mea-
sure the composition of the solar wind and pickup ions from
∼0.6 to ∼86 keV/Q (see details in Gloeckler et al. 1998; Berger
2008). The Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor
(SWEPAM) of ACE measures the solar wind plasma, electron,
and ion fluxes as functions of their direction and energy. These
data provide detailed knowledge of the physical parameters of
the solar wind in every minute (see details in McComas et al.
1998), which were used to compare with the measurement of
PM in this paper. The Magnetometer (MAG) on ACE measures
the local interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) direction and mag-
nitude to establish the large-scale structure and fluctuation char-
acteristics of the IMF (see details in Smith et al. 1998).
STOF uses a triple-coincidence technique to identify par-
ticles; a start and stop trigger are generated in the time-of-
flight (TOF) unit, the third comes from silicon solid-state de-
tectors (SSDs). The measured TOF and energy, together with
the known energy per charge of the particles (as determined by
the electrostatic entrance system), allows us to measure the en-
ergy, mass, and mass per charge of a suprathermal ion (see e.g.
Bamert et al. 2002). The triple coincidence suppresses acciden-
tal coincidences of penetrating energetic particles. However, us-
ing instrumental house-keeping data, we found that the count
rate of the start and stop triggers of the micro channel plates
(MCPs) on the TOF unit is correlated with the flux of solar ul-
traviolet light (UV). A possible leakage of photons may occur at
the entrance of STOF, as the instrument faces the Sun almost di-
rectly. Then MCPs are triggered by a high flux of photoelectrons,
resulting in much higher background than originally anticipated
(Hilchenbach et al. 1998).
Figure 1 shows data acquired with STOF. The graphic shows
the measured energy, ESSD, vs. TOF, with an inset showing
the corresponding STOF data mapped to mass/mass per charge
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space. Five types of ions can readily be distinguished in the inset.
From bottom to top they are protons, alpha particles (surrounded
by a red rectangle), He+, a CNO group, and heavy ions such as
Mg, Si, and iron ions. The corresponding ESSD vs. TOF is shown
in the surrounding plot, and the alpha-particle track is the region
enclosed in the red line. To estimate the effect of the background
on the He++ measurements, we used a method very similar to
the one used by Hilchenbach et al. (1998) for HSTOF. We have
verified that the background to the right of the He++ particles
is evenly distributed in TOF. Since the background is caused by
UV-triggered accidental coincidence events, these events should
scatter uniformly throughout the entire TOF region, mingled
with the real events. Thus, we can sample the background at
higher TOF (where there are no heavy ions) to obtain a robust
estimate of the expected background around the alpha particles.
This is indicated by the dashed magenta rectangle. All events
falling within any energy channel in this rectangle provide a true
measure of the background in the same energy channel intervals
in the real ion track. Then we can well estimate the background
level in all the energy channels covered by the red He++ zone.
A further instrumental effect that needs to be accounted for is
the gradual and unknown degradation of the MCPs, which means
that we do not know the absolute fluxes measured with this in-
strument. Following Bamert et al. (2002), we therefore used ar-
bitrary units for the differential fluxes described in this paper.
Fortunately, the MCP degradation during CIR epochs is slow, so
that we assume constant MCP efficiency during each CIR event
in this paper.
3. Observations
Figure 2 shows solar wind plasma and magnetic field mea-
surements for a CIR that occurred between July 26 and 27,
2003 (days of year 207–208). Following Chotoo et al. (2000),
Richardson et al. (1993), we marked four regions in the plot: the
slow wind region (S), the compressed slow wind region (S′),
the compressed fast wind region (F′), and the fast wind it-
self (F). Throughout four regions, the mean charge states of
iron measured by ACE/SWICS lies around 11+, consistent
with typical values in the solar wind (Lepri et al. 2001). The
stream interface (S′-F′) is indicated by the vertical line in
Fig. 2 and is characterized by a drop of the O7+/O6+ abun-
dance ratio measured with SWICS in the bulk solar wind
(Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. 1997, 1999). The leading (S-S′)
and trailing edge (F′-F) of the CIR were determined by the
total pressure (Jian et al. 2006). Bucˇík et al. (2009) found that
CIR boundaries can be well defined when the total pressure ex-
ceeds 50 pPa (indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 2),
which is slightly higher than that in the background solar wind,
which typically is 20−30 pPa, according to Jian et al. (2006).
The total pressure P was obtained from the sum of plasma and
magnetic field pressure, that is, P = npv2thm + B
2/2µ0, where
np and vth are the proton density and thermal speed, respectively,
and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. Because SOHO has
no magnetometer, we used magnetic field data from ACE/MAG
(which is also around L1). Comparing plasma parameters (bulk
speed, thermal speed, and proton density) measured by PM with
those of SWEPAM, we see that the physical conditions at SOHO
and ACE were almost the same, and that the time difference be-
tween passages of the CIR boundaries is less than ten minutes.
The CIR shown in Fig. 2 was bounded by a reverse shock (verti-
cal line separating F′ from F). We clearly see that the suprather-
mal He++ intensity peaks inside the decelerated and compressed
fast-wind region (F′), close to the reverse shock. In contrast,
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Fig. 2. Time profiles of CIR-associated suprathermal helium enhance-
ment identified by STOF during the period from DOY 206 to DOY 211,
2003. Shown from top to bottom are the 5-min averaged solar wind
proton speed, the thermal speed, and the proton density measured by
PM and SWEPAM, the 4-min averaged interplanetary magnetic field
strength measured by ACE/MAG, the 12-min averaged O7+/O6+ abun-
dance ratio measured by ACE/SWICS, the 12-min mean charge state of
iron measured by ACE/SWICS, the total pressure (npv2thm+B
2/2µ0), and
three-hour-averaged helium fluxes and the corresponding background
estimate from ∼32 to 330 keV/nuc.
suprathermal particles are very rare in the S and S′ regions. Af-
ter passage of the reverse shock, suprathermal particles continue
to be observable for more than one day. They are commonly
believed to be the sunward particles accelerated by the reverse
shock far beyond the Earth orbit. In other words, the observer
saw the duration of the CIR particle event, which was longer
than that of the CIR compression region itself. The background
level shown in green was estimated using the method described
above. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the F and F′ regions is
higher than 100, confirming that our observations are due to real
He++ particles.
3.1. Event selection
Table 1 lists the sixteen CIR events investigated in this paper. We
limited our investigation to the time interval from February 1999
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Table 1. CIR events with suprathermal ions at STOF.
Event Year Start time Stop time Spectra in F′ Spectra in F Notes
DOY, hh:mm DOY, hh:mm To Mx Pl To Mx Pl
With reverse shocks
1 1999 137, 23:47 138, 19:17  
2 1999 227, 09:40 229, 01:23   
3 2000 054, 08:02 055, 13:59 • • h
4? 2003 207, 01:20 208, 04:42   
5? 2004 324, 14:16 326, 00:38   
6? 2005 236, 04:50 236, 20:23 # # a,b,c, f
7? 2005 280, 10:13 281, 06:14   
Without reverse shocks
8 1999 059, 12:38 061, 03:36   
9 2000 028, 05:16 029, 08:54 • • h
10 2000 036, 16:26 037, 23:02   
11 2000 082, 00:34 083, 01:40 # # c
12? 2000 143, 09:27 144, 13:45 # # a,b,c,d
13? 2001 284, 16:03 285, 12:14 # # a,b,c,g
14? 2002 010, 01:14 011, 07:19 # # e
15? 2002 324, 10:00 326, 00:15   
16? 2003 259, 23:15 260, 12:43   
Notes. Start and stop time of the compression region based on the physical properties of the solar wind are shown with day of year and coordinated
universal time (DOY, hh:mm in the table). “To”, “Mx” and “Pl” columns list different spectral shapes: turnover spectra, the superposition of
turnover and power-law spectra, and power-law spectra, respectively. () Events 1 and 11 have a data gap in STOF measurements and do not
cover the full time period. (?) Events 4–7 and 12–16 include SWICS measurements. ( ) Means “clean” CIR events, listed in Jian et al. (2006)
and Mason et al. (2008). (#) Indicates ICMEs or SEPs. (•) Marks CIR events that are possibly contaminated by upstream ion events. (a) Interacted
with ICMEs, suggested by Jian et al. (2006). (b) In the ICME list surveyed by Richardson & Cane (2010). (c) In the SEP list studied by Cane et al.
(2010). (d) Analysed by Mason et al. (2004) as 3He-rich SEP events. (e) Included in the list of large SEP events, given by Desai et al. (2006). ( f ) Can
be found in the SEP list of Cliver et al. (2012). (g) In the interplanetary shock event list of Desai et al. (2003). (h) Marks CIR events that are possibly
contaminated by upstream ion events. There are strong indications of upstream events associated with CIR 09. For the case of CIR 03, however,
upstream events are not clear (suggested by A. Klassen, pers. comm.).
to October 2005, when STOF (and especially its MCPs) per-
formed well and the surveyed CIR events had good ion count-
ing statistics. Based on the CIR list from Jian et al. (2006),
we selected sixteen particle events for our study, the S/Ns of
which are all better than 10. Twelve events are CIR-associated
events (Mason et al. 2008), and 4 are solar energetic particle
(SEP) events (Mason et al. 2004; Desai et al. 2006; Cane et al.
2010). As shown in Table 1, we divided our study into two
groups: seven events bounded with reverse shocks, and nine
events with a gradual change at the trailing edge. We added
ACE/SWICS data for events occurring after May 2000 (indi-
cated with ? in Table 1), thus extending the coverage to lower
energies. This resulted in energy spectra ranging from the so-
lar wind bulk distribution to suprathermal tails. STOF data for
events 1 and 11 (marked with ) do not cover the full time pe-
riod. Out of the 12 CIR events, the 9 without notes are consid-
ered as clean events, all of which have the classic CIR structures
similar to Fig. 2 (see event numbers with bold font in Table 1).
For CIR 3 and 9 (see normal-font event numbers in Table 1),
we found hints of upstream ion events following these 2 events
(A. Klassen, pers. comm.). Although event 11 was included in
the CIR event list of Mason et al. (2008), it was considered as
an SEP event by Cane et al. (2010). Here, we treat it as a con-
taminated event. We have identified complex CIR structures dur-
ing 4 SEP events in this work, see one example in Fig. 3. We
can only determine the boundaries of the compression region
but not the stream interface for this event. The variations in the
O7+/O6+ ratio are not consistent with a stream interface being
present in this “CIR” (Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. 1997,
1999). Moreover, the mean charge state of iron abruptly jumps
from ∼10+ to ∼15+ between 16:21 on day 284 and 12:36 on
day 285, which indicates an ICME event according to Lepri et al.
(2001), Lepri & Zurbuchen (2004), consistent with previous ob-
servations (Jian et al. 2006; Richardson & Cane 2010). Spectral
shapes of all events marked with a filled and empty large circle,
and a filled small circle in F and F′ regions are discussed in detail
in the following sections.
3.2. Clean events with reverse shocks
Based on Fisk & Lee (1980), the velocity distribution function
or differential flux of suprathermal particles is a function of he-
liocentric distance between the observer and the shock. We here
computed the radial distance from the spacecraft at 1 AU to the
location of the reverse shock, according to Morris et al. (2001).
The equation for the connection distance is l = vf ·v0 ·∆t/(vf−v0),
where vf is the local solar wind speed in the F region, v0 is the
solar wind speed just ahead of the reverse shock, and ∆t is the
time after passing the reverse shock. Figure 4 shows the energy
spectrum of the first CIR event in Table 1 in the undisturbed fast-
wind region. Because of a data gap, we have no He++ data inside
this CIR and for the time corresponding to a connection distance
out to 4 AU. Following Bamert et al. (2002), we plot fluxes in
12 energy channels (from 32 to 330 keV/nuc), each of which
sums over 8 E/q channels of STOF. We show the estimated
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Fig. 3. Same format as Fig. 2, but the event contaminated with an ICME.
one-count level in the plot to evaluate the statistical significance
of our measurement. The larger the difference between flux and
the one-count level, the more reliable the statistics. Clearly, the
spectrum in Fig. 4 is not a power law at low energies, but shows
a turnover around ∼50 keV/nuc.
Figure 5 shows the alpha-particle spectra for the other six
shock-bounded events in four subplots each. From left to right,
the subplots illustrate the spectral evolution from the F′ region to
the F region. Considering that the He++ flux peaks in the F′ re-
gion and close to the reverse shock, we defined the data from
six hours before the reverse shock as a sample of the F′ region.
As the compression region moves away, the flux of suprathermal
particles decreases with time, and different events have different
durations, during which the suprathermal particles satisfy our se-
lection criterion (S/N > 10). Because of this decrease, we used
progressively longer time intervals to obtain a comparable count-
ing statistics in three plots of the F region. Each event has its own
one-count level, which was determined using the relation of the
differential flux dJ/dE to count rates,
dJ/dE =
c
g · ∆E · ∆t · η , (1)
where g is the geometric factor, ∆E = q · ∆E/q, where ∆E/q is
the E/q passband of the electrostatic analyser, ∆t the accumula-
tion time, and η is an unknown efficiency for STOF (it is known
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Fig. 4. Energy spectrum after CIR 01 during 02:11 to 07:12 in
DOY 139, 1999. One count level is calculated using the flux with an
error divided with the raw count in the corresponding energy bin. The
connection distance is from the spacecraft to the reverse shock.
for SWICS, however). The one-count level is now determined by
the ratio of dJ/dE to the number of measured counts, c. This is
unambiguous for SWICS, and requires normalization for STOF
to account for the unknown ηSTOF. This normalization is dis-
cussed below. We used the same one-count level, but corrected
for differing accumulation times across the full compression re-
gion and trailing parts. This assumes that the unknown ηSTOF
does not change appreciably during the event. Referring to the
house-keeping data of STOF, the efficiency decrease in MCPs
over a few days is negligible, therefore we assumed a constant
instrumental efficiency for each individual event. For events 04
to 07, we added the spectra from SWICS shown in red in Fig. 5.
A quantitative comparison of the STOF and SWICS fluxes is
probably impossible and certainly beyond the scope of this pa-
per, especially because of the unknown absolute efficiencies of
the MCPs. In addition, SWICS has a much larger field of view
than STOF (partially to accommodate the changing ACE point-
ing and spin). STOF, being on the three-axis-stabilized SOHO,
covers a much smaller solid angle. We lined up the SWICS and
STOF data by applying a calibration factor for each event. This
calibration factor was determined for the spectra in the F′ region
(left-hand panels) using the counts in the four overlapping en-
ergy bins (between the two vertical lines at 32−44 keV/nuc) and
by assuming that the suprathermal particles are isotropic. The
same calibration factor was used for the three right-hand panels.
Here, we analyse five clean CIR events of the first event
group (top half of Table 1). The spectra shown in the leftmost
column of Fig. 5 were all accumulated in the F′ region and ex-
hibit E−γ or E−γ · exp(E/E0) suprathermal tails above the so-
lar bulk distribution. This spectral shape can be explained by
diffusive shock acceleration, consistent with previous research
(Fisk & Lee 1980; Savopulos et al. 1995; Chotoo et al. 2000;
Mason et al. 1997). The three right-hand panels show the be-
haviour in the F region at successively larger distances from
the F′-F interface. They are marked by their inferred connection
distance to the reverse shock in the upper right corner. CIR 02
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Fig. 5. Two vertical black lines in some plots mark the overlapping energy range between STOF and SWICS. Values within the two lines are used
to intercalibrate SWICS and STOF. The first column of the plots displays the spectra inside the compression regions with the event number in
the upper right corner. The remaining three columns of the plots show the spectra in the F regions with the connection distance in the upper right
corner.
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shows similar spectral shapes in the F region as in F′. Three
spectra exhibit power-law tails below around 100 keV/nuc, and
bend over above this energy. However, the signature is not very
clear in the rightmost plot, possibly because of the statistical
fluctuations. In CIR 05, fluxes of suprathermal particles mea-
sured by SWICS are only slightly above or at the one-count
level. They clearly illustrate continuous power-law spectra from
∼5 to ∼100 keV/nuc. Below ∼100 keV/nuc, STOF measure-
ments of this event are above the one-count level, while be-
yond ∼100 keV/nuc they indicate a possible exponential de-
cay. CIRs 04 and 07 clearly show a turnover. In three plots in
the F region of CIR 07, all the STOF spectra show a possible
turnover at around 32−44 keV. Although SWICS spectra show
some suprathermal particles in the second plot, the fluxes are
at the one-count level and the errors of these measurement are
large. Between 0.2 and 0.65 AU, only the one SWICS data point
at the highest E/q channel is not an upper limit and fits in well
with the STOF data. The rightmost panel shows clearer evidence
of the turnover. The only two data points from SWICS are only
upper limits, indicating a spectral gap in the flux of SWICS and
of STOF, which is consistent with the turnover spectral shape
from STOF. More apparent turnover spectra were observed in
CIR 04, which was reported by Yu et al. (2016). In the second
plot (0−0.23 AU), the flux measured by SWICS between solar
wind bulk and ∼18 keV/nuc is only an upper limit (below the
one-count level), and data that are not upper limits only appear in
the higher (SWICS) energy range. STOF data show good count-
ing statistics, and therefore the spectrum probably turns over be-
tween ∼18 and 44 keV/nuc. The turnover behaviour continues in
the following two plots. In detail, all the suprathermal particles
from SWICS stay in or below the one-count level with large er-
rors in the third plot, which might mean that the turnover shifts to
the higher energy range covered by STOF. In the fourth plot we
observe a spectral gap in the suprathermal flux from SWICS ex-
tending from just above the solar wind bulk out to ∼20 keV/nuc;
this lasted sixteen hours. On the other hand, the STOF spectrum
is nearly flat below ∼60 keV/nuc and evolves into a power law
at higher energies. In summary, in this first group of five clean
CIR events with reverse shocks, we found three CIR events (01,
04, and 07) that indicate turnover spectra in the F regions above
solar wind energies to ∼40 keV/nuc. Two remaining CIR events
(02 and 05) have continuous power-law spectra.
As we show in Fig. 6, we fitted the spectra of CIR 04 with the
following theoretical expressions (2) (downstream of the shock)
and (3) (upstream of the shock) given by Fisk & Lee (1980), as
this event is associated with clear turnover spectra in the fast-
wind region,
f =
(
r
rs
)−2/(1−β)
v−3/(1−β) exp
− 6κ0βvV(1 − β)2
(
r
rs
)2/3 (2)
f =
(
r
rs
)2β/(1−β)+V/(κ0v)
v−3/(1−β) exp
[
− 6κ0βv
V(1 − β)2
]
, (3)
where f is the velocity distribution function, v is the ion speed,
r is the heliocentric distance of the observer, rs is the heliocentric
distance of the reverse shock, V is the solar wind speed, κ0 is a
constant (κ0 = κ/vr, where κ is the diffusion coefficient), and β is
the inverse of compression ratio at the CIR-driven shock.
First, we fit the spectrum (blue dots) in the F′ regions
with Eq. (2), assuming rs = r. Referring to the approach of
Chotoo et al. (2000), we determined the parameters β = 0.251
and V = 787 km s−1 directly from measurements of ACE/MAG
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Fig. 6. Energy spectrum of He++ in the F′ region of CIR 04 is shown
with blue dots. The temporal evolution of three spectra in the F region
are illustrated with green rectangles and red and cyan triangles. The fit-
ted dashed curves through the observed points are based on the theory of
Fisk & Lee (1980). The turnover shape of the spectra is clearly visible
in the fast-wind region of CIR 04.
and SOHO/PM. Then we varied κ0 to fit the observed spec-
trum and obtained κ0 = 0.077. For the CIR event studied by
Chotoo et al. (2000), they obtained κ0 = 0.014, which is smaller
than our result, but in a similar order of magnitude. For the three
spectra in the F region, we followed the method of Reames et al.
(1997) to fit spectra with Eq. (3). β and rs were treated as ad-
justable parameters, and we normalized each spectrum to the ob-
servations assuming a fixed κ0, as κ0 is considered as a constant
in the theory of Fisk & Lee (1980). For the case of κ0 = 0.077,
the shock distances rs are derived to be 10, 6.7, and 7.8 AU,
and the parameters β are 0.40, 0.36, and 0.32, respectively, cor-
responding to observed green rectangles and red and cyan trian-
gles. Apparently, the values of rs are much higher than those
determined with wind speed data. Although β decreases with
the connection distance, consistent with the hardening spectra
observed by Reames et al. (1997), its values are all lower than
those derived at 1 AU, indicating a weaker reverse shock beyond
1 AU. If we increase the value of κ0, the above high values of
rs can be accommodated, but the derived β values will also in-
crease, implying a lower compression ratio beyond 1 AU, which
is in disagreement with our expectation. Therefore, we suggest
that Eq. (3) does not perfectly explain the turnover spectra, and
the fitted values of the parameters here should not be taken too
literally. Possible reasons for this disagreement are discussed in
the next section.
3.3. Clean events without reverse shocks
As mentioned by Jian et al. (2006), only about one third of all
CIRs at 1 AU have a reverse shock. Nine of the 16 CIR events
in our survey have a weak compression region with a gradual
pressure decline at the trailing edges. Because we cannot know
where reverse shocks form in these events, we cannot list the
connection distances of the CIR events shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5, but bounded without reverse shocks.
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Fig. 7. continued.
Here, we analyse four clean CIR events of the second event
group (bottom half of Table 1). In both F′ and F regions, CIR 08
exhibits the usual (power-law) spectral behaviour, which is very
similar to the events with shocks (CIRs 02 and 05). Although
CIR 10 has only STOF measurements, the statistics in the F′ re-
gion are good enough to show a turnover shape at the range
where SWICS and STOF overlap. Similarly, during CIRs 15 and
16, turnover parts appear in the energy range (10−43 keV/nuc)
covered by SWICS. In the F region, for the clean CIR 10 event
without SWICS data, we note possible turnover spectra. Al-
though unlikely given the shown errors, this may be caused by
statistical fluctuations. The cleanest turnover spectrum in this
group is shown in the fourth plot of CIR 16 with a flux peak
at ∼50 keV/nuc. Additionally, we note that in the energy range
between the bulk solar wind and STOF measurements in CIR 15,
only the very high SWICS E/q channels registered counts in the
second and third plots. The same phenomenon also occurs in the
third and fourth plots of CIR 16. Although these counts were
all registered at the one-count level with large error bars, they
are only seen at high energies, and no particles were registered
at lower energies by SWICS. It appears reasonable to interpret
this observation as a manifestation of a turnover spectrum in the
higher energy range. As summarized in Table 1, three of four
clean CIR events exhibit possible turnover spectra in both F′
and F regions, while the remaining one event shows continuous
power-law spectra.
3.4. Contaminated events
As observed routinely upstream of the Earth’s bow shock, up-
stream ion events are characterized by a spiky pattern of the
intensity time profile of suprathermal particles (Klassen et al.
2008; Klassen et al. 2009), steep power-law spectra (J ∝ E−4)
(Desai et al. 2008), and large field-aligned sunward anisotropies
(Müller-Mellin et al. 2008). They were mainly found to occur
after a CIR passed the Earth’s magnetosphere (Kronberg et al.
2011). The duration time for each individual event is mostly
less than 10 min (Klassen et al. 2008). The intensity time pro-
file of CIRs 03 and 09 hint at upstream ion events, and the spec-
tra exhibit power-law suprathermal tails in F′ regions. However,
we observed a possible superposition of turnover and power-law
spectra in the F region of CIR 03. More specifically, CIR 03
shows a spectral gap in the energy range ∼70−100 keV/nuc in
the second plot from the left (see Fig. 5). This may be an indi-
cation of a turnover around 100 keV/nuc. Below ∼70 keV/nuc,
three STOF data points might indicate a power-law tail, which
could be the contribution of upstream ion events. Not a single
count was observed in the lowest energy bins (32−44 keV/nuc)
in the last six hours (rightmost panel). In comparison with
CIR 03, spectra of CIR 09 are more like a turnover shape. In
the lowest eight energy channels the averaged flux is suppressed
more and more heavily as we proceed from the second to the
fourth plot, so that it finally falls into the one-count level with
the ensuing large (upper limit) error bars, which clearly indicates
that the spectrum starts to turn over below ∼40 keV/nuc. Hence,
the effect from upstream ion events can probably be neglected
during CIR 09.
The spectra of four SEP events (06, 12, 13, and 14) in Figs. 5
and 7 show better counting statistics than the other CIR events.
All the spectra of these four events exhibit power-law tails in
F′ regions, while three of them (events 12–14) remain power-law
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spectra in F regions. The suprathermal spectrum in the F re-
gion of CIR 06 shows a clear power-law spectrum above solar
wind energies up to 40 keV/nuc, together with a slight hump just
below ∼100 keV. As we move away from the CIR, this hump
persists. However, the signature is not very clear. Event 11 was
closely preceded by an impulsive or 3He-rich SEP event, and
the lowest energy 3He population might still have been present
inside this event. On the other hand, this event itself was con-
sidered to be an SEP event (Gopalswamy et al. 2002; Cane et al.
2010). The spectrum in the F′ region of Fig. 7 behaves like a
power law with a turnover component, similar to the second
plots of events 03 and 06. However, there is no hint of spec-
tral turnover in three spectra in the F region, but only continuous
power-law tails.
4. Discussion
In our investigation, 6 of 9 clean CIR events show possible
signs of a turnover between ∼10−40 keV/nuc, which could be
explained by the low-energy threshold of Fisk & Lee (1980).
Mason et al. (1997) investigated as many as 17 CIR events, the
energy coverage of their observations is from ∼40 keV/nuc to
∼6 MeV/nuc, just above the turnover energy range. In the sur-
vey by Mason et al. (2008), where 41 CIR events were analysed
from 1998 to 2007, the lowest energy of the helium spectra is
about 90 keV/nuc, which is also higher than the turnover energy
range in this work. Hence, they did not observe turnover spectra.
However, if the Fisk & Lee (1980) mechanism works, why
do not all CIR events show turnover spectra? This is probably
due to two reasons: (a) low flux resulting in insufficient count-
ing statistics; and (b) this is the consequence of the admixtures
of suprathermal particles from different sources, for example,
the v−5 tail of the Fisk & Gloeckler model (Fisk & Gloeckler
2006, 2007; Fisk et al. 2010), cross-field transport (Baring et al.
1997; Dwyer et al. 1997), upstream ion events, and solar particle
events (see in Table 1). As shown in Fig. 2, the flux of suprather-
mal ions decreases with increasing connection distance, there-
fore it is difficult to measure the turnover directly because the
flux is low, for instance, CIRs 04, 07, 15, and 16. We interpreted
the spectral gap as due to the turnover. Additionally, when the
flux of remote accelerated particles is low, particles from other
sources can become visible in our observations. One of them,
the ubiquitous v−5 or E−1.5 suprathermal tails (Fisk & Gloeckler
2006, 2007; Fisk et al. 2010), may mask the remotely acceler-
ated suprathermal particles and thus also the turnover. This effect
is expected to be more pronounced at CIR reverse shocks than
at other shocks because the higher bulk and thermal speed of
the fast wind leads to a more efficient injection into the acceler-
ation process (Giacalone & Jokipii 1997). An additional source
of suprathermal particles may be due to enhanced perpendicu-
lar (or cross-field) transport associated with CIRs (Baring et al.
1997; Dwyer et al. 1997). In this case we would not necessarily
be sampling particles from the reverse shock connected along
an ideal Parker spiral, and thus at the inferred connection dis-
tance, but from a much closer reverse shock to which we are
only connected by some kind of perpendicular diffusion process
that is not understood. Another source of suprathermal particles
may come from upstream events and solar particle events. For
example, events 03, 06, and 11 exhibit a mixture of turnover and
power-law spectra in regions F and F′, respectively, while the
power-law part might not be of CIR origin.
Although we found several turnover spectra in our investi-
gation, they cannot be well fitted with reliable and physically
meaningful parameters based on the theory of Fisk & Lee
(1980). The reason for this disagreement may be the underlying
assumption of an isotropic distribution function in the model.
In the energy range considered here, this assumption has been
shown to be invalid by Ebert et al. (2012). These authors found a
large anisotropy in CIR 04. Another possible explanation is that
the diffusion coefficient does not necessarily depend linearly on
r and v, as commonly assumed. For instance, Savopulos et al.
(1995) showed that the expression κ = κ0vαr results in a bet-
ter fit to the spectrum. Furthermore, CIRs are three-dimensional
structures, and their magnetic structure is much more com-
plex than theoretical assumptions. Another possible effect of the
CIR 3D structure is that ACE and SOHO may not be located
in the same flux tube, therefore the combination of data from
these two spacecraft shows variable spectra. Despite these short-
comings, we have observed the signature expected for the Fisk &
Lee model in several CIR events, but a different theoretical or nu-
merical approach may be needed to describe the turnover spectra
in detail. Ebert et al. (2012) found that the He ion flows in one
CIR, which occurred in 2008 and has only a weak compression
region, were predominantly sunward streaming in both regions,
downstream and upstream of the CIR trailing edge. This agrees
with our observation for those CIR events (10, 15, and 16) with
turnover spectra in F′ regions, as turnover spectra already indi-
cate that the remote acceleration or sunward particles are domi-
nant. Suprathermal particles observed in the F regions may be at-
tributed to stochastic acceleration in the F′ regions beyond 1 AU
before the reverse shocks could form. In this case, the Fisk &
Lee model becomes invalid, and the model by Giacalone et al.
(2002) may be more appropriate. This model considers the non-
diffusive magnetic mirroring effect in the region between the
compression and the Sun, where trapped ions can be effectively
accelerated by scattering between converging scattering centers.
Finally, we also point out that neither SWICS nor STOF directly
view the sunward-propagating particles, but only those that are
again reflected inside 1 AU and return out to ACE or SOHO.
This requires sufficient mirroring inside 1 AU and may add to
the obscuration of the Fisk & Lee (1980) turnover.
5. Conclusions
We examined energy spectra of alpha particles from the bulk so-
lar wind (∼1 keV/nuc) to 330 keV/nuc in 16 events observed
between 1999 and 2005. A common feature is that the flux of
these low-energy suprathermal particles peaks inside the com-
pressed and decelerated fast-wind region, close to the trailing
edges. After the spacecraft crosses the trailing boundary of the
CIR, suprathermal particles continue to be observed for typically
at least half a day. Away from this boundary, the flux of par-
ticles accelerated locally at the reverse shock or pressure wave
decreases as they would have to diffuse perpendicularly to the lo-
cal magnetic field to reach the observer. On the other hand, parti-
cles that are remotely accelerated at the reverse shock can travel
inward more easily along the magnetic field lines. Our analy-
sis of the suprathermal alpha particles shows that CIRs bounded
with a reverse shock at 1 AU have power-law spectra (possibly
with an exponential rollover) in the compressed fast solar wind
(F′) region. In the undisturbed fast wind (F), 3 of the 5 clean
CIR events bounded by reverse shocks at 1 AU exhibited a pos-
sible sign of a turnover in the low suprathermal range, below
approximately 40 keV/nuc, which is overall consistent with the
basic idea underlying the model of Fisk & Lee (1980). Never-
theless, it was not possible to fit their model to the data with
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meaningful parameters, suggesting that other effects need to be
taken into account. Three of 4 clean CIR events that were not
bounded by reverse shocks at 1 AU showed signs of a turnover
in both the compressed fast solar wind (F′) region and fast-wind
region (F), indicating that the source of these suprathermal par-
ticles lies beyond 1 AU.
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Chapter 6
Verification with PLASTIC
6.1 Introduction
In above two chapters, we report possible turnover spectra associated with CIRs, with
combined data from SOHO/STOF and ACE/SWICS. However, these observations have
three aspects of limitations:
• Different locations of observers. Although both SOHO and ACE are located at
around L1, according to their own orbits the distance between them is large, vary-
ing from ∼40 to ∼120 R⊕ (R⊕ is the earth radius, around 6371 km). There is
no magnetometer (MAG) onboard the SOHO spacecraft, so that we have to ex-
trapolate magnetic field from ACE to SOHO with MAG data of ACE. But the
combined measurements of STOF and SWICS may come from different flux tubes.
Moreover, SWICS and STOF point at different directions with different FOVs, as
introduced in Chapter 5.
• Influence of upstream ion events. Regarding that SOHO and ACE always stay
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Figure 6.1: Cutaway view of PLASTIC’s Entrance System / Electrostatic Analyzer
(ESEA), taken from Drews (2013).
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at around L1, their CIR measurements can be affected by upstream ion events
(Klassen et al., 2008; Desai et al., 2008). When the spacecraft and the Earth’s bow
shock have a good magnetic connection, accelerated particles by the bow shock can
travel along the magnetic field lines and reach the spacecraft. Regarding different
locations of SOHO and ACE, the effect of upstream ion events on two observers
can be different, depending on the configuration of IMF.
• Counting statistics. The turnover spectra we observed in Chapters 4 and 5 are
inferred by spectral gaps between the solar wind bulk and the suprathermal tails.
Their counting statistics are not good enough, which increases the uncertainties of
our spectral measurements.
Fortunately, we have another option: the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition
Instrument (PLASTIC) on the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO). First
of all, PLASTIC is also a TOF mass spectrometer, providing a nominal E/q coverage
from 0.3 keV/e to 80 keV/e. For the proton measurements of the follow publication,
PLASTIC can cover the solar wind as well as low suprathermal energies. In addition,
STEREO is equipped with a magnetometer. Then we do not need to do any extrapo-
lation for the IMF as that in two above publications. STEREO can uniquely determine
the boundaries of SIRs and measure spectra in the energy range from the solar wind
bulk to the suprathermal tail. Moreover, two STEREO spacecraft, A and B, travel in
orbits around the Sun, pulling farther ahead of and falling gradually behind the Earth,
respectively. So most of the time, they are far away from the Earth’s bow shock, so that
the effect of upstream ion events does not need to be taken into account. Finally, with
the two-channel design at the Solar Wind Section (SWS) of the entrance system, PLAS-
TIC can provide satisfactory counting statistics for both the solar wind bulk and the
suprathermal tail, see Figure 6.1. During operation, PLASTIC can alternate between
these two channels (Main-Channel and Small-Channel) autonomously by monitoring the
count rate.
6.2 Publication
The attached publication in this chapter has been accepted by the journal Astronomy
& Astrophysics. Contributions to this paper are given below and my contribution is
around 80%.
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ABSTRACT
Context. The observation of power-law spectra of suprathermal particles is typically associated with the occurrence of stream interac-
tion regions (SIRs), indicating that these particles are accelerated close to the observer. However, recent observations have identified
the existence of sunwards streaming particles at low suprathermal energies following SIRs. In addition, the observational evidence
for turnover spectra in the low suprathermal energies has also been presented, suggesting that these particles might be accelerated at
remote shocks and travel back to the Sun along the interplanetary magnetic field lines.
Aims. We investigate the spectral evolution and variation of suprathermal protons from SIR to SIR as the observer moves from inside
the compression regions of SIRs to the outside undisturbed solar wind regions away from the reverse shocks.
Methods. The spectral analysis in the range from solar wind to suprathermal energies was based on proton data, which are obtained
by the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition instrument (PLASTIC) on the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory mission
(STEREO).
Results. All spectra in the compressed fast wind regions (F′ regions) of twelve SIRs exhibit power-law suprathermal tails. Six of
them show clear turnover spectra at velocities below 2500 km s−1 in the undisturbed fast solar wind regions (F regions) following the
compression regions, while the remaining six events exhibit continuous power-law spectra. Overall, the spectra at velocities higher
than 2500 km s−1 harden in the F regions, consistent with previous observations.
Key words. acceleration of particles – shock waves – Sun: heliosphere – Sun: rotation – solar wind
1. Introduction1
A stream interaction region (SIR) commonly forms when a2
stream of fast solar wind runs into a stream of slow solar wind.3
Due to the high conductivity, the two streams of plasma can4
not interpenetrate but instead form a compression region around5
their interface (Gosling et al. 1978). During solar minimum,6
the fast solar wind originates from solar coronal holes, which7
are relatively stable. Then SIRs can evolve into a spiral pat-8
tern which corotates with the Sun, called corotating interaction9
regions (CIRs). As two interacting streams of solar wind propa-10
gate outwards, the magnetic and plasma pressure continuously11
increases. The forwards and reverse waves at the leading and12
trailing edges of the compression region will eventually steepen13
into forwards and reverse shocks at heliocentric distances greater14
than about two astronomical units (AU) (Hundhausen & Gosling15
1976; Smith & Wolfe 1976; Gosling & Pizzo 1999).16
The flux enhancements of tens of keV to several MeV nuc−117
energetic particles are often observed to be associated with SIRs18
(McDonald et al. 1976; Van Hollebeke et al. 1978; Mason et al.19
1997; Reames et al. 1997; Chotoo et al. 2000; Mason et al. 2008;20
Ebert et al. 2012). The long-standing theoretical interpretation21
for these enhancements is given by Fisk & Lee (1980), who sug-22
gest that these energetic particles are accelerated via the diffusive23
shock acceleration mechanism at the forwards or reverse shock,24
and then propagate back to the inner heliosphere along the inter-25
planetary magnetic field (IMF). The spectral shape described26
by the Fisk & Lee (1980) model, a power law multiplied by27
an exponential component, has been widely observed (Reames 28
et al. 1997; Chotoo et al. 2000; Mason et al. 1997; Desai et al. 29
1999; Mason et al. 2008). However, the turnover of spectra at low 30
suprathermal energies also predicted by this model has not been 31
observed, until recently, Yu et al. (2016, 2017) and Zhao et al. 32
(2016) reported turnover spectra of helium in the undisturbed fast 33
wind regions following CIRs at around 40 and 100 keV nuc−1 34
respectively. The observations of Zhao et al. (2016) fit well with 35
their own theoretical model, which is based on the transport 36
equation and calculates the particle differential intensities using 37
a Monte Carlo simulation. Both the Fisk & Lee (1980) model 38
and the Zhao et al. (2016) model assume that particles move only 39
along the IMF and experience no cross-field diffusion. However, 40
three intensive CIR events studied by Dwyer et al. (1997) show 41
that the flow anisotropy of the suprathermal particles at 1 AU is 42
significantly inclined with respect to the local average magnetic 43
field, indicating substantial transport of these particles across 44
the magnetic field. Similar to the diffusive shock acceleration, 45
Giacalone et al. (2002) proposed another mechanism, which 46
considers the non-diffusive magnetic mirroring effect in the 47
region between the compression and the Sun, where trapped ions 48
can be effectively accelerated by scattering between converging 49
scattering centres. Another well-known acceleration mechanism 50
is stochastic acceleration, for example, acceleration through the 51
transit-time damping of magnitude variations of the magnetic 52
field in the CIR compression regions (Schwadron et al. 1996) and 53
the Fisk & Gloeckler (2006, 2007, 2008, 2012a,b, 2014) mecha- 54
nism, which describes that suprathermal particles are accelerated 55
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Table 1. Stream interaction regions at STEREO/A.
Start UT IF UT End UT
SIR Year doy mm:hh doy mm:hh doy mm:hh
1 2007 192 03:46 192 13:12 192 20:22
2 2008 68 20:48 69 13:13 69 19:50
3 2010 70 20:23 71 00:57 71 08:11
4 2010 94 01:09 94 06:00 94 13:20
5 2010 303 08:16 304 02:52 304 10:04
6 2011 89 06:30 89 15:21 90 12:37
7 2011 126 22:23 127 04:19 127 11:32
8 2011 362 01:27 362 09:36 362 20:47
9 2012 292 21:23 293 03:14 293 10:39
10 2013 97 15:02 97 23:09 98 08:41
11 2013 136 09:41 136 13:40 137 00:05
12 2013 153 13:09 154 03:35 154 17:12
Notes. The universal time (UT) at the starting, stream interface (IF) and
ending of twelve SIRs are listed.
in the compressive and thermally isolated turbulence, producing1
a power law in particle speed with a spectral index of –5.2
In this work, we have investigated the spectral variation and3
evolution of H+ during twelve SIRs, all of which show the typi-4
cal SIR structure and are bounded by a reverse shock. The SIRs5
were observed by the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory6
Ahead spacecraft (STEREO A). While the term “suprathermal7
energy” is ill-defined, for this work, we use the term for particles8
which appreciably exceed the bulk solar wind speed. This is typi-9
cally around twice the solar wind speed. The phase space density10
of suprathermal protons during all these events show power-law11
tails in the downstream regions of the reverse shocks which are12
the compressed and decelerated fast wind regions (hereafter F′13
regions), consistent with previous observations. After the pas-14
sage of the reverse shocks, spectra of six events evolve to show15
a clear signature of a turnover at low suprathermal energies in16
the upstream regions of the reverse shocks which are the undis-17
turbed fast wind regions (hereafter F regions), while the other18
six events show continuous power-law spectra. Furthermore, we19
used spectra in the F region normalized by those in the F′ region20
to study the spectral evolution, assuming power-law spectra at21
suprathermal velocities in the F′ region. This approach elimi-22
nates any effects of the poorly known instrumental efficiency. We23
found that the above turnover signature is not due to the instru-24
ment efficiency. This work therefore verifies that the case study25
for turnover spectra during CIRs by Yu et al. (2016), Zhao et al.26
(2016) is not a unique event, but can often be observed.27
2. Instrumentation and event selection28
Spectral investigations as well as solar wind parameter mea-29
surements presented in this paper are based on the Plasma and30
Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) instrument onboard31
the STEREO A spacecraft. PLASTIC is a time-of-flight mass32
spectrometer, providing a nominal energy-per-charge coverage33
from 0.3 to 80 keV e−1 (Galvin et al. 2008). Equipped with a34
stepped E/q electrostatic analyser, a time-of-flight and solid-35
state detector system, PLASTIC can determine uniquely the36
mass, charge, and energy of an incident ion (see details in Galvin37
et al. 2008). The proton data in the following analysis are col-38
lected with the solar wind section (SWS) of PLASTIC, which39
is centred along the line connecting the Sun and the space-40
craft, providing a field of view of 45◦ in the ecliptic and ±20◦41
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Fig. 1. Time profile of SIR 1 identified by PLASTIC and MAG during
the period from DOY 191 to DOY 195, 2007. From top to bottom: 1-min
averaged bulk speed of solar wind (Vsw), proton density (Np), thermal
speed (Vth), specific entropy (derived with Np and Vth), IMF magnitude,
IMF polar angle, IMF azimuth angle, total pressure (P derived from
P = npv2thm + B
2/2µ0), two-hour mean charge state of iron, and count
rate of suprathermal protons in the energy range of 10–80 keV. From left
to right, we indicate the slow wind, compressed and accelerated slow
wind, compressed and decelerated fast wind, and fast wind regions with
S, S′, F′, and F respectively, following Richardson et al. (1993), Chotoo
et al. (2000). Three vertical black dashed lines indicate the boundaries
between these four regions of SIR 1. The horizontal blue and red dashed
lines denote 50 pPa and five counts/hour respectively, and are used as
thresholds in this work.
in the polar direction towards the Sun. SWS is equipped with 42
two entrance apertures: the main channel and the small chan- 43
nel. During operation, PLASTIC can alternate between these 44
two channels autonomously by monitoring the count rate. This
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Fig. 2. PLASTIC PHA data measured with the Solar Wind Section
accumulated during the three time intervals (the blue, green and cyan
coloured regions in Fig. 3) in the F region of SIR 2. All the PHA events
are weighted by the base rate (Drews 2013) and shown with blue and red
colour for the small (CountsS ) and the main channel (CountsM) respec-
tively. Measurements of the two channels overlap at around the TOF
channels from 150 to 250 and the ESA channels from 52 to 74. The
expected positions for H+, He2+, and O6+ are shown with green, yellow
and magenta dashed lines. The proton data extracted for this work is
indicated with two black dashed lines while the corresponding proton
velocities are given at the right Y axis.
special design allows PLASTIC to measure the bulk solar wind1
as well as its suprathermal tail with comparable counting statis-2
tics, providing us a good opportunity to understand how the3
source particles inject into the acceleration process and form the4
suprathermal tail. The measurements of the IMF were performed5
by the Magnetometer (MAG) of the In-situ Measurements of6
Particles and CME Transients (IMPACT) suite (Luhmann et al.7
2008), which is also onboard the STEREO spacecraft (Kaiser8
et al. 2008).9
All these events in Table 1 are bounded by reverse shocks10
and exhibit the typical structure of SIRs, as the example shown11
in Fig. 1. The boundaries between four regions of SIR 1 (S,12
S′, F′, and F) are determined with the variations of the specific13
entropy (Burlaga et al. 1990; Siscoe & Intriligator 1993; Burton14
et al. 1999; Pagel et al. 2004) and the total pressure (Jian et al.15
2006). More specifically, the stream interface is clearly indicated16
with an abrupt increase in the specific entropy (Burlaga et al.17
1990; Siscoe & Intriligator 1993; Burton et al. 1999; Pagel et al.18
2004), see the middle vertical dashed line in Fig. 1. We notice19
that the proton density suddenly decreases as both the bulk and20
thermal wind speed apparently increase at the interface of SIR 1.21
These variations of proton density, bulk and thermal velocity22
also used to be considered as a marker of the stream interface23
(Burlaga et al. 1990; Siscoe & Intriligator 1993; Burton et al.24
1999; Pagel et al. 2004). The boundaries of the SIR compres-25
sion region, the leading and trailing edges, are determined by26
the total pressure P (Jian et al. 2006), which is the sum of the27
plasma and magnetic field pressure. The blue horizontal dashed28
line in Fig. 1 indicates the 50 pPa threshold suggested by Bucˇík29
et al. (2009). Regions above this line can be considered as com-30
pressed ones. The mean charge state of iron is used for the event31
selection to check a possible effect on SIRs from interplanetary32
coronal mass ejection (ICME) during which the charge state of33
iron often increases from ∼10+ to ∼15+ (Lepri et al. 2001; Lepri34
& Zurbuchen 2004). The temporal variations of the proton flux35
in the range of 10–80 keV are shown in the lowest panel of36
Fig. 1. We clearly see that the count rate of suprathermal protons37
peaks inside the F′ region, close to the reverse shock, and persists 38
within the leading parts of the fast wind region. This kind of time 39
profile of suprathermal particles was also observed in many other 40
SIR events (Mason et al. 1997; Reames et al. 1997; Chotoo et al. 41
2000; Bucˇík et al. 2009; Ebert et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2016, 2017). 42
In this work, we have used pulse height analysis (PHA) data of 43
PLASTIC which provide the most detailed information for each 44
incident ion (Galvin et al. 2008; Drews 2013). The proton data 45
are extracted from a square shape of region on the mass vs. mass- 46
per-charge plot (like Fig. 1 of Yu et al. 2017). The corresponding 47
proton area on the plot of electrostatic analyser channel (ESA) vs. 48
time-of-flight channel (TOF) is indicated with two black dashed 49
lines in Fig. 2. It shows a colour coded intensity map of the num- 50
ber of ions measured at a given ESA step (Y axis) and TOF value 51
(X axis). The blue “counts” are measured by the small channel, 52
the red ones by the main channel. The blue “cloud” around ESA 53
step ∼75 and 100 < TOF < 160 is due to solar wind bulk pro- 54
tons. The blue cloud at ESA channel ∼60 and 160 < TOF < 240 55
is due to solar wind bulk He2+ ions. The red clouds are due to 56
He2+ and heavy ions. As shown in this figure, the small chan- 57
nel mainly measure the protons and alpha particles at the solar 58
wind bulk energies while the main channel mostly records heavy 59
ions (bulk as well as suprathermal part) and suprathermal pro- 60
tons. The measurements of the small and the main channel have 61
an overlap at TOF channels between 150 and 250 and ESA chan- 62
nels between 52 and 74, as can be seen by the “blue” He2+. The 63
measurement of the solar wind bulk protons is used as an illustra- 64
tion in this work only. While not all protons fell in this band, we 65
find that we get the best signal to noise with it. The incomplete 66
coverage is compensated by considering it in the instrumental 67
efficiency. For this work, we used mainly the “red” proton counts 68
which correspond to suprathermal protons as can be seen by the 69
Y axis on the right. In addition, we find that the proton data 70
between ∼45 and ∼60 ESA channels has a contribution from 71
heavy ions, He2+. However, the contamination of alpha particles 72
does not affect our study of suprathermals at velocities higher 73
than 1400 km s−1. Due to the limited telemetry of PLASTIC, 74
only a sample of PHA events can be transmitted to Earth. Thus, 75
in Fig. 2 we have applied a so-called base rate weighting defined 76
by Drews (2013) to the transmitted PHA data. The proton area 77
defined in this work includes as many suprathermals as possible 78
for good counting statistics, meanwhile, excludes the contamina- 79
tion of alpha particles and instrument background as much as we 80
can. 81
The criterion of our data selection for this work is: (a) the 82
SIR events exhibit typical structure, for example, well-formed 83
compression regions and clear stream interfaces without ICME 84
influences; (b) the suprathermal proton count rate in the F region 85
exceeds five per hour (the red dashed line in Fig. 1) for at least 86
half a day in order to provide sufficient counting statistics for our 87
spectral analysis; (c) each SIR is bounded by a reverse shock; 88
(d) no contamination of alpha particles at velocities higher than 89
1400 km s−1. According to the comprehensive statistical sur- 90
vey of SIRs at 1 AU by Jian et al. (2006), the occurrence rate 91
of shocks at SIRs is roughly 24%. Only around 30% of their 92
selected SIRs with shocks have reverse shocks. Our selection 93
criterion is therefore strict, and rejects most SIR events. The rea- 94
son for that is the instrumental detection efficiency has not been 95
well identified so far. Therefore, we need to choose a reference, 96
power-low spectra in the compression region of SIRs, for our 97
spectral study in the undisturbed fast wind regions associated 98
with SIRs. Given that power-law spectra are often observed in 99
association with interplanetary shocks (McDonald et al. 1976; 100
Van Hollebeke et al. 1978; Reames et al. 1997; Chotoo et al. 101
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2000; Mason et al. 1997; Desai et al. 1999; Mason et al. 2008),1
we only choose the SIRs bounded with reverse shocks for this2
work.
3
3. Observations4
Figures 3 and 4 display the SIR events listed in Table 1. Each5
subfigure contains three panels with the corresponding event6
number in the upper right corner, showing the measurements of7
the bulk speed of the solar wind, the specific entropy and four H+8
spectra. The stream interface is indicated with the black dashed9
line in each plot. The vertical red region in the upper two pan-10
els of each event denotes a two-hour time interval immediately11
downstream of the reverse shock, that is, two hours before the12
passage of the shock. The other three coloured regions (blue,13
green, and cyan) represent three time intervals upstream of the14
reverse shock. The reverse shock (RS) is right between the red15
and the blue regions and is indicated by a black triangle. The16
durations of three time intervals in the F regions are not the17
same for all SIRs. Because the count rate of suprathermal pro-18
tons decreases with time after the spacecraft crosses the reverse19
shock (as Fig. 1 shows), we use larger and larger time intervals20
in the undisturbed fast wind region, in order to obtain com-21
parable counting statistics. The lowest panel of each subfigure22
presents the measurements of phase space density for protons,23
plotted as a function of vion, where vion is the ion speed in the24
spacecraft frame. Four spectra are marked with the colours cor-25
responding to the four coloured time intervals in the upper two26
panels. We aim to illustrate the spectral variation and evolu-27
tion from the downstream to upstream of the reverse shock.28
The phase space density of H+ is shown in arbitrary units.29
We used the same correction to convert from counts to phase30
space density for all panels in Figs. 2 and 3. We did not cor-31
rect for instrumental detection efficiency which decreases on32
time scales of years. This means that the spectra in each panel33
can be compared with each other. However, the absolute val-34
ues should not be compared among different SIRs. In addition,35
at velocities roughly between the solar wind and the suprather-36
mal tail, large variations and deviations can be seen. These37
are due to the contribution of He2+ and the base rate weight-38
ing for the measurements obtained around the channel switch39
between of the two entrance apertures of PLASTIC’s SWS,40
respectively.41
Throughout all the SIR events in Figs. 3 and 4, we find42
some common features. First of all, at the location of the43
reverse shock a jump of the solar wind velocity is appar-44
ent. At the stream interfaces of SIRs, which are marked with45
black dashed lines, the specific entropy clearly shows an abrupt46
increase from below 10 to ∼12 [ln(K cm−3/2)]. The values of47
the specific entropy remain stable through the F′ and the F48
regions, except for SIRs 5, 7, 9, and 11, in which the entropy49
exhibits a slight decrease at the shock, but is still higher50
than that prior to the stream interface. For the spectra down-51
stream of the reverse shocks, we always select data in the two52
hours just before the shock. Given that all the dashed lines53
lie to the left of the red bars, we can be assured that all54
the spectra in the F′ regions of this work are purely of fast55
wind origin. More common characteristics can be found in56
the spectral measurements. In the solar wind energies, PLAS-57
TIC observed a Maxwellian distribution of spectra in all SIR58
events. At suprathermal energies, we clearly see that all the59
SIR events exhibit power-law tails in the F′ regions, when60
the ion speed is higher than around 1500 km s−1. Only the spec-61
trum of SIR 8 has a possible rollover at higher velocities (vion62
> 2500 km s−1). The power-law tails presented here are consis- 63
tent with the classic theoretical models (Fisk & Lee 1980; Jones 64
& Ellison 1991) and previous observations (Mason et al. 1997; 65
Desai et al. 1999; Reames et al. 1997; Chotoo et al. 2000; Mason 66
et al. 2004, 2008). 67
The focus of this study is to investigate spectral variations 68
of suprathermal tails in the F regions, which differ from SIR 69
to SIR. Spectra of SIRs 1 and 4 show good counting statistics 70
and contain continuous power-law suprathermal tails in the F 71
regions. 72
In comparison, spectral measurements of SIRs 5, 6, 9, and 73
10 show large errorbars in some vion channels (particularly in 74
high vion channels), which indicates that only few counts were 75
recorded. Although all the spectra of these four SIRs look like 76
power-law shapes at suprathermal velocities, this could be due 77
to statistical effects. Because if all the vion channels have one 78
count, the index of spectra will be fixed at –4 (Ipavich 1974). 79
Very interesting shapes of suprathermal tails can be seen in SIRs 80
2, 3, 7, 8, 11, and 12. Three spectra of SIR 2 in the F region 81
exhibit apparent turnovers in the low suprathermal range, around 82
1500 to 2500 km s−1. The PHA data during these three time inter- 83
vals in the F region of SIR 2 are also shown in Fig. 2 where we 84
clearly see that the turnovers are neither affected by the channel 85
switch nor the contamination of He2+. The same spectral vari- 86
ations are visible in SIRs 7 and 8, although less clearly for the 87
first time period in the F region. SIR 3 shows a power-law tail 88
during the first two hours after passing the reverse shock, how- 89
ever, the turnover shapes at low suprathermal velocities again 90
show up during the two following periods. In SIR 11, two and 91
six hours averaged spectra after the reverse shock show almost 92
the same power law index, while the six-hour averaged spectrum 93
lies slightly lower than the two-hour averaged one. However, in 94
the third stage of the F region, the low suprathermal part of 95
the spectrum eventually evolves into a turnover below roughly 96
2000 km s−1. In the case of SIR 12, spectra behave very similarly 97
to those of SIR 11. 98
In summary, in the F′ regions of twelve SIRs we have found 99
that power-law shapes of spectra are a common feature. How- 100
ever, the spectra in the F regions do not always have a power-law 101
shape. A spectral turnover in the low suprathermal velocity range 102
(<2500 km s−1) exists in six events. 103
4. Discussion 104
Power-law suprathermal tails are often found to be associated 105
with interplanetary shocks, independent of whether the shocks 106
are driven by solar flares (Mazur et al. 1992), coronal mass ejec- 107
tions (CMEs; Mewaldt et al. 2005; Tylka & Lee 2006), or CIRs 108
(Mason et al. 1997; Reames et al. 1997; Desai et al. 1999; Chotoo 109
et al. 2000; Mason et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2016, 2017). These 110
power-law tails are typically believed to be the result of diffu- 111
sive shock acceleration or first-order Fermi acceleration (Fermi 112
1949). In addition, a break or rollover of spectra at a few to 113
a few tens of MeV nuc−1 is always observed (Li et al. 2009). 114
Because the energy coverage of PLASTIC is far below the range 115
of the spectral break or rollover, we only measure the power- 116
law part of suprathermal spectra in this work. For the CIR study, 117
Reames et al. (1997) have found that the spectra in the F region 118
of a CIR event in May of 1995 harden with time in the energy 119
range from 40 keV nuc−1 to around 1 MeV nuc−1. The harden- 120
ing spectra of suprathermal helium with time were also recently 121
observed in the energy range of 0.137–0.193 MeV nuc−1 by Ebert 122
et al. (2012). With the data from the Wind spacecraft at around 123
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Fig. 3. Spectral evolution of INDIVIDUAL SIR events. Spectral evolution of each SIR event is given from the downstream to upstream of the
reverse shock, with the event number in the upper right corner. In each plot, a vertical black dashed line indicates the stream interface while two
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1 AU, Ebert et al. (2012) have identified anti-sunwards flows of1
suprathermal helium in the compression downstream of a CIR-2
driven reverse shock, which transitioned to sunwards flows after3
passing the shock. These observations suggest that the shock is a4
local source for suprathermal particles in CIR events, which lie5
inside 1 AU prior to the shock arrival and beyond 1 AU after its6
passage.7
The phase space density of suprathermal protons f (vion) in8
this work is derived as9
f (vion) =
C(vion)
VP(vion)VS (vion)η(vion)
, (1)
where C(vion) is the measured counts, VP(vion) is the differential10
volume in velocity space, VS (vion) is the differential volume in11
position space, and η(vion) is the instrument efficiency, referring12
to Drews (2013). Except for η(vion), all the other items can be13
derived with PLASTIC’s measurements. For the power-law tails14
at velocities higher than 2500 km s−1 shown in Figs. 3 and 4,15
it is difficulty to determine the absolute values of their spectral16
indices due to the poorly known instrument efficiency, η(vion),17
which is a function of vion. In order to eliminate the effect of18
instrumental efficiency on the spectral shape, we only focus on19
the variations of the relative ratios of the phase space density20
from the F region to the F′ region, that is, we discuss only the21
three normalized spectra in the F region (with the spectrum22
measured in the F′ region) for each SIR event. Based on the23
obvervations discussed above, we would expect to see a power-24
law spectrum in the F′ regions with a spectral index γdown. The25
phase space density, fdown(vion), in F′ can then be written as26
fdown(vion) =
f ′down(vion)
η(vion)
∝ v−γdownion , (2)
where f ′down(vion) is the uncorrected phase space density in the F
′
27
region as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Similarly, if the spectra in the28
F region upstream of the shock are also power-law shapes,29
fup(vion) =
f ′up(vion)
η(vion)
∝ v−γupion , (3)
where γup is the spectral index in the F region and f ′up(vion) is30
uncorrected fup(vion). Then the ratio of the phase space densi-31
ties in the F to the F′ region should also exhibit the power-law32
shape with the index κ = γup−γdown. The instrumental efficiency33
η(vion) cancels out in this normalization process,34
fup(vion)
fdown(vion)
=
f ′up(vion)
f ′down(vion)
∝ v−(γup−γdown)ion = v−κion, (4)
Figure 5 shows the fitting results of three normalized spectra35
of each SIR event in the F regions at vion > 2500 km s−1. The36
maximum likelihood estimations (Mattox et al. 1996) of κ are37
shown with squares and triangles in the upper and lower panels38
respectively. Events in the upper panel are those showing contin-39
uous power-law tails in the F regions, while events in the lower40
panel evolve into a spectral turnover at vion < 2500 km s−1. The41
errorbars are estimated by adding Poisson noise to the measured42
data. In the F regions of the upper panel we observed decreas-43
ing κ with time in SIRs 1, 4, 6, and 9 except for those of SIRs44
5 and 10. With κ = γup − γdown decreasing with time, we see45
that γup must decrease with time or increasing distance from46
the reverse shock because γdown is fixed in the F′ region. This47
indicates a hardening of the spectrum as the observer moves48
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Fig. 5. Temporal variations of κ of normalized spectra in the F regions
at velocities higher than 2500 km s−1. The upper panel shows the SIR
events that exhibit continuous power laws in both F and F′ regions in
Figs. 3 and 4, while the other events with turnover spectra at velocities
lower than 2500 km s−1 are given in the lower panel.
away from the reverse shock, which is consistent with previ- 49
ous observations (Reames et al. 1997; Ebert et al. 2012). SIR 50
5 exhibits slightly harder suprathermal tail in the second time 51
interval than that in the first and third intervals of the F regions. 52
SIR 10 has a softer spectrum in the second time interval com- 53
pared with that in the other two periods. However, considering 54
the error estimation of SIR 10, the spectra might also continu- 55
ously harden with time. Similar results can also be seen in the 56
lower panel, where SIRs 2, 3, 7, and 12 exhibit hardening spec- 57
tra. Especially the counting statistics of SIRs 2 and 7 are good 58
enough to show this behaviour. The index variation of SIR 8 is 59
similar to that of SIR 5, while the case in SIR 11 is similar to that 60
in SIR 10. In short, we observe a overall trend (eight in twelve 61
SIRs) of the spectral hardening in the F regions. This trend is 62
consistent with previous observations of Reames et al. (1997), 63
Ebert et al. (2012) with Wind data and extends their work to a 64
lower velocity range down to 2500 km s−1. The hardening spec- 65
tra as we move away from the shock is probably indicative of the 66
increasing importance of transport effects as the shock is rotated 67
further away from the observer. Compared with high-energy 68
suprathermal particles, low-energy suprathermal particles suffer 69
from more scattering on the sunwards propogating path before 70
they reach the observer at 1 AU. In addition, the hardening spec- 71
tra in the F regions can be due to the strengthening reverse shock 72
with helioscentric distance according to the (Fisk & Lee 1980) 73
model. 74
In Fig. 6, we show two normalized spectra as examples. In 75
order to guide the eyes, we extrapolate the power laws down to 76
1500 km s−1. We can clearly see that all the normalized spectra 77
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Fig. 6. Ratio of phase space density, f ′up/ f ′down, during SIRs 1 and 2.
of SIR 1 in Fig. 6 have positive exponents, which means harder1
spectra in the F regions compared with those in the F′ regions.2
The low-velocity parts (vion < 2500 km s−1) of the spectra dur-3
ing the first and second period of SIR 1 are around or slightly4
below the extended lines. But the overall shapes are more like5
power laws. The spectrum in the third time interval of SIR 16
lies around the dashed power-law line at vion > 2000 km s−1. At7
lower velocities, the relative ratios lie above the expected power-8
law line, which could be the effect of the solar wind bulk (see9
Fig. 3). There are more suprathermal particles in the downstream10
regions, F′, than in the upstream regions. Therefore, suprather-11
mals impinge more into the bulk solar wind velocity range in12
F′ than in F. Thus the ratio of the two at low speeds is most13
affected by the bulk solar wind in those F regions where the flux14
of suprathermals is lowest. In comparison, the three spectra of15
SIR 2 have a common characteristic. Below 2500 km s−1, spec-16
tra start to turnover towards low velocities, which indicates that17
the spectra of this event in the F region are not purely of power18
laws shapes. Similar turnover shapes are also found in SIRs 3, 7,19
8, 11, and 12, all of which have already shown the low-velocity20
turnover in the uncorrected phase space density (see Figs. 3 and21
4). Although not all the spectra of SIRs 3, 7, 8, 11, and 12 in the22
F regions exhibit a turnover like those of SIR 2, they all finally23
evolve into shapes with turnover. For the other six SIR events, we24
do not find any hint of turnover spectra. But the turnover feature25
may be hidden due to the low counting statistics, for example,26
in SIRs 5, 6, 9, and 10. We note that all the turnover parts of the27
spectra occur at higher velocities than those affected by the chan-28
nel switch and He2+. Therefore, we have verified that turnover29
spectra in the F regions are not an instrumental effect, but due to30
a real physical process.31
5. Conclusions32
In this paper, we investigate the spectral variation and evolution33
at very low energies, just above the solar wind during twelve SIR34
events, which are all bounded by reverse shocks. Two impor-35
tant spectral characters have been identified. The suprathermal36
tails have an overall tendency to harden with time in the F37
regions, consistent with previous observations. The superior 38
counting rates resulting from PLASTIC’s large geometry factor 39
have allowed us to fully cover the solar velocity distribution func- 40
tions in SIRs from the solar wind bulk all the way up to strongly 41
suprathermal velocities exceeding several multiples of the solar 42
wind speed. This includes the velocity range where the transi- 43
tion from bulk to suprathermal (in the sense of non-thermal) 44
takes place. This observation provides further evidence that pro- 45
tons at 1 AU can be accelerated to suprathermal velocities at 46
the SIR-driven reverse shocks. The hardening spectra can be 47
explained by two processes. On one hand, the reverse shock gets 48
stronger as it moves out into the heliosphere. This should result 49
in harder spectra. On the other hand, the observer is magneti- 50
cally linked to the shock which is moving futher away from him. 51
Therefore transport effects will become increasingly important. 52
One would expect particles with the lowest energy to be most 53
affected. The second observation is that the suprathermal tails 54
are not always power laws in the F regions of SIRs, but half of 55
the events exhibit turnover shapes at low suprathermal velocities. 56
However, in contrast with combined observation from two space- 57
craft of Yu et al. (2016, 2017), PLASTIC can uniquely provide 58
measurements for the spectral turnover together with much bet- 59
ter counting statistics. The origin of the spectral turnover is still 60
unknown. Although the theoretical model by Fisk & Lee (1980) 61
predicts a spectral turnover in the F region, this model is only 62
valid at high energies, where the particle velocity is much higher 63
than the bulk speed of solar wind. Finally, we also point out that 64
the SWS field of view is always towards the Sun, which means 65
it can not directly view the particles scattered back towards the 66
Sun by reverse shocks in the F regions but only those mirrored 67
inside 1 AU to reach it. 68
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis contains two aspects: instrument and science. The first part is about the
background analysis for SOHO/STOF, including how the background is generated and
how to estimate the background level of measurements. Using the housekeeping data of
STOF, we have found that the UV flux is well related to the count rate of START and
STOP triggers of MCPs. We infer that there might be a possible leakage of photons
at the entrance, because STOF faces only 7◦ west of the Sun-SOHO axis. In this case,
energetic penetrating particles can be more easily recorded by this instrument than
originally expected. In addition, we present an approach to estimate the background of
STOF, which is used for the event selection in the science aspect of this thesis. Another
benefit of the first part of work is that it can guide us to predict the background of
the Suprathermal Electron and Proton (STEP) instrument onboard the Solar Orbiter
spacecraft, as both STOF and STEP measure suprathermal particles and suffer from a
background created by energetic penetrating particles. More details of the background
analysis for STEP is given in the following Appendix A.
The science part of this thesis is described in three publications. In the first one
(Yu et al., 2016), we analyze the CIR event which occurred between July 26 and 27 of
2003 and has been widely studied by Jian et al. (2006); Mason et al. (2008); Ebert et al.
(2012). Note that these previous observations did not provide charge state information,
e.g., He++ of solar origin and He+ of interplanetary origin can both contribute to the
measurements of the helium spectra. With data from SOHO/STOF and ACE/SWICS,
we have found that suprathermal He++ mainly appear inside the compressed fast wind
(F’) region of this event with the intensity peak close to the trailing edge. The spectrum
in the F’ region exhibits a power-law suprathermal tail, while three spectra in the fast
wind (F) region show power-law tails but with a clear turnover at low suprathermal
energies (below ∼40 keV/nuc). Additionally, we have observed a substantial increase in
the He+/He++ ratio with time from the F’ region to the F region. These observations
indicate that the suprathermal alpha particles during this event are mainly locally ac-
celerated in the F’ region, while in the F region the observed suprathermal particles are
accelerated by the reverse shock beyond 1 AU and travel back to the inner heliosphere
along the IMF .
In our second publication (Yu et al., 2017), we performed a statistical study of the
spectral evolution from the F’ to the F regions of sixteen CIRs. We have identified
that six clean CIRs show possible signs of a turnover between ∼10-40 keV/nuc in the
F regions, while three of them even exhibit this spectral behavior in the F’ regions.
However, the turnover spectra can not be well fitted with the Fisk and Lee (1980)
model. The possible reasons for that have been discussed, e.g., the effect of SEP and
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upstream ion events, the cross-field diffusion, and the magnetic mirroring effect between
the compression and the Sun. On the other hand, the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory
itself assumes that the ion speed is much higher than the bulk speed of solar wind.
The suprathermal energies covered by the spectral turnover are too low to satisfy this
assumption.
The motivation of our third publication is an independent verification of the former
two publications, as both of them report possible turnover spectra associated with CIRs,
which have not been observed previously. We need to point out that the turnover spectra
are based on combined measurements from two different instrument at two different loca-
tions. With data from the SWS of STEREO A/PLASTIC, we clearly observe turnover
spectra at low suprathermal energies (below ∼32 keV/nuc) during six of twelve SIR
events. In this work, we exclude the effect of the poorly unknown PLASTIC efficiency
on the spectral shapes by using relative ratios of phase space density from the F to the
F’ regions. We show that the turnover spectra are real and can be often observed. More-
over, the suprathermal tails at high suprathermal energies are found to overall harden
from the F’ to the F regions, consistent with previous observations (Reames et al., 1997;
Ebert et al., 2012) at higher energies.
Although the turnover spectra in the third publication indicate suprathermal parti-
cles are not locally accelerated, there is no hint of the source location of these particles.
Do they come from cross-field diffusion from the compression regions at around 1 AU
according to Dwyer et al. (1997), or from upstream of the SIR-driven reverse shocks
beyond 1 AU? Inspired by Ebert et al. (2012), we recently investigated the tempo-
ral variations of anisotropy for suprathermal ions measured by STEREO/SEPT (Solar
Electron and Proton Telescope) during these 12 events at high suprathermal energies
(101-110 keV). The method to calculate anisotropy is based on Dresing et al. (2014) and
additionally considers the Compton-Getting effect (Ipavich, 1974; Gieseler, 2008), see
results in Figure 7.1. For the most of 12 SIRs (except for SIRs 1, 5, and 10), we identi-
fied that the flows of the suprathermal ions transitioned from anti-sunward to sunward
within one hour prior to and after the spacecraft crossed the reverse shocks, which is
consistent with the result reported by Ebert et al. (2012). These observations provide us
with compelling evidence that the spectral turnover observed by STEREO/PLASTIC at
suprathermal energies can be the contribution of the shock acceleration beyond 1 AU.
In addition, it should be pointed out that none of above STOF, SWICS, and PLAS-
TIC’s SWS directly view the sunward propagating particles, but only those which are
again reflected inside 1 AU and return out to the observers, which is not considered in
the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory. Then, the reflection at the inner heliosphere will be an
attractive topic for the coming future. We plan to use the wide angle partition (WAP in
Figure 6.1) of PLASTIC as well as SEPT to learn about the properties of the sunward
suprathermal particles during SIRs. We expect that the spectral comparison between
sunward and anti-sunward particles will show us some interesting results which may even
result in a brand new theory to extend the Fisk and Lee (1980) model.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the turnover spectra cannot be quantitatively explained by
the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory because the turnover part was observed at low suprather-
mal energies at 1 AU but the theory is only valid at higher energies. In addition, turnover
spectra observed in this work are for the anti-sunward particles, not for the sunward par-
ticles described by the Fisk and Lee (1980) mechanism. Both the problems above can
be solved by Solar Orbiter mission: as shown in Figure 2.3, the spectral turnover at low
suprathermal energies shifts to high energies with the decreasing ratio of heliocentric
radial distance of observer to the CIR-driven shock (r/rs). We define that the turnover
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Figure 7.1: Anisotropy measurements for 12 SIR events in the third publication using
STEREO/SEPT data.
staying at the velocity where
df
dv
= 0 (7.1)
According to Equation 2.6, the turnover location (vto) can be derived as follows:
vto =
− 31−β +
√
( 31−β )
2 − 4 · 6κ0β
V (1−β)2 · ln( rrs ) · Vκ0
2 · 6κ0β
V (1−β)2
(7.2)
If the CIR-driven shocks form at 2-3 AU as introduced in Chapter 2, r/rs will be 0.93-
0.14 at 0.28 AU where Solar Orbiter will reach. Here, we consider β = 13 and
V
κ0
= 2
(MeV/nuc)1/2, the values used in the Fisk and Lee (1980) paper. Then the corresponding
vto will shift to the range of 0.66-0.76 (MeV/nuc)
1/2. At the same time, the corotating
speed Ωr in the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory is proportional to r, which means the
corotating speed at 0.28 AU will be only 28% of that at 1 AU, i.e., around 0.0086
(MeV/nuc)1/2. Thus, the assumption v  Ωr of the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory will
be easily satisfied at the inner heliosphere. For the measurement of sunward particles,
we can use two instruments (Electron and Proton Telescope (EPT) and High-Energy
Telescope (HET)) onboard Solar Orbiter which both have a FOV approximately along
the Parker spiral magnetic field away from the Sun. The energy coverage of EPT-HET
is from 20 keV to hundreds of MeV, see details in Appendix A. Therefore, Solar Orbiter
provides an ideal opportunity to quantitatively verify the Fisk and Lee (1980) theory at
the inner heliosphere.
We also plan for the future a study of the shock acceleration of pickup ions. Pickup
ions were observed to undergo more efficient acceleration in disturbed solar wind, es-
pecially during the solar events with shocks (Bamert et al., 2002; Bamert et al., 2004;
Kucharek et al., 2003). The enhanced abundance ratios of He+/He++ reported in Chap-
ter 4 are consistent with previous observations. To explain the preferential acceleration
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of pickup ions, many theories have been proposed such as the shock surfing mechanism
(Lee et al., 1996; Zank, 1999; Zank et al., 1996) and multiple reflections at shock front
(Scholer and Kucharek, 1999). All these theoretical models commonly assume a shell
distribution of pickup in velocity space, which was shown to be unrealistic at 1 AU by
Drews (2013). The “ring beam” distribution of pickup ions reported by Drews (2013)
opens another door to explain the preferential acceleration of these particles. The an-
gular distribution of suprathermal particles measured by the SWS and WAP sections
of PLASTIC may give us information about the injection process of their preferential
acceleration.
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The Solar Orbiter Mission
Solar Orbiter, an ESA M-class space mission, is planned to launch in 2020 to explore
the Sun in unprecedented detail. It aims to make significant breakthroughs in our
understanding both of how the inner heliosphere works, and of the effects of solar activity
on it. The spacecraft will take a unique instrument combination of both in-situ and
remote measurements, approaching the Sun as close as 0.28 AU. Specifically, in-situ
measurements will be used alongside remote sensing close to the Sun to relate these
measurements back to their source regions and structures on the solar surface. Solar
Orbiter will operate both in and out of the ecliptic plane, in order to answer the following
interrelated scientific questions:
Figure A.1: Artist’s illustration of ESA’s Solar Orbiter observing the Sun. (Taken from:
http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/)
• How and where do the solar wind plasma and magnetic field originate in the
corona?
• How do solar transients drive heliospheric variability?
• How do solar eruptions produce energetic particle radiation that fills the helio-
sphere?
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• How does the solar dynamo work and drive connections between the Sun and the
heliosphere?
To answer these outstanding fundamental questions, in-situ measurements of the solar
wind plasma, fields, waves, and energetic particles are essentially made as close as possi-
ble to the Sun, so that they are still relatively pristine and their properties have not been
modified by subsequent transport and propagation processes. Assisted by simultaneous,
high-resolution imaging and spectroscopic observations, these in-situ measurements can
be further related back to their source regions and structures on the Sun.
Solar Orbiter is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft, pointing at the Sun. It carries
a dedicated heat shield to protect its scientific payload from the high levels of solar
flux near the perihelion. Several feed-throughs in the heat shield are available for the
remote-sensing instruments to view the Sun. The nominal communication with the
ground station is provided by an articulated high-temperature and high-gain antenna,
with a medium gain antenna and two low gain antenna as backup. There are in total
four in-situ and six remote-sensing instruments onboard Solar Orbiter, and we briefly
introduce these instruments below, see Figure A.2.
In-situ Sensing Instruments
Figure A.2: Payload accommodation onboard the Solar Orbiter space-
craft. The figure is taken from http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/
55772-solar-orbiter-launch-moved-to-2018/.
• Energetic Particle Detector (EPD) consists of four particle detectors which
are designed to measure the composition, timing and distribution functions of
suprathermal and energetic particles. STEP is one of the four sensors of EPD.
More details of EPD are described in the following section.
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• Solar Wind Analyzer (SWA) contains three sensors and a common data pro-
cessing unit (DPU). It aims to probe the solar wind between 0.28-1.4 AU in order
to establish the fundamental physical links between the solar atmosphere and the
solar wind in both quiet and disturbed states. SWA will measure three-dimensional
velocity distributions of the major constituents of the solar wind plasma (e.g., pro-
tons, alpha particles, electrons and heavy ions).
• Radio and Plasma Waves (RPW) comprises three monopole antennas which
form a plane perpendicular to the Sun-spacecraft axis. RPW will measure magnetic
and electric fields including the concerning waves in the solar wind with a high time
resolution from almost DC to 20 MHz, in order to characterize the electromagnetic
and electrostatic waves. In addition, this instrument can be remotely controlled
to detect solar radio emissions.
• Magnetometer (MAG) will utilize two digital fluxgate sensors operated in the
dual-magnetometer mode to provide in-situ measurements of the heliospheric mag-
netic field with high precision. This instrument will help us understand the way
the solar magnetic field links into space and evolves over the solar cycle; how
heliospheric structures develop in the inner solar system.
Remote Sensing Instruments
• Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) will use two High Resolution Imagers
(HRI) working at Lyman-α and 174 A˚ EUV passbands and one dual band Full
Sun Imager (FSI) at 174 and 304 A˚. It will take pictures of the solar atmospheric
layers above the photosphere in order to study the link between the solar surface
and outer corona. Moreover, EUI will also provide the first-ever UV images of the
Sun from out of the ecliptic.
• Multi Element Telescope for Imaging and Spectroscopy (METIS) will
provide images of the solar corona in three different wavelength bands with a
single telescope. The visible, ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet emission of the
solar corona will be diagnosed with unprecedented temporal coverage and spatial
resolution to study the structure and dynamics of the full corona.
• Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager (PHI) will carry out measurements
with a High Resolution Telescope (HRT) imaging a fraction of the solar disk and
a Full Disk Telescope (FDT) observing the solar disk. The information of vector
magnetic field and the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity of the photosphere will be col-
lected to examine the solar convection zone. At the same time, the continuum
intensity in the visible wavelength range will be measured.
• Solar Orbiter Heliospheric Imager (SoloHI) will measure the visible sunlight
scattered by solar wind electrons and thus images the quasi-steady flow and tran-
sient disturbances. With SoloHI’s measurements, the SEP acceleration processes,
the evolution of solar events (e.g., CMEs and CIRs) in the inner heliosphere and
the origin of solar wind will be investigated in detail.
• Spectral Imaging of the Coronal Environment (SPICE) will employ a single
element off-axis parabolic telescope and a toroidal variable line spaced grating
spectrograph, in order to perform extreme ultraviolet imaging spectroscopy to
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remotely determine the plasma properties at the Sun and its vicinity. Its main
scientific objective is to identify correlations between solar wind streams and their
origins on the solar surface.
• Spectrometer/Telescope for Imaging X-rays (STIX) will provide imaging
spectroscopy of solar thermal and non-thermal X-ray emission in the energy range
from 4 to 150 keV. A sequence of quantitative information will be provided by
this instrument, for example the timing, location, intensity, spectra of accelerated
electrons and the thermal plasma with high temperature.
A.1 EPD/STEP
The Energetic Particle Detector (EPD) suite, shown in Figure A.3, is composed of four
particle detectors which can measure electrons, protons, and ions from helium to iron,
and operate at partly overlapping energy ranges from 2 keV up to 200 MeV/n. Four EPD
sensors share a common unit named Instrument Control Unit (ICU), which is responsible
for the data processing and low-voltage power supply, acting as the sole power and data
interface of EPD to the Solar Orbiter spacecraft.
Figure A.3: The functional diagram of EPD’s instruments, taken from http://www.
ieap.uni-kiel.de/et/solar-orbiter/
The EPD sensors
• Electron and Proton Telescope (EPT) will take advantage of the magnet/foil-
technique, adapted from STEREO/SEPT, to cleanly separate and measure elec-
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trons from 20 keV to 400 keV and protons from 20 keV to 7 MeV. It contains two
dual double-ended magnet/foil particle telescopes (EPT1 and EPT2) in order to
examine the particle anisotropies. For this, EPT1 will point in the orbital plane
approximately along the Parker spiral magnetic field towards and away from the
Sun. EPT2 will point out of this plane towards North and South.
• High-Energy Telescope (HET) will use the dE/dx vs. total E technique for
particle identification to measure electrons (300 keV-20 MeV), protons (10 MeV-
100 MeV), and heavy ions (20 MeV/nuc-200 MeV/nuc). Similar to EPT, HET is
also equipped with two double-ended sensor heads, one pointing along the Parker
field towards and away from the Sun, the other out of the ecliptic. EPT and HET
share their electronic boxes (E-Boxes). One E-Box hosts the Sun/anti-Sun sensors
of EPT and HET, the other E-Box hosts the out-of-ecliptic (or North-South) sensor
heads.
• Suprathermal Ion Spectrograph (SIS) will identifies particles with the TOF
technique to provide measurements of helium to iron for an energy range from
∼100 keV/nuc up to 10 MeV/nuc. It has two particle telescopes pointing along
the Parker field towards and away from the Sun, together with a single E-Box.
Particles are measured when they traverse the entrance foils and deposit their
energy in the SSD at the back of the instrument.
• Suprathermal Electron and Proton (STEP) has two telescopes and one E-
Box, looking in the same direction and measuring suprathermal electrons (3 keV-65
keV) and protons/ions (3 keV-65 keV), see more details in the following section.
The overall energy coverage achieved by EPD, shown in Figure A.4, is 2 keV to 20 MeV
for electrons, 3 keV to 100 MeV for protons, and 8 keV/nuc to 200 MeV/nuc for heavy
ions (species-dependent). The design of EPD aims to answer the third Solar Orbiter
scientific objective “How do solar eruptions produce energetic particle radiation that
fills the heliosphere?”. It requires detailed measurements of SEP sources, acceleration
Figure A.4: The energy coverage of EPD sensors, taken from http://www.ieap.
uni-kiel.de/et/solar-orbiter/
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mechanisms, seed populations, and distributions in space and time. Together with in-
situ measurements of the magnetic field and plasma environment from other payload of
Solar Orbiter, e.g., RPW and MAG, EPD can help us understand what are the sources
of energetic particles and how they are accelerated to high energy, released from their
sources and distribute in time (Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2010).
A.1.1 STEP as a Part of EPD
As shown in the upper panel of Figure A.5, STEP deploys two identical detector units
mounted on a common electronics unit on the -Y deck of the spacecraft. Both units
point sunward into the direction of the nominal Parker spiral with unobstructed and
co-aligned FOVs. When Solar Orbiter goes close to the Sun, the local magnetic field
strength will increase significantly, which means charged particles including suprathermal
particles will tend to focus along the field lines. On the other hand, these particles will
suffer from more scattering due to the wave-particle interactions in the magnetic field
of the inner heliosphere (Afanasiev and Vainio, 2013). STEP is designed to study the
focusing vs. scattering process of suprathermal particles at the inner heliosphere. From
the cutaway drawing of two STEP units in the lower panel of Figure A.5, we can see the
internal structure and intuitively understand the working principle of STEP.
The basic principle can be described as follows: one detector unit uses a magnetic
deflection system to suppress the incoming electrons at all relevant energies, then yields
the proton/ion fluxes only. The other identical detector unit without the magnetic
system measures all incident particles in the applicable energy ranges. Due to the same
FOV and directing of two detector units, the difference of both measurements is then
the electron flux. The magnetic deflection system provides two magnetic fields between
the collimator and the detector board. Both magnetic fields do not have an effective
influence on the ion trajectories but can effectively deflect away electrons. As shown
in Figure A.5, incident electrons are guided to stop in the panel which stands between
these two magnetic fields, while the protons/ions pass through the pinhole of the panel.
The field between the panel and the SSD board is designed to correct the trajectories
of protons/ions, so that protons/ions with identical properties reach the identical pixel
of the SSD in both detector units no matter magnetic fields exist or not (see http:
//www.physik.uni-kiel.de/de/institute/ieap/ag-wimmer/solo/step).
A.2 Background Analysis for STEP
STEP uses passively cooled SSDs to detect particles in the suprathermal energy range
(3-65 keV). Compared with the traditional electrostatic analyzer used by previous in-
struments, e.g., STEREO/STE, STEP’s SSDs can provide higher sensitivity due to the
ultra-thin ohmic contacts. STEP also allows continuous measurements at all applicable
energies providing a high duty cycle as no stepped measurements are required to de-
termine the energies (http://www.ieap.uni-kiel.de/et/solar-orbiter/STEP.php).
The SSD system of STEP consists of 32 detector pixels divided into two groups, 16
big pixels and 16 small pixels, which work in the ’normal’ mode and ’burst’ mode re-
spectively. All these pixel detectors can be switched on or off through a programmable
configuration, which means the active area of the detectors can be changed in flight to
adapt the geometry factor to different levels of particle fluxes.
The instrumental noise or background is a very important topic throughout the
mission. Variable sources of background, e.g., due to electronic noise and space radiation,
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Figure A.5: The profile of STEP’s two sensor units and the respective schematic view
of the working principle (L. Seimetz, personal communication). Two blue windows in
the upper figure are the entrance baﬄes, behind which are the instrumental collimators
(black parts of the lower picture). Inside of the left sensor unit, the instrument deploys
a board with a pinhole (the same color as the instrumental housing), a SSD board
(the white board), a copper shielding behind the SSD board (the brown component), a
magnetic deflection system with permanent magnets (four yellow blocks) and its yoke
(the purple element). The only difference between two sensors is the magnetic system
assembled in the left sensor, which is used to deflect away the incident electrons (blue
trajectories), so that the only remaining ions (red trajectories) are measured.
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can affect the output of scientific data. In the following section we will discuss the
background caused by the triggers from penetrating particles and their secondaries on
SSDs, which is involved by the space radiation.
A.2.1 Flux Spectrum Investigation
When Solar Orbiter is launched, it will encounter a variable radiation environment in the
space. For that, STEP has a ’normal’ and ’burst’ mode to adjust to different radiation
levels in the space. During solar quiet times when particle flux is low, STEP works in
the ’normal’ mode, with 16 big SSD pixels enabled. When intense solar events occur,
e.g., CMEs, SEPs, and solar flares, the particle flux can abruptly increase by several
orders of magnitude compared to quiet times. During solar events, the small pixels will
be activated (’burst mode’) in order to avoid saturation of the large pixels. Therefore, it
is necessary to at first investigate the particle flux in different interplanetary conditions,
and then estimate the corresponding instrumental background.
Solar Quiet Time
In Figure A.6, we use the model spectrum of protons in solar quiet times in the en-
ergy range from 1 MeV to 100 GeV given by CREME2009 (https://creme.isde.
vanderbilt.edu/), which is an on-line tool offering model spectra for various particles
over several decades. For electrons, no CREME model is available. So we investigate
previous research and finally combine the spectrum in the low energy range (0.3 to 21.5
MeV) reported by Lin et al. (1972) and Simnett and McDonald (1969) respectively, see
Figure A.6: Energy spectra of proton and electron during solar quiet times. The proton
spectrum (blue curve) is obtained from the CREME website. The power law index of
the electron spectrum in the energy range from 0.3 to 1.8 MeV is -3.2, as given by Lin
et al. (1972), and -1.75 in the energy range (2.7-21.5 MeV) provided by Simnett and
McDonald (1969). The electron spectrum in the range of 1-625 GeV is obtained from
PAMELA data (Adriani et al., 2011). The spectral gap between 21.5 MeV and 1 GeV
is due to no measurements.
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below.
dJ/dE = 3.89× 10−2E−3.2 , 0.3 ≤ E ≤ 1.8MeV
dJ/dE = 1.32× 10−2E−1.75 , 2.7 ≤ E ≤ 21.5MeV
The electron spectrum in the higher energy range from ∼1 to ∼625 GeV is given
by Adriani et al. (2011). The flux data were obtained from the Payload for Anti-
matter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA) mission, which
was launched on 15 June 2006 and dedicated to the detection of cosmic rays (see
http://pamela.roma2.infn.it/index.php).
Solar Event Time
During solar event times, the energy spectra of particles are more variable than quiet
times. In order to estimate the worst case that STEP may encounter, we choose the
particle spectra of the SEP event on Oct. 28th, 2003. The proton and electron influences
during this event are comparable to the largest observed during the previous solar max-
imum, and within a factor of 2 or 3 of the largest SEP events observed before (Mewaldt
et al., 2005). As shown in Figure A.7. The equation to describe the proton spectral
shape is a double power-law function:
dJ
dE
=
{
1.14× 104E−1.04 · exp(− E27.4) , 0.16 ≤ E ≤ 96.72MeV
3.4× 109E−4.57 , 96.72 ≤ E ≤ 400MeV
and the electron spectrum can be written as:
dJ
dE
=
{
5.68× 103E−1.9 , 0.04 ≤ E ≤ 0.32MeV
1.23× 103E−4.27 , 1.6 ≤ E ≤ 8MeV
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Figure A.7: Energy spectra of proton and electron during the intense SEP event hap-
pening on Oct. 28th, 2003 (Mewaldt et al., 2005).
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Solar Photon Spectrum
As shown in Figure A.8, the photon spectrum during solar quiet times is given by Hannah
et al. (2010) using the data from the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic
Imager (RHESSI) mission, which is a NASA solar flare observatory and launched on 5
February, 2002. RHESSI precisely determines the energies of photons in the range from
0.03 to 15 MeV, spanning the hard X-rays and gamma rays. Compared with previous
observations (red, blue and green symbols) in Figure A.8, Hannah et al. (2010) provides
a wider energy coverage from 3 to 200 keV. The photon flux shows a fast decrease with
energy.
Figure A.8: Photon flux during solar quiet times measured by the RHESSI spacecraft,
investigated by Hannah et al. (2010).
For the spectral investigation of photons during solar events, we also use the data of
RHESSI. From the website http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~tohban/nuggets/articles/
article45/gamma.html, we obtain the photon spectrum during the solar flare happen-
ing on December 6, 2006 (shown in Figure A.9). Overall, the photon spectrum exhibits
a power-law shape.
A.2.2 Shielding Design
The surface of the SSDs facing the entrance aperture of STEP is covered by a 20 nm
thin aluminum dead layer. On the backside of the detector PCB (printed circuit board),
we planed to add a thin metal to shield electromagnetic interference (EMI) from other
components of STEP. For the material of shielding, we had to decide on aluminum or
copper. In order to estimate the performance of these two metal, we built a simulation
model for STEP (shown in Figure A.10) using Geant4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003), which
is a Monte Carlo toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter.
In this model, we include five components: a SSD and its shielding on the back side, the
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Figure A.9: Energy spectra of gamma-rays during the solar flare event on Dec. 6th, 2006.
The plot is taken from http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~tohban/nuggets/articles/
article45/gamma.html.
Parameters Values
Shielding Material Al,Cu
Shielding Thickness 0.1 ∼ 0.5 mm
Input Particles protons, electrons
Housing Material Al
Housing Thickness 1 mm
PCB Material Polyimide
Magnet System Material Fe
Silicon Solid State Detector 12.8×6.2×0.3 mm
Table A.1: Simulation parameters for the STEP Geant4 model.
magnet system, PCB and instrument housing. Compared with the three dimensional
(3D) drawing of STEP shown in Figure A.5, our Geant4 simulation model is a highly
simplified one. Each part of our model is assumed to consist of a certain material, i.e.,
SSD: silicon; PCB: polyimide; housing: aluminum; magnet system: iron; SSD shielding:
aluminum or copper. We use one big SSD to simulate the pixel array, and a box-shape
housing instead of the complex one in Figure A.5. The simulation parameters are listed
in Table A.1. In total of 20 simulation (2 materials × 2 particles × 5 thicknesses)
cases were performed. Although the model is simplified, we consider it valid enough to
evaluate the performance of the shielding.
For STEP, the main background that we consider in solar quiet times originates
from GCRs, which come from outside the solar system and are a slowly varying, highly
energetic background source of particles. Specifically, GCRs bombard the Solar Orbiter
spacecraft evenly from all directions. Their high energies allow most of them to penetrate
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Figure A.10: Geant4 simulation model for STEP. The detector is located in the center,
surrounded with PCB, shielding and magnet system. The outer big cube is the simplified
instrument housing, protecting all inside parts. Incident particles shoot at STEP from
outside the housing, e.g., blue traces indicate penetrating protons while red ones rep-
resent secondary electrons generated during the interaction between protons and inside
parts of STEP.
the housing of STEP and trigger the SSDs. Therefore, in our Geant4 simulation model,
we use an isotropic particle source to shoot at the instrument. Using the simulation
results, we can further estimate the response function of STEP. More specifically, we
aim to obtain a probability array as shown in Table A.2. The probability is derived
from the ratio of counts in a certain deposited-energy bin (DE Bin) to those in a certain
primary energy bin (PE Bin). The probability can be accurately determined when we
simulate with enough number of particles in each PE Bin. We divide the energy range
from 100 keV to 100 GeV into 300 logarithmically spaced bins. For each energy bin,
we use a spherical particle source which has a radius rsource = 5 cm. 200,000 incident
particles are shot at the inside STEP model evenly from all directions.
The probability array (see Table A.2) can be used to calculate different background
levels based on different input spectra. The count rate of background in one energy-
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PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 . . . PE Bini−1 PE Bini
DE Bin1 p1,1 p1,2 p1,3 . . . p1,i−1 p1,i
DE Bin2 p2,1 p2,2 p2,3 . . . p2,i−1 p2,i
DE Bin3 p3,1 p3,2 p3,3 . . . p3,i−1 p3,i
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
DE Binj−1 pj−1,1 pj−1,2 pj−1,3 . . . pj−1,i−1 pj−1,i
DE Binj pj,1 pj,2 pj,3 . . . pj,i−1 pj,i
Table A.2: The STEP response function can be expressed as a probability array. Each
element indicates the probability of particles in a certain primary energy range (PE Bin)
to deposit a certain range of energy (DE Bin) in STEP’s SSD.
deposit bin, e.g., DE Binx, can be computed as follows:
CountRatex[s
−1] =
i∑
m=1
J(Em) ·GFsource ·∆PEm · px,m
= 4pi2r2source
i∑
m=1
J(Em) ·∆PEm · px,m
where J(Ex) is the spectral function of primary particles which describes the shapes of
input spectra. GFsource is the geometrical factor of the simulation source. According to
Sullivan (1972), the geometrical factor of a detector with area A with particles incident
from one side is given by GF = piA. In the case of our particle source, A = 4pir2source.
∆PEm is the energy range of the PE Binm. The element px,m of the probability array
is the ratio of the count number in DE Binx to the count number that we simulate
in PE Binm, i.e., 200,000. The above equation tells us the background count rate in
DE Binx has as many as i contributions from primary particles. Here in our case i = 300
as given above. J(Em) ·GFsource ·∆PEm denotes the count rate (unit: sec−1) of primary
particles with the differential flux J(Em) (unit: cm
−2sr−1sec−1keV−1) in the energy
range ∆PEm (unit: keV), shooting at the spherical volume with a geometry factor
4pi2r2source = 986.96 cm
2sr. Then we can further derive the count rate on STEP’s SSD
by multiplying the corresponding probability px,m. The benefit of this method is that
GFsource, ∆PEm and px,m are fixed. The only variable is J(Em). With different spectra
during solar quiet times and solar events given in the former section, we can determine
the corresponding instrument background.
Simulation Output
Figures A.11 and A.12 illustrate results from two of 20 simulation cases. The distribution
of energy deposit of incident particles vs. their primary energy provides us a intuitive
view of the probability array. We find that the distribution pattern relies on the type
of incident particles, varying little with the shielding material and thickness. As shown
in Figure A.11, no protons can be detected by SSD when their primary energy is lower
than ∼10 MeV, while for electrons this threshold is around 300 keV. This is because the
instrument housing rejects low-energy particles entering STEP. In the primary energy
range from 10 MeV to 1 GeV, the most probable energy deposit of protons decreases
from ∼2 MeV to ∼120 keV with increasing primary energy. When the primary energy of
protons is higher than 1 GeV, the probability distribution in energy deposit bins becomes
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Figure A.11: Distribution of proton deposited energy versus primary energy obtained
from the Geant4 simulation for STEP. The SSD is shielded by a 0.2 mm thick copper
foil.
essentially stable. In contrast, the primary energy of electrons does not clearly affect the
probability distribution as Figure A.12 shows. Penetrating electrons most likely deposit
∼120 keV in STEP’s SSD.
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Figure A.12: Same as Figure A.11 but with electrons as incident particles.
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Comparison
After obtaining 20 probability arrays from 20 sets of simulations, we evaluate the STEP
background count rates caused by both primary and secondary particles during solar
quiet times (see Figure A.13). For the background caused by energetic protons shown
in the left panel of Figure A.13, ten curves are roughly equivalent, indicating that the
STEP background is not sensitive to the shielding material and thickness. On the other
hand, these two shielding parameters (material and thickness) can both obviously affect
the background level caused by incident energetic electrons. As shown in the right panel
of Figure A.13, the copper shielding performs better than the aluminum one and a
thick shielding produces slightly less background than a thin one. In addition, we also
notice that background count rates caused by penetrating protons and electrons have a
similar trend with energy deposit, although the absolute values of proton background
are about ten times higher than those of electron background. Differential count rates
of background (CountRate/∆DE, where ∆DE is the energy deposit range) are almost
constant with energy deposit in the range of 1-68 keV. Above 68 keV, the background
rises up rapidly and peaks at around 120 keV and then evolves into a decreasing phase
at higher energies.
Comparing with aluminum shielding, copper shielding produces a background peak
at the energy deposit around 8 keV in Figure A.13, i.e., more apparently in the right
panel. We found that this peak is caused by secondary photons. The peak can be
explained by the characteristic X-rays of copper which are emitted when outer-shell
electrons fill a vacancy in the inner shell of a copper atom. This process can happen
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Figure A.13: The differential count rates of the STEP background caused by primary
and secondary particles during solar quiet times.
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when an element is bombarded with high-energy particles, e.g., electrons and protons.
When the incident particle strikes a bound electron (the target electron) in an atom, the
target electron is ejected from the inner shell of the atom, leaving with vacant energy
level, also known as a core hole. Outer-shell electrons then fall into the inner shell,
emitting quantized photons with an energy level equivalent to the energy difference
between the higher and lower states. Each element has a unique set of energy levels, and
thus the transition from higher to lower energy levels produces X-rays with characteristic
frequencies to each element (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray). For copper,
there are two characteristic X-ray emission lines at 8.05 and 8.91 keV, which is verified
by our simulation in Figure A.19 and provides a good opportunity to calibrate the energy
measurement of STEP.
Based on the above comparisons, we decided to choose copper shielding for STEP,
as it will generate less background than aluminum one. Additionally, the characteristic
X-rays of copper have an advantage for further energy calibration. Regarding the mass
limitation of STEP, the shielding thickness is finally set to be 0.2 mm.
A.2.3 Signal to Noise Ratio
We found that the STEP background reaches its maximum at energy deposit around
120 keV. This is close to the observable energy range of this instrument. Therefore, it
is important to evaluate the background effect on STEP measurements, i.e., by means
of the SNR. We surveyed the spectra during different space conditions in the observable
energy range of STEP in order to estimate the ’signal’ level of this instrument. The
geometrical factor of the big-pixel array is derived to be around 0.008 cm2sr based on
the Geant4 simulation.
SNR during Solar Quiet Time
In solar quiet times, the proton spectrum in the energy range of 38-334 keV is given by
Lin et al. (1973) in a form of power law with index -1.3:
dJ/dE = 5.6E−1.3 cm−2sr−1sec−1keV−1 (38 ≤ E ≤ 334keV)
The ’signal’ spectrum of electrons is also a power-law shape with index -2.3, provided
by Lin et al. (1972):
dJ/dE = 3× 102E−2.3 cm−2sr−1sec−1keV−1 (18 ≤ E ≤ 100keV)
Figure A.14 shows that background of STEP is nearly flat in low measurable energy
range (up to ∼68 keV) with a characteristic X-ray peak at ∼8 keV. Due to the small
geometry factor of STEP and low flux at 1 AU (compared with that in inner heliosphere.),
we cannot see enough signals above 9 keV for proton measurements and 21 keV for
electron measurements, where SNR<1. But we expect that SNR will increase when
Solar Orbiter travels close to the Sun. The first reason is that the intensity of solar
particles literally drops at a speed of square heliocentric distance associated with the
expansion of solar wind. Then at 0.28 AU the intensity shall be 12/0.282 = 12.76 times
of that at 1 AU, see dashed lines in Figure A.14. Secondly, the STEP background during
quiet times driven by GCR shall decrease when the spacecraft goes to the Sun as GCR
suffers from more reflection of IMF at the inner heliosphere (Wibberenz et al., 2002).
So below 68 keV the SNRs for both protons and electrons shall be larger than 1 at 0.28
AU.
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Figure A.14: SNR during solar quiet times at 1 AU for the single SSD which simulates
the big-pixel array of STEP. The signal spectra at 1 AU (solid red and blue lines) are
referred to Lin et al. (1972, 1973) and extended up to 1 MeV and down to 1 keV. The
signal spectra at 0.28 AU (dashed red and blue lines) are interpolated from 1 AU. The
instrument background due to energetic penetrating particles is shown with the black
line which is calculated with the geometric factor 0.008 cm2sr, the spectra given in
Figure A.6, and the probability array of Table A.2. Three vertical dashed lines mark
the energies where SNR reaches 1.
SNR during Solar Event Time
Other than GCRs, solar energetic particles can also easily penetrate the housing and
trigger the detectors as background during solar events. Figure A.15 shows the most
intensive event observed by Mewaldt et al. (2005) on Oct. 28th, 2003 (its spectral
functions are given in Section A.2.1). The derived differential count rates of background
below∼68 keV are around 10 keV−1s−1, more than three orders of magnitude higher than
those during solar quiet times (see Figure A.14). In other words, solar energetic particles
become the dominant source of the STEP background, comparing with GCRs. Unlike
the enhanced background level above ∼68 keV in solar quiet times, the background level
during this solar event slightly decreases at high observable energies. Thus it will be
possible to extract valid data at all observable energies using the background pixels.
SNRs during this event are similar to those during solar quiet times, i.e., electrons
exhibit better performance of measurement (SNR<1 above 67.17 keV) than protons
(SNR<1 above 7.78 keV). Compared with solar quiet times, SNRs during solar events
should be more variable because the STEP background is mainly contributed by the
solar energetic particles whose flux is much higher compared with GCR. In other words,
the STEP background greatly relies on the spectral shape of these energetic particles.
Therefore, to estimate the STEP background during solar events, it’s better to refer to
the observations of other energetic particle detectors, e.g., EPT and HET.
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Photon Background
Other than energetic protons, electrons and heavy ions, energetic photons can also trigger
the STEP. In the inner heliosphere, the Sun is the main source of the photon background.
We use a plane photon source in our Geant4 simulation, different from the spherical shape
for the proton and electron sources. As shown in Figure A.16, the angle between the FOV
direction of STEP and the Sun light is about 37 degrees. We add an aluminum plate
in front of STEP with a thickness of 1 cm, perpendicular to the Sun light direction. It
represents the shielding of the Solar Orbiter spacecraft and is used to protect scientific
instruments behind it. The method to determine the background count rates in one
energy deposit bin is given below, slightly different from the equation for protons and
electrons:
CountRatex[s
−1] =
i∑
m=1
J(Em) ·A ·∆PEm · px,m
where A is the source area of incident photons. We found that the Solar Orbiter shielding
can block photons below around 30keV. Unlike particles such as electrons or protons,
photons can penetrate the SSD without energy loss. Figure A.17 shows the differential
count rates of STEP background derived with spectrum in Figure A.9. We can find
that the background level stays below 10−4 keV−1s−1 for energy deposit lower than 100
keV. Then the background starts to decrease with energy. Even if comparing with the
background during solar quiet times, the photon background derived with a solar flare
event is more than 1 order lower. We expect that solar photon background in quiet
times (Figure A.8) is even less and can be neglected.
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Figure A.15: SNR during the event on 28/10/2013 at 1 AU.
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Figure A.16: Geant4 simulation of solar protons at 1 AU. The green area indicates
incident photons in the energy range of 1 to 30 keV. Red lines are traces of secondary
electrons generated in the interaction process between photons and the spacecraft shield-
ing.
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Figure A.17: Photon background derived with the spectrum of gamma-ray illustrated
in Figure A.9.
A.2.4 Background Generation Mechanism
Fast charged particles moving through matter can interact with the electrons of the
atoms in the material. The interaction excites or ionizes the atoms, leading to an energy
loss of the traveling particle. The mean energy deposit per distance travelled is described
by the ’Bethe-Bloch’ formula (Segre`, 1959). The fluctuations of energy loss by ionization
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of a charged particle in a thin layer of matter were theoretically described by Landau
(1944). Figure A.18 illustrates the count-rate distribution of energy deposit simulated
with protons and electrons. The primary energy range of incident protons and electrons
is 10-100 GeV. According to Figure A.11 and A.12, incident particles in this energy
range show almost the same distribution of energy deposit. Therefore, we integrate
these particles in order to obtain a good counting statistics for our survey. The long
tail in high energies (so-called Landau tail) results from the small number of individual
collisions, each with a small probability of transferring comparatively large amounts of
energy. At low energies, the count rates should decrease to nearly zero around 60 keV,
based on the Landau distribution. However, we also find a tail in these energies for both
protons and electrons (indicated by cyan shading in Figure A.18), which constitutes the
main portion of low-energy background of STEP.
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Figure A.18: Distribution among energy deposit (0-1000 keV) of primary and secondary
particles. The primary energy range of incident protons and electrons is 10-100 GeV.
The low-energy tail particles illustrated in Figure A.18 have been further studied,
i.e., their origin and distribution in the SSD plane, see the results in Figure A.19. As
shown in the upper left panel, the low-energy tail particles in Figure A.18 consist of two
sources: primary protons(blue curve) and secondaries (green curve) in the similar count-
rate level. The peak of secondaries at ∼8 keV is caused by the characteristic X-rays of
copper, which has been discussed before. A very interesting result is the distribution of
two origins of tail particles on the SSD plane. Primary low-energy protons only show up
at the edges of SSD (see the left middle panel). By contrast, the low-energy secondaries
evenly distribute on the SSD plane (see the bottom left panel). For the case of electrons,
the results are very similar to protons as shown in three right panels of Figure A.19.
The secondary source of low-energy background is easily understood, as it is well
known that these secondaries (e.g., electrons and photons) can be generated in the
process of particles traversing matter. But how to explain the background caused by
primary particles? We notice that the Landau distribution is used to describe a particle
travelling through matter with a fixed thickness. In our simulation, particles are shot at
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Figure A.19: Primary and secondary origins of low-energy tail particles are in the similar
counting level in upper two panels. Primary low-energy particles only show up at the
edges of SSD (in the second row of panels), while counts of secondary low-energy particles
are evenly distributed on the whole SSD area but increase at SSD edges (in the lower
two panels).
STEP isotropically. Their energy loss in one material is related to the length of the path
through the material. As Figure A.20 shows, when a primary particle hits the edge of
SSD (case ’c’), its energy loss will be smaller than those interacting with SSD in a long
path (e.g., case ’a’ and ’b’). This can well explain why we always see that the low-energy
primary particles appear at the edges of SSD in two middle panels of Figure A.19. Their
intrinsic energy is not as high as that of primary penetrating particles, but located in
the observable energy range of STEP. Thus, for a secondary photon like ’d’ of Figure
A.20, its energy deposit may be recorded as a valid particle hit on STEP, although it
does not hit the SSD edges. This is the reason why we can see the even distribution of
low-energy secondaries on the SSD plane except for the edges (see two lower panels of
Figure A.19).
As the energy deposit at SSD edges stays in the observable range of STEP, this kind
of particle hit can be measured as background. We name this background generation
mechanism as ’Edge Effect’. We can further speculate that this kind of background is
proportional to the total length of edges or perimeter of SSD. If we want to suppress
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the ’Edge Effect’ background, a detector with small ratio of perimeter to active area will
be preferable, as active area of a detector dominates the signal level and its edge length
determines the low-energy background level.
SSD
a
b
c
d
Figure A.20: Four cases of particle hits. ’a’: particle penetrates SSD; ’b’: particle is
absorbed by SSD; ’c’: particle hits the edge of SSD; ’d’: secondary photon deposits in
SSD.
A.2.5 Background Estimation Pixel
All the above analysis of background is based on simulations with the simplified SSD,
which has the same thickness and active area as the actual pixel array. We have known
that around half background recorded by the simplified SSD is caused by the ’Edge
Effect’. But regarding the actual pixel array, we will have more ’edges’, so that the
background level will increase. By contrast, the signal level will stay at the same level
0
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15
Figure A.21: The SSD board of STEP (S. I. Bo¨ttcher, personal communication). Sixteen
big pixels are marked with numbers from 0 to 15.
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because of unchanged active area of SSD. Therefore, it is very necessary to evaluate the
SNR for the case of the pixel array.
Figure A.21 shows the layout of the SSD board of STEP. The pixel array (dark green)
is located in the center of board, and consists of 16 big pixels (marked 0-15) and 20 small
pixels. Four small pixels (indicated with red circles) are not used. The bottom big and
small pixels are used to estimate the background for the upper 3×5 big pixels and 3×5
small pixels respectively. The light green module in Figure A.21 is the readout chip for
the pixel array called ’Idef-X-BD’, which has 32 input channels. The big-pixel array and
small-pixel array will work in the ’normal’ and ’burst’ mode respectively. During the
measuring phase, only one pixel is allowed to be triggered. In other words, STEP will
reject an event when more than one pixel is triggered at the same time (more precisely,
within the time window of measuring). We call this ’Multiple Hits’ in this thesis. This
setting can effectively suppress the background caused by energetic particles, energies of
which allow them to penetrate the housing and trigger more than one pixel.
Referring to the dimension of the pixel array of the STEP SSD, we built a new SSD
module for simulation, including a function of rejecting ’Multiple Hits’. We obtained 15
probability arrays for each 3×5 big pixel, the background of which is summed up to show
in Figure A.22, based on the spectra of protons and electrons during solar quiet times.
As the new SSD module has the same active area as before, i.e., the same geometric
factor, the total count rate of the signal does not change. However, due to the ’Edge
Effect’ and rejecting ’Multiple Hits’, the total background count rate of 15 big pixels has
changed slightly. The background level roughly doubles in the low energy deposit from
1 to 68 keV, while in the higher energy range, the background decreases with increasing
energy. The increased background in the lower energy range can be well explained by
the ’Edge Effect’. The total edge length of the former single SSD is (12.8+6.8)·2=39.2
mm. As shown in Figure A.21, the distance of two neighboring big pixels in each column
is very small. If a particle hits one of two neighboring edge, e.g., the ’c’ case in Figure
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Figure A.22: Comparison of background generated on the single SSD and pixel array
based on the spectra of protons and electrons during solar quiet times.
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Figure A.23: Upper two panels show the counting of low-energy tail particles (3-65 keV)
among 16 big pixels, based on the Geant4 simulation with incident H+ and e−. Two
lower panels illustrate the position distribution of counting on each big pixels. Energy
range of incident primary particles is from 1 to 100 GeV.
A.20, the other pixel will also be probably triggered. Then this particle hit will be
rejected by our simulation. So we neglect these close neighboring edges of pixel array,
and finally obtain the total length of edges of pixel array which is about 80 mm, roughly
twice of former total length (39.2 mm). This is consistent with doubled background in
low energies. The decreased background at higher energies is caused by rejecting the
’Multiple Hits’. The energy deposit of a particle is related to the length of the path
through the material. High energy deposit indicates particles penetrating at a large
incident angle. Then the probability of ’Multiple Hits’ will increase. Therefore, the
probability of rejecting ’Multiple Hits’ should increase with the energy deposit, which is
the reason why we see a relatively decreased background with energy deposit in Figure
A.22.
Figure A.23 shows the distribution of low-energy tail particles in the energy range of
3-65 keV among 16 big pixels of STEP’s SSD. The distributions for incident protons and
electrons are very similar. The maximum of count rates both appears in the background
pixel ’0’, while the minimum shows up in pixels ’7’, ’8’ and ’9’. The reason is that the
background pixel is located relatively far away from the 3×5 pixel array. The probability
of ’Multiple Hits’ is smaller than any other pixel. By contrast, pixels ’7’, ’8’ and ’9’ are
all surrounded with other pixels, expecting the high probability of ’Multiple Hits’. In
addition, from the lower two panels of Figure A.23, we found the position distribution of
counting is a result of the interaction between the ’Edge Effect’ and rejecting ’Multiple
Hits’. For example, due to the small probability of ’Multiple Hits’, the ’Edge Effect’ is
clearly seen on the background pixel ’0’ and almost equivalent at four edges. In contrast,
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the distance between two neighboring pixels of the pixel array in each column is very
small. Then the ’Edge Effect’ becomes weaker at these edges, because many of ’Edge
Effect’ particle hits can be ’Multiple Hits’ and are rejected by our simulation. This
work tells us that the background in the big pixels will be slightly overestimated if we
consider the measurement of the pixel ’0’ simply as the background. By contrast, the
probability of ’Multiple Hits’ for the small pixels is much smaller as they are far away
from each other compared with their size. So the distribution among 16 small pixels
shall be uniform and the measurement on the small background pixel can be considered
as the background in any other small pixel.
To more precisely estimate the background in the big pixels, we shall refer to the
method introduced in Section A.2.2, i.e., derive the response function for all the pixels.
Tables. A.3 and A.4 give the product of the probability array and geometrical factor of
the simulation source (GFsource) for all 16 big pixels of STEP when we simulate with
protons and electrons, respectively. To show this product in this thesis, we recombine
300 energy bins of our simulation (see Section A.2.2) into ten energy bins, i.e., 100-
398 keV, 398 keV-1.58 MeV, 1.58-6.3 MeV, 6.3-25.1 MeV, 25.1-100 MeV, 100-398 MeV,
398 MeV-1.58 GeV, 1.58-6.3 GeV, 6.3-25.1 GeV, and 25.1-100 GeV. For the range of
energy deposit, we define eight bins, i.e., 3-4.4 keV, 4.4-6.47 keV, 6.47-9.5 keV, 9.5-
13.96 keV, 13.96-20.5 keV, 20.5-30.13 keV, 30.13-44.25 keV, and 44.25-65 keV. With
Tables A.3 and A.4, the background level of all STEP’s big pixels can be estimated by
applying the spectra of energetic penetrating protons and electrons which we can refer
to the measurements of EPT-HET of Solar Orbiter. Then we can compare the estimated
background of the background pixel with the real measurements of this pixel. If they
are consistent, we can further derive the background level for all the other big pixels
in every bin of energy deposit. If not, we need to check the pitch angle distribution
of the energetic particles using four-FOV EPT-HET as our current Geant4 simulation
assumes an isotropic source of energetic particles. In addition, we need to investigate
other sources of background, e.g., photons, using the measurements of STIX onboard
Solar Orbiter.
A.3 Conclusions
In this section, we analyze the background for STEP of Solar Orbiter. Similar to
SOHO/STOF, the background of STEP is mainly caused by penetrating energetic parti-
cles. Based on Geant4 simulations, we find that these penetrating particles are recorded
by STEP as a background in two cases. One is when they hit the edges of STEP’s SSDs
and deposit measurable energy in SSDs. We named it the ’Edge Effect’. The other case
is that secondaries created by penetrating particles hit STEP’s SSDs. The character-
istic X-rays of copper (secondary photons) are clearly visible in the simulation results
and can be used for the energy calibration of STEP. Both cases contribute comparable
backgrounds. Moreover, we analyze the background distribution in the pixel array. We
conclude that the small background pixel can give a good estimate for the other small
pixels. However, the big background pixel overestimates the background in the other big
pixels. To determine the background for the big pixel array, we present here the response
functions for all the big pixels based on the Geant4 simulation. These functions can be
used in the future to derive the background for all the big pixels with input spectra
measured by other payload of Solar Orbiter.
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Pixel 0 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 1.81e-03 2.80e-03 4.44e-03 3.95e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.64e-03 3.78e-03 3.45e-03 3.62e-03 6.42e-03 4.93e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 6.58e-03 7.40e-03 9.05e-03 7.57e-03 8.55e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 2.96e-03 7.40e-03 8.39e-03 1.43e-02 1.22e-02 1.15e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 5.59e-03 1.20e-02 1.33e-02 1.86e-02 1.92e-02 1.79e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 7.90e-03 1.22e-02 2.14e-02 2.83e-02 3.06e-02 2.62e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 1.09e-02 2.43e-02 3.29e-02 4.38e-02 4.41e-02 4.15e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 9.87e-03 3.31e-02 4.85e-02 5.49e-02 6.48e-02 6.50e-02
Pixel 1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 1.15e-03 2.47e-03 2.80e-03 3.95e-03 3.13e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.14e-03 2.47e-03 3.29e-03 5.10e-03 5.76e-03 4.11e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.45e-03 3.29e-03 4.93e-03 7.24e-03 5.43e-03 7.57e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.45e-03 6.42e-03 8.06e-03 1.18e-02 1.45e-02 1.09e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 6.09e-03 8.22e-03 1.40e-02 1.41e-02 1.73e-02 1.79e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 6.74e-03 1.35e-02 1.81e-02 2.24e-02 2.19e-02 2.30e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 9.54e-03 1.88e-02 2.85e-02 3.62e-02 3.47e-02 3.03e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.14e-02 2.76e-02 4.54e-02 5.66e-02 5.20e-02 5.33e-02
Pixel 2 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-03 1.81e-03 2.14e-03 3.45e-03 2.96e-03 2.80e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.81e-03 2.14e-03 3.29e-03 4.77e-03 4.11e-03 5.10e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.28e-03 3.95e-03 4.93e-03 6.25e-03 6.09e-03 6.74e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.78e-03 6.25e-03 9.05e-03 7.90e-03 9.38e-03 8.22e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 3.95e-03 7.73e-03 1.51e-02 1.40e-02 1.25e-02 1.58e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 5.26e-03 1.22e-02 1.74e-02 2.14e-02 2.24e-02 2.07e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 8.39e-03 1.99e-02 2.63e-02 3.36e-02 3.29e-02 2.88e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 1.12e-02 2.75e-02 3.93e-02 4.84e-02 5.71e-02 4.39e-02
Pixel 3 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.15e-03 2.63e-03 2.63e-03 2.80e-03 1.97e-03 2.14e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 2.14e-03 3.13e-03 3.95e-03 5.26e-03 3.78e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.97e-03 3.78e-03 7.90e-03 6.74e-03 5.92e-03 7.73e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 2.14e-03 5.76e-03 8.22e-03 7.90e-03 1.10e-02 9.38e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.78e-03 6.58e-03 1.35e-02 1.58e-02 1.32e-02 1.38e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 5.26e-03 1.25e-02 1.84e-02 1.83e-02 1.89e-02 2.02e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 9.38e-03 2.07e-02 3.09e-02 3.08e-02 3.57e-02 2.71e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 9.21e-03 2.47e-02 3.93e-02 5.05e-02 4.93e-02 4.67e-02
Pixel 4 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.15e-03 1.97e-03 4.28e-03 3.13e-03 3.62e-03 3.13e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 2.14e-03 3.62e-03 3.78e-03 2.47e-03 3.62e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 4.11e-03 5.10e-03 6.42e-03 7.57e-03 7.24e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 3.62e-03 4.61e-03 6.74e-03 1.14e-02 1.09e-02 9.05e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 4.11e-03 9.38e-03 1.43e-02 1.37e-02 1.55e-02 1.32e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 6.74e-03 1.12e-02 1.79e-02 1.94e-02 2.25e-02 1.91e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 7.57e-03 1.89e-02 2.45e-02 2.98e-02 3.21e-02 3.03e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.25e-02 2.66e-02 3.87e-02 4.39e-02 5.23e-02 4.95e-02
Pixel 5 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 1.15e-03 1.48e-03 2.14e-03 2.96e-03 2.47e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 3.13e-03 2.30e-03 3.45e-03 3.78e-03 4.28e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 3.62e-03 5.43e-03 6.25e-03 7.07e-03 7.73e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.44e-03 6.58e-03 7.73e-03 1.15e-02 8.22e-03 9.38e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 5.43e-03 9.54e-03 1.37e-02 1.43e-02 1.51e-02 1.41e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 7.40e-03 1.09e-02 2.07e-02 2.27e-02 2.07e-02 2.27e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.02e-02 1.84e-02 2.60e-02 3.21e-02 3.59e-02 3.75e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 8.22e-03 2.43e-02 4.18e-02 5.40e-02 5.56e-02 5.12e-02
Pixel 6 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 1.15e-03 1.64e-03 2.47e-03 2.14e-03 1.48e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 9.87e-04 1.81e-03 3.45e-03 3.45e-03 4.44e-03 3.13e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-03 3.45e-03 3.78e-03 4.77e-03 2.96e-03 4.11e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 4.28e-03 7.73e-03 6.91e-03 9.38e-03 8.72e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.11e-03 7.40e-03 7.40e-03 1.18e-02 1.17e-02 1.15e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 6.09e-03 9.87e-03 1.58e-02 1.69e-02 1.64e-02 1.76e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 8.22e-03 1.32e-02 2.39e-02 2.43e-02 2.99e-02 2.55e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 9.21e-03 2.09e-02 3.36e-02 4.49e-02 4.23e-02 3.87e-02
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Pixel 7 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 2.47e-03 2.14e-03 1.81e-03 1.64e-03 2.96e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 2.63e-03 9.87e-04 3.29e-03 2.63e-03 3.62e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.14e-03 3.78e-03 3.13e-03 4.28e-03 4.93e-03 6.09e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.63e-03 2.96e-03 7.07e-03 6.25e-03 7.40e-03 7.40e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 3.45e-03 6.42e-03 7.90e-03 1.14e-02 1.32e-02 1.10e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.93e-03 9.05e-03 1.38e-02 1.74e-02 1.96e-02 1.64e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 9.54e-03 1.53e-02 2.19e-02 2.12e-02 2.75e-02 2.65e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 9.54e-03 1.97e-02 3.03e-02 4.01e-02 4.21e-02 4.23e-02
Pixel 8 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.15e-03 2.14e-03 1.15e-03 2.80e-03 1.97e-03 2.30e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 9.87e-04 1.97e-03 2.63e-03 3.45e-03 2.96e-03 1.64e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.48e-03 2.63e-03 4.44e-03 4.61e-03 5.26e-03 5.26e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.96e-03 2.80e-03 5.76e-03 5.43e-03 7.57e-03 7.24e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.93e-03 5.92e-03 8.55e-03 1.07e-02 1.32e-02 9.71e-03
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 7.07e-03 1.00e-02 1.41e-02 1.71e-02 1.58e-02 1.43e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 8.55e-03 1.69e-02 1.86e-02 2.55e-02 2.43e-02 2.68e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 9.54e-03 2.17e-02 3.13e-02 3.77e-02 4.26e-02 3.88e-02
Pixel 9 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.15e-03 1.64e-03 1.81e-03 2.14e-03 2.14e-03 2.63e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 2.14e-03 2.47e-03 4.44e-03 3.78e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-03 3.45e-03 3.45e-03 4.93e-03 5.10e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.47e-03 5.59e-03 5.43e-03 8.55e-03 6.25e-03 6.91e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 3.29e-03 7.90e-03 9.54e-03 1.12e-02 1.00e-02 1.05e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.28e-03 9.71e-03 1.50e-02 1.61e-02 1.68e-02 1.38e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 8.55e-03 1.66e-02 1.99e-02 2.45e-02 2.45e-02 2.30e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 8.39e-03 2.35e-02 2.96e-02 3.95e-02 3.88e-02 3.88e-02
Pixel 10 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.93e-04 2.14e-03 2.80e-03 3.29e-03 1.64e-03 2.80e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 1.64e-03 3.13e-03 3.45e-03 4.61e-03 3.13e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.14e-03 2.96e-03 4.28e-03 5.43e-03 6.58e-03 6.74e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 3.45e-03 5.59e-03 6.91e-03 7.57e-03 7.90e-03 7.57e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 5.10e-03 7.73e-03 1.00e-02 1.22e-02 1.20e-02 1.04e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 5.43e-03 1.05e-02 1.74e-02 1.56e-02 1.32e-02 1.81e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.04e-02 1.43e-02 2.43e-02 2.53e-02 2.80e-02 2.99e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 9.71e-03 2.17e-02 3.22e-02 3.68e-02 4.16e-02 3.85e-02
Pixel 11 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 8.22e-04 1.81e-03 2.96e-03 3.13e-03 2.63e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.32e-03 2.30e-03 4.11e-03 5.59e-03 5.59e-03 3.78e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 4.61e-03 6.42e-03 6.74e-03 5.76e-03 4.44e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-03 6.42e-03 7.57e-03 1.22e-02 9.71e-03 1.14e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 5.10e-03 9.05e-03 1.28e-02 1.56e-02 1.64e-02 1.46e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 6.42e-03 1.12e-02 1.73e-02 2.40e-02 2.22e-02 2.12e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.00e-02 1.89e-02 2.76e-02 4.01e-02 3.60e-02 3.14e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.14e-02 2.75e-02 3.68e-02 5.31e-02 5.15e-02 5.53e-02
Pixel 12 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 1.64e-03 3.29e-03 2.30e-03 2.14e-03 1.15e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 2.30e-03 4.77e-03 4.61e-03 4.44e-03 5.10e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 4.11e-03 6.74e-03 7.07e-03 6.58e-03 5.10e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 5.76e-03 8.39e-03 8.39e-03 1.04e-02 1.00e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 3.62e-03 7.40e-03 1.00e-02 1.27e-02 1.28e-02 1.51e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 6.25e-03 1.32e-02 1.78e-02 2.01e-02 2.12e-02 1.84e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 9.38e-03 1.97e-02 2.85e-02 3.47e-02 3.60e-02 3.27e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 1.02e-02 2.73e-02 3.24e-02 5.21e-02 4.77e-02 4.82e-02
Pixel 13 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.15e-03 1.64e-03 1.81e-03 2.96e-03 2.96e-03 2.80e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 2.47e-03 2.63e-03 4.28e-03 3.45e-03 4.61e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.30e-03 3.13e-03 5.76e-03 7.07e-03 6.25e-03 5.10e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.97e-03 5.76e-03 5.76e-03 1.00e-02 1.02e-02 9.54e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.95e-03 6.58e-03 1.14e-02 1.50e-02 1.20e-02 1.63e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 5.76e-03 1.20e-02 1.92e-02 2.09e-02 2.34e-02 2.17e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 8.88e-03 1.58e-02 2.48e-02 3.24e-02 3.47e-02 3.44e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.15e-02 2.62e-02 3.65e-02 4.57e-02 5.15e-02 5.49e-02
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Pixel 14 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 1.48e-03 1.81e-03 1.97e-03 4.28e-03 2.14e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.97e-03 2.96e-03 4.11e-03 4.61e-03 5.76e-03 3.62e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.64e-03 4.44e-03 5.76e-03 5.43e-03 6.74e-03 6.91e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 8.88e-03 7.40e-03 9.38e-03 8.55e-03 1.02e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 5.43e-03 1.04e-02 1.12e-02 1.12e-02 1.27e-02 1.27e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 6.74e-03 1.32e-02 1.55e-02 2.09e-02 2.27e-02 2.32e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.14e-02 1.73e-02 2.30e-02 3.21e-02 3.11e-02 3.36e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.18e-02 2.42e-02 3.90e-02 4.84e-02 4.95e-02 4.85e-02
Pixel 15 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin1 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 1.15e-03 1.15e-03 2.96e-03 2.96e-03 3.29e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 9.87e-04 2.96e-03 3.45e-03 4.11e-03 4.44e-03 4.93e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 2.63e-03 5.10e-03 5.92e-03 8.55e-03 7.07e-03 6.42e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 3.45e-03 4.93e-03 8.39e-03 8.88e-03 9.38e-03 1.18e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 4.28e-03 9.54e-03 1.20e-02 1.50e-02 1.15e-02 1.45e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 6.42e-03 1.40e-02 1.66e-02 1.88e-02 2.34e-02 2.42e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 9.21e-03 1.94e-02 2.57e-02 3.13e-02 3.59e-02 3.36e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.25e-02 2.48e-02 4.34e-02 5.28e-02 5.84e-02 5.12e-02
Table A.3: This table gives the product of the probability array and the geometrical
factor of the simulation source (GFsource) for all 16 big pixels of STEP when we simulated
with protons. Eight energy deposit ranges are 3-4.4 keV, 4.4-6.47 keV, 6.47-9.5 keV,
9.5-13.96 keV, 13.96-20.5 keV, 20.5-30.13 keV, 30.13-44.25 keV, and 44.25-65 keV. Ten
primary energy ranges are 100-398 keV, 398 keV-1.58 MeV, 1.58-6.3 MeV, 6.3-25.1 MeV,
25.1-100 MeV, 100-398 MeV, 398 MeV-1.58 GeV, 1.58-6.3 GeV, 6.3-25.1 GeV, and 25.1-
100 GeV.
Pixel 0 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 2.30e-03 3.29e-03 3.78e-03 4.61e-03 6.25e-03 3.95e-03 5.10e-03 3.78e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 3.13e-03 4.61e-03 6.25e-03 5.43e-03 6.74e-03 5.76e-03 4.77e-03 7.90e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 9.87e-04 4.61e-03 8.39e-03 9.54e-03 7.40e-03 6.74e-03 1.07e-02 6.25e-03 8.88e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.47e-03 8.39e-03 1.51e-02 1.38e-02 1.43e-02 1.38e-02 1.55e-02 1.45e-02 1.37e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 1.18e-02 1.76e-02 1.84e-02 2.07e-02 1.91e-02 1.97e-02 1.97e-02 1.89e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.11e-03 1.66e-02 2.34e-02 2.57e-02 2.60e-02 3.26e-02 2.88e-02 2.75e-02 2.96e-02
DE Bin7 1.64e-04 5.43e-03 2.47e-02 3.73e-02 3.91e-02 3.85e-02 4.28e-02 4.28e-02 4.01e-02 3.88e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 1.17e-02 3.70e-02 5.05e-02 6.15e-02 5.82e-02 6.73e-02 6.60e-02 7.11e-02 6.27e-02
Pixel 1 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.48e-03 2.63e-03 1.97e-03 3.29e-03 4.44e-03 4.11e-03 2.96e-03 2.96e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 3.29e-03 3.62e-03 3.62e-03 4.11e-03 4.28e-03 4.61e-03 2.47e-03 4.77e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 2.96e-03 7.57e-03 6.09e-03 1.02e-02 5.92e-03 6.91e-03 7.07e-03 9.05e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 6.09e-03 9.71e-03 1.37e-02 1.10e-02 1.02e-02 1.25e-02 1.14e-02 1.20e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 5.76e-03 1.23e-02 1.48e-02 1.66e-02 1.35e-02 1.76e-02 1.30e-02 1.64e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.44e-03 1.02e-02 1.81e-02 2.17e-02 2.11e-02 2.02e-02 2.37e-02 2.43e-02 2.11e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.76e-03 1.78e-02 2.68e-02 3.67e-02 3.50e-02 3.44e-02 3.41e-02 3.44e-02 3.36e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 5.43e-03 2.65e-02 4.82e-02 5.07e-02 5.05e-02 5.02e-02 5.26e-02 5.18e-02 5.13e-02
Pixel 2 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 2.63e-03 4.44e-03 2.14e-03 2.80e-03 2.96e-03 3.13e-03 1.97e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 2.47e-03 3.45e-03 2.63e-03 3.78e-03 5.43e-03 3.95e-03 2.30e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 3.78e-03 4.77e-03 6.58e-03 6.25e-03 7.24e-03 5.76e-03 3.95e-03 6.91e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 8.22e-03 9.05e-03 1.10e-02 1.05e-02 9.54e-03 9.71e-03 1.12e-02 1.14e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 8.72e-03 1.09e-02 1.32e-02 1.37e-02 1.32e-02 1.35e-02 1.32e-02 1.43e-02
DE Bin6 1.64e-04 3.45e-03 1.07e-02 1.83e-02 2.43e-02 2.32e-02 2.17e-02 2.25e-02 1.84e-02 2.02e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.92e-03 2.06e-02 2.62e-02 3.52e-02 3.32e-02 3.31e-02 3.42e-02 3.37e-02 3.49e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 6.74e-03 2.98e-02 3.95e-02 4.57e-02 5.48e-02 4.67e-02 5.02e-02 4.79e-02 4.19e-02
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Pixel 3 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 2.14e-03 2.47e-03 2.30e-03 2.30e-03 3.29e-03 2.96e-03 2.96e-03 2.30e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 8.22e-04 2.96e-03 3.78e-03 4.28e-03 3.45e-03 3.95e-03 3.29e-03 4.11e-03 3.29e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 3.45e-03 5.26e-03 7.07e-03 6.58e-03 7.73e-03 7.57e-03 6.09e-03 6.91e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 7.40e-03 8.88e-03 1.28e-02 1.09e-02 1.07e-02 1.09e-02 8.72e-03 9.21e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 8.06e-03 1.12e-02 1.20e-02 1.48e-02 1.35e-02 1.27e-02 1.63e-02 1.25e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 3.78e-03 1.18e-02 1.69e-02 1.84e-02 2.02e-02 2.22e-02 2.42e-02 2.20e-02 2.19e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.26e-03 2.02e-02 2.52e-02 2.83e-02 3.36e-02 3.31e-02 3.29e-02 3.06e-02 2.52e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 1.09e-02 3.17e-02 4.11e-02 4.69e-02 5.07e-02 4.72e-02 5.49e-02 4.77e-02 4.64e-02
Pixel 4 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 3.29e-04 1.81e-03 2.14e-03 3.29e-03 2.96e-03 2.80e-03 1.32e-03 2.80e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.30e-03 4.77e-03 4.28e-03 3.29e-03 6.09e-03 5.10e-03 3.78e-03 6.09e-03
DE Bin3 1.64e-04 8.22e-04 3.95e-03 8.22e-03 7.73e-03 6.25e-03 7.24e-03 7.24e-03 7.24e-03 5.92e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.47e-03 8.06e-03 7.73e-03 1.28e-02 1.09e-02 1.37e-02 1.04e-02 7.57e-03 9.05e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 9.54e-03 1.17e-02 1.60e-02 1.63e-02 1.64e-02 1.46e-02 1.38e-02 1.45e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.11e-03 1.35e-02 1.56e-02 1.86e-02 1.76e-02 2.55e-02 2.40e-02 1.96e-02 2.11e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.59e-03 1.88e-02 2.48e-02 3.39e-02 2.94e-02 3.41e-02 3.37e-02 3.27e-02 3.17e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 9.21e-03 3.01e-02 4.00e-02 5.31e-02 4.82e-02 4.72e-02 5.15e-02 4.95e-02 5.15e-02
Pixel 5 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 9.87e-04 2.80e-03 3.62e-03 2.47e-03 2.63e-03 4.61e-03 3.29e-03 2.47e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.47e-03 4.11e-03 3.62e-03 4.28e-03 4.11e-03 4.61e-03 3.45e-03 4.61e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.96e-03 4.93e-03 6.58e-03 7.73e-03 8.22e-03 6.25e-03 8.55e-03 8.22e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.30e-03 6.91e-03 1.04e-02 1.28e-02 1.20e-02 1.17e-02 1.07e-02 1.10e-02 1.33e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 1.02e-02 1.35e-02 1.74e-02 1.58e-02 1.64e-02 1.38e-02 1.35e-02 1.86e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.77e-03 1.32e-02 1.97e-02 2.39e-02 2.39e-02 2.30e-02 2.32e-02 2.53e-02 2.43e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 3.95e-03 1.97e-02 2.62e-02 3.52e-02 3.27e-02 3.45e-02 3.37e-02 3.26e-02 3.44e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 7.24e-03 2.55e-02 3.87e-02 4.62e-02 4.70e-02 4.74e-02 5.43e-02 5.07e-02 4.82e-02
Pixel 6 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.15e-03 1.64e-03 2.80e-03 1.64e-03 1.97e-03 1.97e-03 3.29e-03 1.81e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.30e-03 2.96e-03 3.13e-03 3.95e-03 4.44e-03 3.13e-03 2.30e-03 4.11e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 2.96e-03 4.61e-03 5.26e-03 6.25e-03 4.93e-03 5.43e-03 4.28e-03 5.10e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 6.09e-03 7.57e-03 1.05e-02 9.54e-03 8.39e-03 7.24e-03 9.87e-03 8.06e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 7.57e-03 1.10e-02 1.05e-02 1.30e-02 1.10e-02 1.30e-02 1.10e-02 1.10e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 2.30e-03 1.18e-02 1.64e-02 1.56e-02 1.45e-02 1.79e-02 1.48e-02 1.84e-02 1.48e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 4.77e-03 1.53e-02 2.24e-02 2.73e-02 2.39e-02 2.52e-02 2.66e-02 2.62e-02 2.68e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 5.76e-03 2.22e-02 2.90e-02 3.91e-02 3.88e-02 4.41e-02 4.15e-02 3.96e-02 3.70e-02
Pixel 7 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 9.87e-04 1.97e-03 2.30e-03 1.97e-03 2.14e-03 1.81e-03 2.63e-03 1.48e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 2.30e-03 3.29e-03 3.62e-03 2.80e-03 3.29e-03 3.45e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.80e-03 3.45e-03 6.09e-03 4.44e-03 4.61e-03 4.93e-03 4.93e-03 3.95e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.81e-03 5.43e-03 5.92e-03 9.38e-03 7.90e-03 1.05e-02 7.07e-03 7.07e-03 6.74e-03
DE Bin5 1.64e-04 2.63e-03 6.91e-03 1.07e-02 9.71e-03 9.05e-03 1.15e-02 9.05e-03 1.22e-02 9.21e-03
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.11e-03 9.71e-03 1.27e-02 1.79e-02 1.18e-02 1.41e-02 1.33e-02 1.56e-02 1.50e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.10e-03 1.51e-02 1.83e-02 2.73e-02 2.55e-02 2.32e-02 2.25e-02 2.32e-02 2.55e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 8.72e-03 2.30e-02 3.13e-02 3.77e-02 4.24e-02 3.87e-02 3.77e-02 3.98e-02 3.39e-02
Pixel 8 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 9.87e-04 9.87e-04 2.47e-03 1.81e-03 1.64e-03 2.30e-03 1.97e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.47e-03 2.30e-03 2.47e-03 2.63e-03 2.80e-03 3.95e-03 2.63e-03 3.29e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 2.63e-03 3.45e-03 4.93e-03 6.09e-03 4.77e-03 5.10e-03 5.92e-03 5.26e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 4.11e-03 7.40e-03 7.57e-03 1.05e-02 7.90e-03 6.09e-03 7.07e-03 6.25e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.63e-03 6.42e-03 9.54e-03 1.14e-02 1.14e-02 9.71e-03 1.10e-02 1.22e-02 1.00e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.61e-03 6.91e-03 1.35e-02 1.84e-02 1.61e-02 1.43e-02 1.69e-02 1.27e-02 1.73e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 4.44e-03 1.68e-02 1.96e-02 2.22e-02 2.29e-02 2.19e-02 2.14e-02 2.70e-02 2.63e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 5.92e-03 2.32e-02 2.93e-02 3.78e-02 3.62e-02 3.52e-02 3.60e-02 3.34e-02 3.82e-02
Pixel 9 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 1.48e-03 1.64e-03 1.97e-03 1.81e-03 1.15e-03 2.14e-03 2.47e-03 2.14e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.96e-03 2.96e-03 3.13e-03 3.29e-03 2.96e-03 2.63e-03 3.13e-03 4.11e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.32e-03 3.13e-03 4.44e-03 5.59e-03 5.59e-03 3.95e-03 6.25e-03 4.44e-03 4.28e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 5.10e-03 4.61e-03 7.40e-03 8.72e-03 9.05e-03 7.57e-03 7.07e-03 7.07e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 4.11e-03 1.02e-02 1.23e-02 1.17e-02 1.25e-02 1.02e-02 1.07e-02 8.39e-03
DE Bin6 1.64e-04 3.29e-03 1.18e-02 1.28e-02 1.66e-02 1.79e-02 1.64e-02 1.63e-02 1.58e-02 1.38e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.26e-03 1.74e-02 2.06e-02 2.40e-02 2.35e-02 2.14e-02 2.45e-02 2.55e-02 2.34e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 5.26e-03 2.86e-02 2.96e-02 3.96e-02 3.70e-02 4.11e-02 4.03e-02 4.00e-02 3.45e-02
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Pixel 10 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 6.58e-04 1.97e-03 2.14e-03 1.48e-03 2.63e-03 3.45e-03 2.30e-03 1.97e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.96e-03 1.97e-03 3.78e-03 4.28e-03 3.62e-03 2.80e-03 3.45e-03 4.44e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 3.78e-03 5.59e-03 4.77e-03 5.10e-03 6.25e-03 6.58e-03 5.76e-03 5.76e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.81e-03 5.43e-03 7.24e-03 1.05e-02 1.00e-02 1.04e-02 6.91e-03 9.54e-03 1.02e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.14e-03 6.25e-03 9.05e-03 1.22e-02 1.20e-02 9.71e-03 1.09e-02 1.20e-02 1.10e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 8.39e-03 1.51e-02 1.81e-02 1.78e-02 1.74e-02 1.96e-02 1.38e-02 1.76e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 4.11e-03 1.56e-02 1.83e-02 2.24e-02 2.45e-02 2.93e-02 2.76e-02 2.65e-02 2.50e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 5.92e-03 2.32e-02 3.01e-02 3.90e-02 4.41e-02 3.85e-02 4.44e-02 4.18e-02 3.41e-02
Pixel 11 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 9.87e-04 2.47e-03 2.47e-03 4.61e-03 4.11e-03 3.62e-03 2.30e-03 3.45e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 2.14e-03 2.30e-03 3.78e-03 4.44e-03 4.11e-03 3.78e-03 3.62e-03 5.43e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 4.44e-03 6.91e-03 5.43e-03 6.74e-03 6.25e-03 6.42e-03 8.39e-03 7.57e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 5.76e-03 8.06e-03 1.14e-02 1.17e-02 1.27e-02 1.25e-02 1.09e-02 9.87e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.30e-03 1.05e-02 1.38e-02 1.32e-02 1.66e-02 1.89e-02 1.61e-02 1.41e-02 1.45e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 4.11e-03 1.25e-02 1.66e-02 1.92e-02 2.48e-02 2.11e-02 2.37e-02 2.15e-02 2.42e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.76e-03 1.84e-02 2.68e-02 3.32e-02 3.32e-02 3.54e-02 3.08e-02 3.55e-02 3.59e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 4.44e-03 2.99e-02 4.26e-02 5.25e-02 4.69e-02 5.59e-02 4.98e-02 5.51e-02 5.13e-02
Pixel 12 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 1.81e-03 1.97e-03 2.80e-03 2.47e-03 2.47e-03 1.64e-03 2.47e-03 2.47e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 0.00e+00 2.80e-03 3.62e-03 3.29e-03 5.59e-03 4.61e-03 5.92e-03 6.09e-03 4.28e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 4.28e-03 6.25e-03 6.42e-03 6.58e-03 5.76e-03 7.57e-03 5.26e-03 7.40e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.97e-03 5.92e-03 1.02e-02 1.18e-02 1.07e-02 1.09e-02 9.38e-03 1.05e-02 9.38e-03
DE Bin5 1.64e-04 1.81e-03 8.55e-03 1.30e-02 1.43e-02 1.28e-02 1.25e-02 1.22e-02 1.53e-02 1.45e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 3.29e-03 1.25e-02 1.84e-02 1.88e-02 2.50e-02 2.27e-02 2.11e-02 2.39e-02 2.25e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 6.25e-03 1.78e-02 2.37e-02 3.11e-02 3.21e-02 3.16e-02 3.49e-02 3.39e-02 3.31e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 8.22e-03 2.57e-02 3.91e-02 4.47e-02 4.97e-02 4.82e-02 5.38e-02 4.49e-02 5.21e-02
Pixel 13 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 4.93e-04 1.32e-03 2.63e-03 3.29e-03 2.63e-03 2.47e-03 2.14e-03 2.30e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 4.93e-04 3.78e-03 2.80e-03 3.62e-03 4.61e-03 5.10e-03 3.62e-03 4.61e-03 4.11e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 4.11e-03 5.76e-03 5.76e-03 7.07e-03 7.24e-03 5.92e-03 8.88e-03 6.58e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.47e-03 5.76e-03 1.05e-02 1.02e-02 1.05e-02 1.05e-02 1.17e-02 1.32e-02 1.07e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 1.48e-03 9.05e-03 1.28e-02 1.43e-02 1.81e-02 1.17e-02 1.68e-02 1.38e-02 1.37e-02
DE Bin6 1.64e-04 5.10e-03 1.17e-02 1.84e-02 2.15e-02 1.92e-02 2.22e-02 2.15e-02 2.24e-02 2.09e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 5.10e-03 1.79e-02 2.58e-02 3.14e-02 2.68e-02 3.47e-02 3.29e-02 3.14e-02 3.04e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 9.21e-03 2.78e-02 3.85e-02 4.97e-02 4.92e-02 5.08e-02 5.21e-02 4.97e-02 4.69e-02
Pixel 14 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 1.97e-03 1.48e-03 2.96e-03 1.97e-03 2.47e-03 3.13e-03 1.97e-03 2.80e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 9.87e-04 2.14e-03 3.62e-03 4.93e-03 3.62e-03 3.95e-03 3.62e-03 3.62e-03 3.78e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 4.61e-03 5.43e-03 7.40e-03 5.26e-03 7.24e-03 6.58e-03 8.72e-03 6.25e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 7.24e-03 1.07e-02 1.14e-02 1.07e-02 9.54e-03 1.17e-02 1.10e-02 8.39e-03
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 2.47e-03 8.72e-03 1.40e-02 1.41e-02 1.25e-02 1.30e-02 1.27e-02 1.56e-02 1.60e-02
DE Bin6 1.64e-04 3.62e-03 1.35e-02 1.55e-02 2.20e-02 1.89e-02 2.04e-02 2.32e-02 2.25e-02 2.07e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 2.96e-03 1.99e-02 2.71e-02 2.91e-02 3.01e-02 3.08e-02 3.36e-02 3.59e-02 3.32e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 6.58e-03 3.55e-02 3.93e-02 5.05e-02 4.92e-02 4.54e-02 4.75e-02 4.75e-02 4.62e-02
Pixel 15 PE Bin1 PE Bin2 PE Bin3 PE Bin4 PE Bin5 PE Bin6 PE Bin7 PE Bin8 PE Bin9 PE Bin10
DE Bin1 0.00e+00 1.64e-04 1.48e-03 3.45e-03 3.13e-03 2.96e-03 2.47e-03 5.10e-03 2.30e-03 2.96e-03
DE Bin2 0.00e+00 3.29e-04 2.47e-03 4.11e-03 2.63e-03 3.95e-03 4.93e-03 4.61e-03 5.59e-03 3.78e-03
DE Bin3 0.00e+00 6.58e-04 4.77e-03 6.09e-03 6.25e-03 8.55e-03 8.88e-03 7.40e-03 8.22e-03 6.91e-03
DE Bin4 0.00e+00 1.64e-03 7.57e-03 8.06e-03 9.71e-03 1.18e-02 1.07e-02 1.20e-02 1.30e-02 1.12e-02
DE Bin5 0.00e+00 1.81e-03 1.10e-02 1.04e-02 1.53e-02 1.38e-02 1.66e-02 1.76e-02 1.69e-02 1.68e-02
DE Bin6 0.00e+00 5.10e-03 1.61e-02 1.94e-02 2.22e-02 2.42e-02 2.09e-02 2.19e-02 2.19e-02 2.43e-02
DE Bin7 0.00e+00 4.28e-03 1.94e-02 2.53e-02 3.32e-02 3.19e-02 3.27e-02 3.82e-02 3.41e-02 3.60e-02
DE Bin8 0.00e+00 6.42e-03 3.45e-02 3.82e-02 4.28e-02 4.84e-02 4.82e-02 4.95e-02 5.18e-02 4.98e-02
Table A.4: Same as Table A.3, but shoot STEP with electrons.
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STOF Sweep Voltage Description
This technical document was provided by Dr. Berndt Klecker, the former principal
investigator of SOHO/CELIAS. Because there is no online source for this document for
us to cite, we decided to attach it here.
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o851STOF Stepping Sequence. 
In the nominal operation mode the STOF electrostatic analyzer voltage 
(Sweep-HV) is periodically shifted in discrete steps between the minmum and the 
maximum value to scan a defined range of incident particle energy. Rise and fall 
between the minimum and the maximum voltage are divided into 120 steps each, so 
that a full sweep cycle consists of a total of 240 voltage steps. The duration of each 
step is 1.25 seconds, this adds up to 300 seconds for one cycle. The voltage steps are 
sized according to a logarithmic scale, each step produces an increase or decrease of 
approximately 3 percent referenced to the previous step. The inital value, offset and 
exponent of the sweep voltage cycle may be adjusted by the parameters of the 
FBSTRPAR command. 
The pulse height analyzer (PHA) electronics uses offset-, gain- and threshold 
parameters that depend on the sweep voltage setting. These PHA-parameters are 
switched every 3 steps of the sweep voltage, so these triplets of voltage steps are called 
PHA-steps. According to the 120 voltage steps between the minimum and the 
maximum value there are 40 PHA-steps (= different parameter settings), this makes 
80 PHA-steps for one sweep cycle. At the beginning of each PHA-step the control 
parameters are loaded before the analysis is started and at the end of PHA-steps 
analysis is disabled. 
The setting of the sweep voltage and all other control is handled by the Data 
Processing Unit (DPU) via the command interface. As a protective measure the 
maximum stepsize is limited by the commandable delta-limit, which is imposed by the 
DPU. There are also commandable limits for the minimum and the maximum sweep 
voltage: maximum voltage limit, minimum sweep step limit and maximum sweep step 
limit. The stepping scheme of 240 voltage steps for one sweep cycle cannot be modified, 
therefore nominal voltage values less than the minimum limit are substituted by the 
minimum limit value, and nominal voltage values greater than the maximum limit 
are substituted by the maximum limit value. 
 The required commands are listed in the control command section. 
 
16STOF Sweep Voltage Setting 
The STOF stepping cycle consists of 2 phases: 
1) logarithmic rise of the high voltage from the minimum to the maximum value 
2) logarithmic decay of the high voltage to the minimum value. 
The rise and decay is controlled by a DAC in 120 steps each, a total of 240 
steps for a full cycle. The time interval between steps is 1.25 seconds. 
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Definitions: 
 
brdrsn[0:239]  Sweep-cycle step number 
sc[0:237, mod 3] c= 3 × INT(n/3) Step number for new PHA 
parameter setting 
sv[0:119] sv = n             for n < 120 (rise) 
sv = 239 - n   for n ≥ 120 (fall) 
Limits: for sv ≤ spmin : sv = spmin 
              for sv ≥ spmax : sv = spmax 
Voltage Step number  
(set-value #) 
 
brdrw15sp[0:117, 
mod 3] 
sp = c             for n < 120 (rise) 
sp = 237 - c   for n ≥ 120 (fall) 
Limits:  for sp ≤ spmin : sp = spmin 
            for sp ≥ spmax : sp = spmax 
PHA Parameter-Set number 
 
STOF HV-Sweep DAC Setting: 
 
 DAC_SWEEP_S = INT (U0 ∗ ALS3SV + UOFFSET) 
 
Default Parameters (stored in EPROM): 
ne ALS3 = (Usweepmax /Usweepmin) 1 /119 = (5000 /100) 1 /119 = 50 1 /119 = 1.033420468 
U0 = Chnl(5000 V) /50 = 3800 /50 = 76.055   
UOFFSET = -2.4 
 
Last parameter change 24.07.96: 
 
ALS3 = (Usweepmax /Usweepmin) 1 /119 = (2650,6 /141) 1 /119 = 1.024960 
U0 = 141.00 
UOFFSET = -2.398440 
 
DAC to Usweep conversion: 
 
Usweep = 5000/3800 ∗ DAC = 1,315789473684 ∗ DAC 
Voltage step 0:      Usweep = 182.37 Volt 
Voltage step 119:   Usweep = 3484.47 Volt 
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Control Commands 
 
FBSLIMSW STOF Sweep Limit: upper voltage limit + delta limit 
 
FBSLIMST STOF Stepping Range: last step + first step 
 
FBSSWV STOF Sweep Voltage: static set value (Manual Mode) 
  DAC = 1023 -> 11,130 Volts 
FBSENASS STOF Sweep-HV Enable 
 
FBSDISSS STOF Sweep-HV Disable 
 
FBSS1ON STOF Sweep_1 ON 
 
FBSS1OF STOF Sweep_1 OFF 
 
FBSS2ON STOF Sweep_2 ON 
 
FBSS2OF STOF Sweep_2 OFF 
 
FBSTRPAR STOF Parameter Loading see definition next page 
 
rd
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Command FBSTRPAR (Last Change 24.07.96) 
 
 Byte Nr. Old Value New Value Word Nr. Word 
SwGainS 54 84 84 27 0x5454 
l360SwGainH 55 84 84   
TS1 53/52 146 146 26 0x0092 
TS2 51/50/49/48 0.987750 0.987750 24 0x3F7C 
    25 0xDD2F 
TS3 47/46 21 21 23 0x0015 
AS1 45/44 4 4 22 0x0004 
AS2 43/42 807 807 21 0x0327 
AS4 41/40 180 180 20 0x00B4 
LS1_0 39/38 36 36 19 0x0024 
LS1_1 37/36 30 30 18 0x001E 
ALS3 35/34/33/32 1.024960 1.024960 16 0x3F83 
par    17 0x31E4 
LS4 31/30 6 6 15 0x0006 
LS5 29/28 84 84 14 0x0054 
LS6 27/26 2.097660 2.099766 13 0x0219 
GAmpS_0 25/24 1.000 1.000 12 0x0100 
GAmpS_1 23/22 5.597660 5.597660 11 0x0599 
U0 21/20/19/18 141.000000 141.000000 9 0x430D 
  ll  10 0x0000 
UOffset 17/16 -2.398440 -2.398440 8 0xFD9A 
TH1 15/14 21 21 7 0x0015 
TH2 13/12 25 25 6 0x0019 
tlparAH_0 11/10 150 150 5 0x0096 
AH_1 9/8 60 60 4 0x003C 
LH_0 7/6 41 41 3 0x0029 
LH_1 5/4 33 33 2 0x0021 
STOFLoGain 2 115 115 1 0x1C73 
STOFHiGain 3 28 28   
HSTOFLoGain 0 40 40 0 0x0428 
rsHSTOFHiGain 1 4 4   
 
 see next page for the control algorithm of these parameters 
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